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Come See!

Coast wuiu
Guard Turns
Down 'Cooter
I WIII» LZWVTII
Rescue Service Here; Haynes To
Press For Further Consideration
vuua

in missions were carried out. This
informed Con averaged one each seven days. In
that time, a 24 hour watch was
M. Coffin of
maintained at the Rockland Air
Maine’s
Second
Congressional port at Ash Point with pilots and
District that experimental heli crewmen ready to move at any
copter rescue service carried out time when flying was passible.
at Rockland last year did not have
Haynes has advised Coffin that
sufficient calls to warrant con- a full year check of rescue calls
tin u-ance.
should be made before a decision
Coffin had queried the Coast is reached. He noted that the fall
Guard on the future of helicopter and winter months bring more
rescue service here at the request 1 escue calls for boats in trouble
of City Manager Charles Haynes. and for ill people on the islands
The Search and Rescue Division than is the case in the summer
of the Coast Guard reported that months when the experimental
in the period from July 1 to Sept. plan was in effect. Also. Haynes
3 only nine search and rescue pointed to three emergencies in

Coast

headquarters

Guard
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That's Why Christmas Shopping in ROCKLAND Is Such a Pleasure

And Our Thrifty Prices Are Sure To Please You, Too!

Teachers
Tour The Courier-Gazette
Office
—in
II . I

17.50 per year
33.76 six months

Washington has
gressman Frank

NANCY

starrett
of warren
NATIONAL
4-H CLOTHING
CHAMPION

*even days recently, one a lobsterman adrift in a disabled boat,
and two in a single evening for ill
people who had to be brought to
the mainland from Vinaihaven by
boat.
It i# believed that local officials
will press the issue, even to the
point of asking Coffin to discuss
the possibilities of an added ap
propriation for the Coast Guard
for helicopter rescue service in
this area.
When the Coast Guard wanted
to set up the trial service last.
summer, the City cooperated to the
extent of remodeling a building at
the airport for a ‘copter hanger.

CAB Orders Northeast To Continue

To Serve Rockiand And The Coast
With Year Round Flight Schedule
The Civil Aeronautics Board in tablished on a temporary ba*is | was not alloting sufficient seats'
Washington has denied the peti and wa*» contingent upon that to Rockland to accommodate those
Courier-Gazette chief Linotype operator Shirley Harbour demonstrate* the intricate typesetting ma
i who wished to avail themselves
average being maintained.
chine, one of the three in the newspaper plant, to the visitors. Pictured from the left are: Professor Brooks tion of Northeast Airlines to dis
Actually, when Northeast offi of the service.
Hamilton and .Mrs. Bertha Thurston, Miss Margaret Bartlett and Mrs. Murgaret Carr, all of Owls Head continue winter service in and out cials first talked with city offi
Supporting the Rockland move
C entral School.
Photo by Shear of the Rockiand Municipal Airport.
cials, the average they said was
Senator Margaret Chase
Notice was served on the air Would be satisfactory was three
Twenty-eight
teachers
from class at Rockland High School to, bed of the second eight page see
Smith who contacted the CAB on
line
Tuesday
that
they
would
be
to four passengers daily average behalf of the Rockland Chamber
schools within Knox County w’ho the newspaper office at 5.15 p. m. tion of today s 20 pag. edition and
and were served a buffet luncheon watching the big web pres* roll required to continue the flights the year around.
and continued to work on the
have been taking a public rela
serving
Rockiand
as
they
have
off the paper*.
'■'On this ba*is. the City invested issue until it was resolved.
tion* extension course the past 1. by the office staff.
pince
June
of
1954
when
service
During the course, Professor
in runway and runway light re
It wag understood Wednesday
weeks
with Piofeei'or
Brooks
Following the
luncheon, the
was instituted on a year around pairs and constructed an admin that Northeast officials in Boston
Hamilton of the University of group toured the newspaper plant. HanPlton instructed the teachers
basis.
istration building for the airline were willing to sit down with local
Maine School of Journalism were watching the news and advertis in methods of public relations as
The airline had contended that
visitors at The Courier-Gazette ing being set in type and halftone the field applies to schools. A the required winter daily average at the airport, confident that that people to work out a flight pattern
newspaper man of long experi
average could be maintained. The which would best serve this area
Wednesday afternoon and eve rlates for today's pictures being
ence, he was able to bring to his of four to five passengers they city also accepted the responsibil and still prove to be of advantage
processed.
ning.
wished
had
not
been
maintained.
ity of plowing runways in winter to the airline. Chamber directors
The final step was the putting to irtudents accurate information on
The group came front their final
----------------------------- ---- the field of mass communication, i Also that the service had been rs- to keep the field operational in were discussing the possibilities
all weather when flying was pos at a meeting last evening and
sible.
were prepared to make arrange
RETURN OF SURPLUS FOODS
Th CAB ruled that the traffic ments foi a session in which all
at the Rockland Airport closely phases of the service would be
PROGRAM TO CITY TO BE SOUGHT approximated that which was studied.
agreed upon and ruled against
Traffic in and out of the Rock
BY HAYNES IN AUGUSTA TODAY
the airline, ordering it to continue land field in the summer month*
service the year around.
is very heavy with the demand
City Manager Charles A. Haynes merly used as barracks for fiieThe Chamber of Commerce en for seats being greater than North
men when the fire station was
said Wednesday that he would be
tered a strong protest to CAB east can meet with equipment
where the police station is now
when Northeast announced its in which is available and can land
in Augucta today to seek restora
located.
tention of cutting out winter serv on the 4500 foot runway.
tion of the federal foods program
The government stopped surplus ice for the Coastal Area. They
The Rockland field serves not
for the needy immediately.
food ehipments to the city two presented evidence which support
TWO-TONE SLANT NEEDLE
only the city, but communities as
MACHINE—Esclusive slant need!”
He commented that propel stor vears ago when the proper ator- ed their contention that Northeast
far away as Boothbay in one di(ives you better, easier, faster sew
age facilities for the surplus foods age facilities, which would pro
. rection and Belfast in the other.
ing Portable only $2.95 per week
tect them from the elements and
donated for local distrbution by
Reservation records made through
rodents were not provided
the federal government would be
Northeast's local ticket agency
RUMMAGE
SALE
Storage then was in the metal
found.
One possibilty is two
bear out this contention.
Their
rooms on the ground floor of the sheathed buildings attached to City Saturday, Dec. 13 — 9.30 a. m. records also show repeated in
City Hall, once used by the po Hall and occupied by the Welfare
stances in winter months in which
ST. PETER'S UNDERCROFT
Leaking roofs and
lice. Other .‘'pare is available in Department.
j prosepective patrons have been
Benefit of Tyler School P. T. A.
II
' unable to obtain seats on planes
the basement of the present po sidewalls, plus easy access to thi
lice station, and on the second foods by rats, brought the halt
scheduled in here from Bangor
ing
of
th
‘
program.
floor of City Hail in rooms for"Now-, me Wetfarc Department c*.
to be moved into City Hall proper
RUMMAGE SALE
CHRISTMAS FAIR
and the old buildings razed.
Chrisfmas Sale
1 Too tan buy a niw SINGER ‘
WEYMOUTH GRANGE IIAI.I.
The past two winters, people on
Thomaston
relief of any form, needy veterans,
for os little os W!e«, Terms
Friday Evening
FRIDAY, DEC. 12
FKIIIAY — « I’. M.
old pi nsiom is and borderline nisi Bukeit Bean Supper
5.30 - 7.00
have been deprived of the free foods
Adults 75c — Children 40c
Gifts, Home Cooked Food and
which add much to their ability to
6 'Til 9 P. M.
Public Parts - 0.00 P. M.
BUDGET AUTOMATIC —
make both ends meet.
Mince Meat, Candy, Snack
Straight and fancy zigzag stitching—
easy darning mending and hemming.
357 MAIN STREET
Bar, Grobs for the Children.
Portable only $2.35 per week
^.s^.j,ss:s.s.s,g.s^‘s‘e!t,s.s.e.s£.5s-s's‘g^‘s'sfg,«'«>c!s-ss,s'as's«!«'<’s'i's'<'s;;
Amspices
Auspice*

TAKI YOUR
PICK...
THIN TILL
ST. NICK!

j
*
)
|

HOLIDAY

Sophomore Washington flub

£
i

SIXTH ANNUAL

O-MATIC*—Tops for straight,
zigzag and taM stitching. Portable
Model $2.84 p<seek.

Non $par'a Sup

SHOPPER S

_ __ ■

TOP BOBBIN PORTABLE—
backticks, sews over pins, has easy
drop in bobbin Only 11.20 per week.

(Listed in phone book under
(%'

BBS MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

torney Curtis Payson of Union m
the near future
Payson commented Wednesday
night that Mince he ha* not con
sulted yet with Rainfrette and
with Trooper George Massie, who
also investigated the accident, he
had no opinion to express.
Young, a retired employer oC
(Continued on Page Four)

due to an overload out of that
city.
Also possibly having a bearing
on the CAB decision is the recent
return of heavy government sub
sidies to Northeast for its North
ern New England runs which in
clude the Rockland flights.

COME AND HAVE A BALL!
Donation > $5.00 the Couple

Sponsored by The Courier-Gazette
149*11

147-14*

AUXILIARY

Thorndike Hotel

Favors • RtfresAments
FiATHERWBOHTt PORT*
ABU—the tightest in portables
with tug-machine performance. Only
Jl.M par week.

Chief John Rainfrette of the
Camden Police Department said
Wednesday night that he will prob
ably bring a charge of reckless
homicide against Frank L. Rich
ards. 17, of Camden, the driver of
a cab, which struck and killed
Edison M. Young, 79. of Camden
during the rainy night of Nov. 26
He felt that he has gathered
sufficent evidence to allow him to
seek an indictment of reckless
homicidi against Richard^ when
the grand jury of the Knox Su
peiior Court meets in February.
Rainfrette said that he fiirthei
plans to discuss the matters re
lating to the case with County At

At 7.15
CHILDREN 40c

ADULTS 75c

MUSK BY DOUG VWAl
AND ORCHESTRA

SINGER SEWING MACHINE CO.)

AGAINST RICHARDS IN TAXI DEATH

THURSDAY EVE. — TONIGHT

5 - 7 P. M.

I......I

CHARLES

CUT

RATE

Kiwanis Christmas Trees

OPPOSITE SEARS

At 9 O'clock

SINGER
SEWING CENTER

RECKLESS HOMICIDE INDICTMENT

WILL BE ON WRKD

SUPPER

Friday, December 12th

Sail
KNOX HOSPITAL LADIES

TT

CHIEF RAINFRETTE WILL SEEK

The Old Mew £,nql<uideto

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

Sponsored by

L

Nancy Starrett of Warren, 17 ribbon winner in clothing. Also,
.,, , , . ,
«nH *he has been awarded blue ribbons
year old daughter of Mr. ana
at Union Fair in clothing, can
Mrs. Walter Starrett, has been
ning and freezing projects.
named a national winner in 4-H
honor student at Warren
Club
competition
at
Chicago.
she is active in the Glee
Nancy's field was clothing in Club and i* a cheerleader and a
which she competed against state Sunday School teacher as w’ell.
She was accompanied to the Na
winners from all over the coun
tional 4-H Club Congress
in
try.
With the national first prize Chicago by Mrs. Loana Shibles,
came a $400 scholarship to the club agent for Knox and Lincoln
University of Maine from a na Counties.
A total of 1.350 state champions
tional thread manufacturer.
Nancy i^- a member of the War-' in several 4-H fields competed at
ren Wonder Woikers 4-H Club Chicago with 200 emerging as
which is directed by Mrs. Mildred national champion.^ in their reE. Gammon. She has been club spective specialties. They came
secretary four years and was the fiom the 49 states, Hawaii and
1957 4-H Achievement Day blue Puerto Rico.

"MUST"

MARVELOUS NEW SLANT-

NEW SINGER t 1(5—Designed
lot the Young Homemaker budget
Portable only $1.25 per week.

COMMUNITY ( LI B
SOUTH THOMASTON

Rockland High School

Pictured are two Maine 4-H girls, both national award winners.
They are Nancy Starrett of Warren. National Clothing winner, left, and
Janice Decato of South Paris, National Health winner.
Awards of
$400 scholarships were provided the 4-H Clothing winner by Coats and
Clark, Inc., and the 4-H Health winner by Eli billy and Company.

SEE OUR LARGE XMAS STOCK

i

COSMETICS GALORE

Gifts for Men - Women - Children
OPEN TIL 10 P. M. DAILY
148‘Th*S’155

145-T&-151A153

BBBBBBBBBBBB—WBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBMUBBBBBE

ON SALE DEC. 7th to DEC. 21st
At 304 Main Street
Excellent Trees — All Sizes
GET YOURS EARLY - WE Will DEUVER
1OK 5.FECIAL OKDEKS CALX 1947
144-151

.-■ ■ — 1

Tueidoy-Thunday-Saturdoy
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Camden Y Opens

Golf Classes

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and PnbUaher, John M Rlchzrdzon
Three Time* a Week
The Limerock Gazette wan eetabllahed d ISM. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette In 1882. The Free Press was established In 185$.
and in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March IT, 1897
Subscriptions |7.50 per year, payable in advance Single
copies 10c Circulation 5278

I

EDITORIAL

WE ARE PROUD OF HIS PUBLIC SPIRIT
r.

A Rockland merchant one Clayton Bitler. is an incurable
supporter of every worthwhile movement looking toward
the public good and the welfare of our city and its people.
The following bears witness to his warm enthusiasm
for such things. In spite of an extremely severe loss in the
recent Bicknell Block fire which destroyed his large store,
he nevertheless is presently working with characteristic
vision and energy towaid a project to give the Coast Guard
Auxiliary a permanent home by hauling their recently re
ceived schooner Eva Cullison, out on the bank someplace at
the rear of The Courier-Gazette building or suitable nearby
spot and placing her on skids or on a suitable cement or
crushed rock base where she would last for many years.
The venerable schooner, gift to the Auxiliary from Capt.
Frank Swift of Camden, is presently in good condition, but
this winter’s ice and heavy seas could well finish her. That
:s why iMr. Bitler seeks prompt action from merchants and
citizens and feels that the handsome little vessel, made safe
from the elements, would make a colorful addition to the
waterfront as well as a snug home for the Auxiliary
View uf new giilfer* practice anil instruction range at the Camden

YMCA. Pictured above is Pro Jim Flanagan of the Meguntieook t.olt
Club instructing Mr*. Ra> Worthen on correct grip. The first session
wan held last Thursday night, ( lasses will continue through the winter.

DRAGGER OPERATORS REFUTE
CHARGES THAT OPERATIONS ARE

HARMFUL TO LOBSTERING
Forrest Davis of Poll Clyde and go dragging in the spring to pick
his son, Chester Davis, both fish up the cream of the haul and then
return to lohetering.
ing dragger operators, do not see
They could see no official sup
the dragger versus lobsterman port of the attempt to send a bill
situation as some do.
to Legislature which would re-!
The two said Wednesday that strict draggers from inshore fish-:
charges that draggers working the ing. pushing them into interna
bay channels are dragging up and tional
waters
in
the
winter i
destroying traps and gear of lob- months.
stermen are unfounded. Instead,
Such a bill was drafted two
they said, they make an effort to years ago but wag not presented I
avoid lobster fishing areas and to Legislature. It would have for
leave the channels when the lob- bidden dragging in an area from
stermen move offshore.
Whitehead to Two Bush and from
They noted that the lobstermen Two Bush to Metinic.
Then,
have not yet moved offshore in from Metinic to Old Man Whistl
the Port Clyde aod Whitehead er between Monhegan and Burnt
area and that’the channels are as Island
open for dragging as they were
in the summer
3uy and Use
Another angle of the dragging
Christmas
Seals
operations they cited was the
bringing up of traps lost in storms
19515
and the returning them to their
owners.
The Davises are seiners as well
a# dragger operators and the
younger of the two lobsters also.
Refuting the charges brought
Fight Tuberculosis!
against them and other dragger
operators by lobstermen who seek
Tip to motorists: Limit your
to restirct their fishing grounds,
they noted that many lobstermen speed—not your chances to live.

Christmas Party
MAINE FISHERMEN'S ASSN.

LEGION HOME IN ROCKLAND
Friday, December 19 — 7.30 p. m.
All Members and Families and Employees of 40 Fathom
Fisheries, Inc. F. J. O'Horo & Sons and Feyler Fish Com
pany Are Welcome.
Everyone Bring a Gift For a Child, Marked for Boy or
Girl and Age Group. The Gifts Are Donated To the City
Matron for Distribution.

Compare the Imports

and you’ll choose

A NEW STAR AND A NEW STAMP
President Eisenhower will issue the proclamation around
Christmas which will turn Alaska into the 49th State of the
Union.
He will at the same time reveal the design of the new
49 star flag, probably seven banks of seven stars.
The Post Office Department will start simultaneously
new seven cent air mail stamps some 90 millions of them,
copying the Alaskan flag
This will not only be a great day for the philatelists of
the nation, but will open boom times for the flag makers
as well

FELL MILLIONS IN THE RED
Those who ship parcels by mail will find the rates on
all parcels of one pound or more will be boosted some 17.1
per cent, with the consent of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission.
Under the law parcel post service must pay its own
way, but this year fell far short of that, running 88 million
dollars in the red.

senger roominess . . . 4-door convenience . . .

space. What's more you get

all-day cruising power, standard American gearshift

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Sharp Competition

Is Stepped Up
The six town School District Study
Group has speeded up its survey
of the proposed Appleton, Camden,
Hope, Lincolnville, Rockport and
Union school district and held a
summary meeting Wednesday at 8
p. m. in the Hope Corner Elemen
tary School.
At the meeting held December 3,
the steering committee heard a re
port from Malcolm Gleason of
Union, chairman of the school build
ing sub-committee, who stated that
his committee has completed its
survey of existing school buildings
in each town. A mimeographed re
port will be presented to the steer
ing committee at the December 17
meeting.
All sub-committee members are
expected to be present at the meet
ing Wednesday evening to sum
marize and evaluate the surveys
made bv each committee.

Explorer Post 2C6
Starts Second Year

.
Explorer Post 206, ^rponsored i
by the Rockland Congregational
Church, has begun its second
> ear of existence as a separate
poet, with 11 registered members
and has elected officers. Arnold
McConchie, Jr., has been chosen
president, Robert
Plummer is
vice president, Avard Walker III
is secretary, Charles Monteith.
Jr., is treasurer, Wayne Heath,
quartermaster and Robert Mursita and Robert Walker are cabi
net representatives. Rev. Charles
Monteith is advisor and associate
advisor is Tony Murgita.
Post 206 has participated is over
50 events in the past year, and is
already well along with plans fo:
the coming year. Its next regu
lar meeting is scheduled for 6
o'clock on Wednesday, Dec. 17.
and an overnight trip is projected
for the Christmas holiday. Other
events include a trip after Christ
mas to meet with the director of
! admission at the University of
.Maine.
As of Jan. 1, only young men
who are at leaet freshmen in high

The Rockland junior varsity las
sies poured it on with their drive
Wednesday afternoon to defeat the
Warren girls 48 to 31.
The Rockland team started with
an 11 to 5 lead in the first quarter
and managed to swish 15 more be
fore the bell sounded ending the
first half. Warren could only find
range for 12 points in the second
quarter for their biggest surge of
the contest.
The Rocklandites continued to
pour it on in the third period as
they tallied 13 points, while the
Warren attack dropped to eight
points.
Joan Mazzeo and Priscilla Smith
were the nucleus of the Rockiand
attack as Joan tallied for 16 points,
seven baskets and two foul shots,
while Priscilla shot six from the
floor and three from the foul line
for 15 points.
Dorcas Jones was high scorer for

Warren with five two pointers.
Cvnth.a Spear contrbuted to the
cause with nine points, four bazkets and a free toss.
Warren
5 17 25 31
Rockland
11 26 39 48
Rockland Junior Varsity (48)
Rf, Gay <12»; if. Smith (15); cf,
Mazzeo (16), Lothrop. Plummer!
(5); rg. Cross, Ferrera, Staples;!
lg. Knowlton, Barton. Stratton; eg,
Sylvester, Vinal.

King And Wright
Win Meguntieook

E. G.
Winchenbaugh
m aom main street

RU

Healing oil storage tank
corrosion & rust inhibitor

TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
SMELL FURNACE 0U

A C. McLoon A Co.
tfeLOOiro WBABT

TBL. ■

—

—

Western Auto

‘Associate Store

THURSDAY . FRIDAY - SATURDAY ONLY

school will be eligible for mem
bership. The new motto for Ex
plorer# is “Our best today for a
better tomorrow", and anyone in
terested in participating in a pro
gram developed by young men for
young men is invited to contact
any of the officers of the Post.
Activities and superactivities are
the “order of the day’’ in the re
vamped program being adopted
by
all Explorer Posts.
with
specialities open whenever there
is an interest in any type of activ

FIBERGLASS SNOW COASTERS, Reg. $4.98 .. .. .. .. $2.88
DOLL TRAVELER SETS, Reg. 98c .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Me
10" TRICYCLE, Reg. $6 89 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $441
CHILDREN'S SNOW SHOVELS, Reg. $1.19 .. .. .. .. ..
79c
ANTI-FREEZE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Gol. 88c
DRY GAS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 Ox. Can 29c 3
A WIDE SELECTION OF TOYS AND GIFTS
AT LOW, LOW PRICES
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

ity

Hundreds of Styles of Men's and Boys'
JACKETS AT LOWEST PRICES 11
MEN'S

BOYS' PARKAS

BOVS- IW51

IFFTACHABLE HOOD

SUEDE JACKETS

NYLON JACKETS

dMzeft 6 to 18

4 COLORS

Plain reversed Io striped fleece

Reg.

Reg.
16.95

Reg.
leg. *10.95
EXTRA

12.95

SPECIAL
TOP
VALUE

SPFCIAL

LOW
PRICE

SPECIAL
NOW

MEN’S

BOY'S

MEN'S

BOYS'

MEN'S

BOYS'

16854 NYLON
REVERSIBLE

Parkas

Work

Suburban

Work

Sport

Jackets

Extra Heavy with
Mouton Convertible
f oliar to Hood, Zip
Front, Button Over.

Jackets

Coats

Coats

Coats

Heavy Twill, Warm
Uning. Green, Gray

Assorted Pattern*.
Heavy Quilt Uaed.

Heavy
Blanket l-inlng.

Plaid*, Ivy Stripe*.
Assorted Pattern*.

Reg. $5.95 Grade
Our Low Price

Reg. $13.95
Now Only

Plain on One Side
Fleece with Blazer
Stripe Reverse

Reg. $15.95

Reg. $14.95

Reg. $7.95
Special Low Price

12-99

12“

5-95

Reg. $15.95
Maw,
nuw

e____i_l

1248

MEN'S

BOYS' CORDUROY

WINTER

SWEAT

SPORT COATS

SETS

SHIRTS

Smart, New. Charcoal
Gray, Charcoal Brown,
Red. Sizes 6 to 12.
Reg.
$10.95
NOW
OHLY
13 to 20 sAfhtly kifber

BOVS’

SS”5

Reg. $2.50 Value

88c

Our Low Price

5?

66c

TOP GRADE

9.77

4.95

BOYS'
KNIT SKI TYPE

PAJAMAS

CORDED STRIPES

SHIRTS

Slow Down and Live!

lOUO

......----------

-

,

DRAWERS

SHILL
SONITOR

■

The man who is puffed up with
baffles will be made, will be start
conceit is seldom a swell fellow.
Hunting Awards
ed January 6.
Two color films were shown on
Louis King of Camden received fishing in Manitoba and in New
The coat of safety goes up when
a prize Monday night at the month- foundland.
you try to get along without it.
ly meeting of the Meguntieook Fish
and Game Association for having
shot the biggest buck. The session
was held at the club house on the
shores of Meguntieook Lake.
King's buck weighed 230 pounds.
Receiving the prize for having shot
the biggest doe was Robert Wright.
His animal tipped the scales at 160
pounds.
Winning the mystery award was
Robert Grierson of South Thomas
441 MAIN STREET
ton, whose entry of a 118 pound
deer was the closest to that number
For Your Shopping Convenience
which was placed in an envelope
at the start of the contest by Har
WIIL BE OPEN EVERY NIGHT
old Boynton, chairman of the derby
prize committee.
UNTIL 9 P. M.
Committeemen for the annual
INCLUDING DECEMBER 24th
fishing derby February 19 are:
George Dodge, Jr., James Ball and
Carlton Dougherty.
3 DAY SPECIALS
A series of work parties where
picnic tables, pheasant crates and

Nearly 1,000 Square Feet of Extra Space Showing

Rf Jones (W), X Spear (4),'
Lord; If, Kinney (2), Stimpson .2);
j cf, Howard (4), C. Spear (9l; rg,
Robinson, Lunden; lg. Starrett ; eg,
Dillaway. Wotton.

CHILD’S Tractor and Trailer,
Wheelbarrow and Roek n- M*-.e
for sale. 20 FRA-VKIJX STREET,
Rockland.
148*’50

*' ■

At The Economy Clothes Shop

ANKLE LENGTH

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

A special town meeting will be a combination 500 gallon tank and
500 gallon per minute pumper, is
expected to cont about $10,000.
The
budget
committee
has
recommended that a sum of $2,000
be set aside for five years to pay
for the truck after the town se
cures it as soon as possible.
Stevens felt that the opinion of
the budget committee was to pur
chase the new truck instead of
spending about $2,200 for a new
motor in the present vehicle.
The town manager cited the ur
gency of the town purchasing the
truck, since their membership in
the Knox County Mutual Aid Pro
gram depends on it. One of the
requirements for the Mutual Aid
system is that departments in
volved have adequate fire appara
tus.
At present, he continued, the
town does not have that needed
fire apparatus to remain a mem
ber of the Mutual Aid Program,
but has been granted an extension
of time in which to secure the
necessary vehicles.

held at the Rockport Town Hall
at 7.30 p. m. Monday for the pur
pose of approving a plan to pur
chase a new fire truck.
Town Manager Archie Stevens
eaid Wednesday night that the
budget committee has recommend
ed that the town purchase a new
combination tank and pumper
truck, to replace the one that sus
tained motor trouble on the night
of the recent fire at the Bicknell
Block in Rockland.
The truck was enroute home af
ter it was summoned to the fire
under the Mutual Aid Program
when motor trouble developed. It
was towed the remainder of the
way with a wrecker to the Rock
port Fire Station.
Stevens commented that the
truck, which Is 16 years old. has
already had $900 worth of re
pairs done on the motor within the
past two years. The vehicle has
a 100 gallon tank and a 500 gal
lon per minute pumper.
The new truck which will have

VISIT THE NEW "JACKET RACK"

Warren (31)

British fuel economy and you can see it s today’s
best import buy. Come in for an enlightening drive

CONSIDER FIRE TRUCK PURCHASE

TWO GEAT ANNIVERSARIES

and full visibility. Add to this its parking case and

—real soon.

Of School Needs

Wiscasset at Damariscotta
Rockport at Wiscasset
Damariscotta at Boothbay
17 Boothbay at Rockpoit
IS Waldoboro at Wiscasset
Rockport at Damaris?•otta
The standings are:
Won Dost Pet.
2
Waldoboro
1.000 ,
0
2
Wiscasset
0
1.006
1
1
.500
Boothbay
Rockport
0
2
.000
Damariscotta
0
2
00C

This. th«- week of December 10. witnesses two great
anniversaries of world importance Human Rights Day as
proclaimed by th. General Assembly of the United Nations
on December 10. 194k. affecting the entire world as a com
mon standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations
to the end that . very individual, keeping this Declaration
constantly in mind, shai. strive by teaching and education to
promote respect for the tight* and freedoms and by pro
gressive measures, national and international, secure their
universal observance.
This is not a treaty and involves no legal obligation
It is a moral instrument standing for freedom, universal
human rights and peace.
The other declaration is that of the American Way of
Life as set forth in the first ten amendments of the Con
stitution of the United States, known as the Bill of Rights
These amendments have become symbols of the American
Way. fttedom of religion, speech, press and assembly, the
light to a fair trial and piotection against cruel and unusual
punishment, security against unreasonable search and
seizure and equality before the law.
President Eisenhower said of this in his message on
I he State of the Union. "I believe it would be well to remind
ourselves of this great fundamental of our national life, our
common belief that every human being is endowed with dig
nity and with worth and with inalienable rights "

In Wednesday Tilt

vocation-size trunk

ROCKPORT CALLS MEETING TO

11
14

TEACHING TEACHERS BY TV

Outplay Warren

Here’s the import you feel at home in, with 5-pas

Six Town Study

The Rockport Pirates of the KnoxLincoln semi-pro basketball league
j went down to their second loss
Monday night when the Waldoboro
Warriors whipped them 70-54 at
Waldoboro.
Waldoboro jumped off to a 30 to
24 lead at halftime and chalked up
140 more points before the game
ended.
Rockport’s best scoring
output came in the final period
when they scored 22 points.
Kenny Wentworth dropped in six
baskets and five foul shots for 17
points and Ralph Thorndike found
the range with four baskets and
right charity tosses for 16 points on
the Rockport squad.
For Waldoboro. Gary Heald shot
10 .shots from the floor and a pair
of free throws for 22 points and
Dick Lane was credited with foui
hoops and 10 baskets for 18 points.
The schedule for the next week

Among the most interesting developments in modern
adult education is the swiftly spreading use of TV in the
training of school teachers, especially those handling courses
in science.
The- classroom of course is the home and the periods,
daily Monday through Friday, occupy a half hour each day
generally around 6.30. This TV education is supplemented by
a weekly two-hour session at the nearest participating col
lege.
Educators in general are enthusiastic about the plan
which they say not only gives the student a closer look at
the demonstrations but cuts the cost of equipment and teach
ers’ salaries as well.
This modern experiment in education started in October
and will run through June.
It is being sponsored and
financed by a group of public spirited corporations headed
by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

RHS Girl Jayvees

More of the Features Americans Want

Semi-Pro Circuit
Sees Rockport In

HEALTH KNIT

Reg. $2.98-13.50
All Sizes • to 16

MEN'S INSULATED

Underwear
SHMTS or DRAWERS
Special Lew Price

Reg. $2.98—How

CHECK THI$ LIST FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS TO WEAR

Buy Extra Giftt With What You!save Here 1 1I
FLANNEL SHIRTS - DRESS SHIRTS - SPORT SIIIRTS - HECK WEAR - GLOV ES AHD MITTENS - JACKETS GALORE - DRESS
PAHTS - HOSIERY - UHDERWEAR - HATS 1iHD CAPS — RUBBER PACS— OVERALLS — DUNGAREES — WORK SHMTS
curt m
IkR iwcbui
UatrUL Vlrl>
IU MICA*
WEAK
WORK PAHTS - BELTS - SUSP EMOERS - HUHDRBS OF 01run

WHITE SHIRTS
IN DRIP DRY — WASH AND WEAR

$2.95-$3.95-$5.00

nars aan mtv wu«

FOR MEN - BOYS • GIRLS - WOMEN

Ciothis Shop
U ROCKLAND .Jf
1 1S MMN S T

-

menVsporFshirts
KM
m

aO A^
m M$^A
>iy*v> ami Ae
m rnecs YA
mar
Art
npiia

?
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Glass Has Results

LEGION ASKS DONATIONS OF

Six Liquor Bids,

Of Lie Detector

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING DURING

Holds Up Another

Test Given Hunters NEXT WEEK TO OUTFIT NEEDY

' Council Grants

i

Coming Events
(■octal and community event*
are solicited for tnle clS«dar”Ah
_______________
,______here
ere cannot be
are
tree and apace
purchased.
Strictly
. ommerdai
aCalra, sales,
suppers, dances,
Mnaot be accepted. The declelm
ot the editor Is toal.l

Dec. 12—Fair at Weymouth Orange
Hail in Thomaston.
rillh
Dec. 12-Commumty Service Club
Christmas Sale. South Thomaston,
m
Dec. W—Garden Club meets at the
Farnsworth -Museum at 2.30.
Dec. 18—Rockland Emblem Club’s
annual Christmas party.
Dec. 13-Lincoln County Branch of
the American Association of Universitv Women will meet at the
Farnsworth Museum at 2.30 p m.
Dec 25—-Christmas
Jan. 1—New Year’s Day

The Penobscot Bay Youth Fel
lowship will hold their December
Youth Rally at the Belfast EvangeBib!e Chuich °n Co,‘rt 8‘re*‘
Friday night. December 19. at 7.30.
The speaker will be Don Robertson
from the Word of Lafe Fellowship
and his pianist will be Iziu Castle

GILBERT HONORED ON RETIREMENT

Several liquor and malt beverage license applications were ap
proved by the City Council Mon
day night for the four hotels and
two private clubs in the city.
However, the Council reserved
the‘righ't\o pass judgement on the
appHcation
of
Napoli’s
Pizza
H<mg(? pn Ma-n gtr<>(,t t(> gpl| b(i(,r

The

establishment

sought

a

malt bf'vprage 1‘Cense und er the I

provision recently passed by the ■
A truck, owned by A. C. MeLoon votprg of thp c„y which aIlowcd ,
: and Company of Rockland and , (or thp galp
mal, bpvPlagpR in
dlivpn by Stanicy A. Miller. 58. rP.t,
.
,.nH
vehicle on
tau ant
of Thomaston, and a vehicle, op
Thp Council faid that thprp was
erated b>- Mrs- Madeline C. Raye. a qUPstion as ,0 whether the pizza
w South street, Rockland house has satisfied the requirecollided on Pacific street in Rock- mentg und, r ,he law that
'
land at 12.30 p. m. Wednesday, i must be established as a restauMiller told the Rockland Police i lanl for „
iod of thrPP months
that hp wa, hacking the truck in-1 c„ipf Maurice Bpnnpl. was als0|
t0 a driveway to deliver kerosene. askpd
(.ond„t.t an investigation
„,.

,.

pn,hann, ned

aSkfd to conduct an investigation

Attorney Richard Glass of Bdfajst, county attorney of Waldo
County, said Wednesday that he
has in his possession result# of a
lie detector test taken by Dr . Rupert Stratton of Rockiand and
Robert Pottle of Palermo and
given by State Police.
defendants
were
The
two
charged with night hunting in the
Palermo area Nov. 8. In a ses
sion in the Belfast Municipal
Court Nov. 13, the wives of the
two defendants were found inno
cent. The men agreed to take lie
detector tests to’be given by the
State Police, at the suggestion of
their counsel, A. Alan Grossman
of Rockland.
Game wardens testified that a
car diiven by Mrs. Stratton was
stopped after a light wa# flashed
from it into area« beside the road
at 1 a. m.
Pottle was in the front seat, ac
cording to testimony, with a rifle
in his hand and Mrs. Pottle and
Stratton in the rear seat. Shells
to fit the unloaded rifle were ta
ken from the men when they were
searched at the sheriff’s office in
Belfast.
Charge# of assault on a warden
against Pottle were filed by the
court.
Photo by Shear
Attorney Glass said Wednesday
Frederick Tripp, right, present* a gavel to retiring < ity Council that he has had the results of the
Chairman Osgood Gilbert at the conclusion of the Monday night ses test in his office three weeks, but

collision
happened. and repor| back t0 tfce Council at
damage was* estimated their next regular meeting.
to the car and about $25 damag
Granted liquor and malt beverto the truck. There were no re age licenses were the Rockland.
A representative of the Internal
. .
Thorndike, Bay View and Oasis;
Revenue Service will be in their
mjui.es.
hotels.
local office at the Post Office Build
Two year old Yvonne Ingerson
The Elks Home and the Ameri-i
ing from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. on
Fr"day’.”becember 12. t'o assist the dattKhter of Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn | can Legion Home were granted
public in any type of InternalRev- InK<*r»on of Rockland, was rushed • p(.rrnjts to sell liquor on their
enue problem
to Knox HosP‘taI Sunday after she I prpmisPR.
swallowed a quantity of aspirin in ; Tbp Council also accepted an J
She was re* j additional tender of $150 for the J
A 19-11 DeSoto sedan driven by her parents home.
. perpptual care of the Randal! j
Dwight R. French. 57. of Camden turned home after treatment.
Kennedv lot at Seaview Cemetery.
and a GMC dump truck owned by
Mrs. Izetta Breen, SO. of Port
Th(> Centra, Mainp P(Jwpr Com.
the Town of Camden and driven by
Clyde was brought to Knox Hospi-;
wag glypn
mif,sion t0 in. sion of the C ouncil.
Richard L. Lankton. 31, of Camden tai late Wednesday night for treataR<, reI<x,a,e
„„ Cam.
collided at the intersection of Wash
After 14 years of serving as worked during his 14 years in
ment for a fractured left leg. Hos- .
...
.
. .. . ,
.
.
,
den,
Pleasant
and
Maple
.streets. • alderman and then as councilman office, City Clerk Gerald U. Marington and Mechanic Streets in
pital officials said that the Port
.
i
,3
1
.......
An order was passed allowing in Rockland, Osgood A. Gilbert geson. the other employees of the
Camden at 10.50 a. m. Tuesday. Clyde
woman slipped and fell from
.
.
, ,
y1
the New England Telephone and of 85 Pleasant street, retired city, past city managers Frederick
The icy condition of the roads was a Jstepladder
at home.
Telegraph Company to lay under-1 from public office Monday night Farnsworth and Lloyd K. Allen
considered the cause of the acci- )
conduit
on
Limerock at the City Council meeting.
dent, according to Camden Police. , William Small of Rockland, a ground
and City Manager Charles Haynes.
Gilbert served as alderman
About $300 damage was sustained mt.mb,.r of the class of 1961 at How street at the corner of Union! Councilman Frederick E. Tripp
to the car and no damage to the doin Collegl., ig taking a pa|.t in street. The project is part of the presented Gilbert with a gavel, on from 1942 to 1943 and councilman
construction
of
the
new
telephone
|
truck. There were no reported in- thp VPading of ..The Appie Cart"
behalf of the other members of from 1945. when he returned from
juries. Camden Police remarked at the Pickard Theatre Friday. He building at the corner of. Union' the Council. He; related how Gil the Navy, to Monday. He was
that there have been at least three is the aon of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel and Limerock atreeta' wb‘pb wh*n bert gave much of his time during chairman of the council in 1949.
accidents this year at that same Smal, o(
Limerock Street and completed in May of 1989, will his long caieer in office for the 1954 and 1858.
intersection.
IS a mpmber of Alpha Tau Omega f™vert this area ,0 the dial
His successor, Carl Blackington.
betterment of the city and has altem
way# worked harmoniously with who was elected Dec. 1 out of a
fraternity.
Mr. and Mrs. Evren A. Burns
__________
the other members of the Council. field of three candidates, will be
will hold open house at their Friend- ,
BORN
Gilbert
thanked the present sworn in Monday night at the or
Municipal
Court
ship residence from 2 to 5 and 6 to
Johnston — At
Winston-Salem.
members of the Council and the ganizational meeting of the Coun
10 p. m. Friday in honor of their N. C., Nov. 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard W. Wilbur, 17. of Cam past members with whom he ha« cil.
Arthur
Johnston,
formerly of
golden wedding anniversary.
den, pleaded guilty to speeding 501
Washington, a daughter-—Georgia
miles an hour in a 35 mile zone
Penobscot Bay Board of Kathryn.
PORT AUTHORITY SEEKS BIDS ON
Hocking—At Camden Community on Route 1 in Rockland and was
rs will meet at the House of
Hospital, Dec. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. fined $20. State Police Mopped
* ^iqi^rin Rockport this evening at 7
FERRY TO SERVE SWANS ISLAND;
Richard Hocking of Rockport, a him Dec. 6.
’clock. Newly elected officers of daughter.
• • •
real estate sales group will
TO OPEN TERMINAL BIDS TUESDAY
MARRIFU
Wayne W. Libby, 18, of Hope. |
✓'take office during the evening.
„
Dim
a
I I ,1 T-.
paid a fine of *10 after entering a
The Maine Port Authority has has been without adequate trans
Seavey-I illln—At Rockland. Dec. '
,
.. .
‘ " °P asked for bids on a 91 foot steel, portation^© and from the mainland
Thomaston firemen extinguished 7. Airman Second Class William P. Plpa °f «u,lty ,0
at the corner of Knowlton
since the steamers of the Vinal
a grass fire, that extended over Seavey of Owis Head and Janet
diesel propelled ferry to serve
haven and Rockland Steamboat
several acres of the Alexander Stewart Pillin of Owls Head, by, and Washington streets in Cam
den Dec. 6. State Police were the Swans Island from McKinley on Company were taken by the gov
i&ayo property on upper Beech- Rev. Charles R. Monteith
■ complainants.
Mt. Desert Island. The craft is ernment for war service early in
wood Street in Thomaston Monday
I>IE»
Cars have been
afternoon. There was no reported
the second out of four planned on World War II.
Skinner—At Waldoboro, Dec. 10
Cuccinello found George C. Hal
f'Tried by scow and the people have
* Ramage.
John H. Skinner, Si., of Rock- of gj? q1(1 County road in Rock which the Authority has sought depended on small boats to reach
Ikockland firemen were called land. age 75 years. Funeral ser land, guilty of allowing one of his bids. The first was the 119 foot, McKmley or Stonington.
vices will be held Friday at 10 a
double end ferry to run between
tt„Bob s Lunch on Main street in m.
Bids for the vessel will be opened
from the Burpee Funera j trucks to be operated on Route 17
Rockland at 6.19 a. m. Wednesday Home with Rev. E. O. Kenyoi J in Union Dec. 8 with a load in Lincolnville Beach and Islesboro. at the office of the Maine Port
officiating.
Interment
will
be
in
txcess
of
the
one
staled
on
the
kWben grease caused a fire on the
Yet to come off the drawing boards Authority at the Maine State Pier
•^grill.
Department officials re- West Rockport Cemetery.
registration. He wa/» fined $250. are bay ferries to serve Vinalhaven in Portland at 2 p. m Friday. Jan
t imer—At Rockland. Dec. 10.
Hall’s appeal to the February and North Haven from Rockiand.
* ported minor damage was done to
uary 16.
Mrs. Rose Ulmer of Port Clyde. term of Knox Superior Court was
A the grill.
The Swans Island ferry will be
Bids for construction of ferry’
Funeral services Saturday at 1
,
, ,
,
«nnn
.u n
c. u _ noted and he was released on $.tW 30 feet in beam and draw eight terminals at Lincolnville Beach and
p. m. from the Davis Funeral Home
A total of $70 damage was sus- in Thomaston. Intermit will be j sul e^1PSfeet of water. She will establish a Islesboro will be opened Tuesday
7tanned by two vehicles which col in South Parish Cemetery, St.
State Police claimed that the new service for the island which at 2 p. m. by the Authority trustees.
lided on Route 32 in Waldoboro George.
Hall truck carried a gross weight
Heard—At Owls Head, Dec. 10.1 of 54.780 pounds, although thp
Wednesday
afternoon.
Trooper
Carey Thing identified the drivers Mrs. Abbie M. Heard, widow of registration allows for a weight
as Lincoln Creamer, 80, of Waldo Henry Heard, age 84 years. Fun- of jUSt 4gi000 pounds.
— ANNOUNCEMENT • ♦ •
boro, who was driving his vehicle eral services Saturday at 2 p. m
from the Burpee Funeral Home
.
.Onto
from %,roul
his driveway.
and the
Mrs road
Harriet
49 of wUh R v Rov 1 Bohanan orticiatHa"y H Richardson,
-r
f
Wendell H. Emery's TV Sales
ing. Interment will be in Ash Point Rockland was arraigned in . uniWaldoboro. The accident is under Cemetery.
i cipal Court Wednesday morning
investigation by State Police.
Holliday—At Rockland, Dec. 9, | on two charge^ that stemmed
and Service Business
Mrs. Ethel F. Holliday, widow of from an automobile accident on
Trooper Carey Thing reports that Charles P Holliday. Funeral serv- Main street in Rockland in the
vehicles operated by Mrs. Harriet ices Friday at 2 p. m. from the j earjy hours of Wednesday mornHas Been Purchased By
. M. Palmer, 64, of Noble.boro and Burpee Funeral Home with Rev
Harry Hagar, 56. of Newcastle col William J. Robbins officiating. In
He was found guilty of leaving
PHILIP SPAULDING
lided at the intersection of Route 1 terment will be in Achorn Ceme
Friends are asked to omit the scene of an accident and fail
g and the Damariscotta Mills road tery.
ing
to
report
the
accident
to
A Graduate of MaMtachusett* Television and Radio School
in the village of Nobleboro Wednes-'
Scarlott—At Quincy. Mass., Mary proper authorities. Court RecordIn Boston, with Nine Years’ Experience
day afternoon. A total of $M) was
E. Scarlott.
Committal services er Domenic Cuccinello continued
vstimated to both vehicles
The
bl. held ,oday a, „ a m in
complaints
for
aentenc
_
e to
OI.D AND NEW ( I STOMERS WILL BE WELCOMED
accident Is under investigation by Achorn Cemetery with Rev. Charles thi, _nrnSn„
J this morning.
State Police.
1 R. Monteith officiating.
248
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 590-W
Rockland Police asserted that
Phi I brook—At Owls Head. Dec. 9. 1
A 1953 Chevrolet sedan driven by Milton Phi.brook, age 83 years. Richardson s vehicle akidded out
WATCH THIS PAPER FOR NEXT WEEK'S OPENING!
Malcolm Bassett, 18, of Eastport Funeral services today at 2 p. m.'
control on Main street
and
148-149
went otr» of control on Route 1 in from the Davis Funeral Home in struck the side of the C. W. HopWaldohoro about 5.30 a. m. Wed-1 Rockland with Rev. Charles R. kins and Sons Garage.
Damage
nesday, skidded off the road and Monteith officiating. Interment will Ho the building was confined to a
went into a clump of bushes.: b'...Han
Owis Head ,a,.ge display window in the show
z-,
,
Williamson
—At Bangor,
8, i | , -oom section, farinoTrooper Carey
Thing said that
WilUam
wiibam3on
of gt Dec.
Gpo,.ge
fac.ng Rockland
about $300 damage was sustained! age g7 years.
Funeral services! street‘
Richardson told the officers that
to the vehicle which is owned by were held Wednesday at 2 p. m.
Norman Townsend, 22, of Perry, from the Davis Funeral Home in he left the scene to seek medical
the passenger in the vehicle. Bas Thomaston with Rev. John A. Mor- aid for hi# companion. Malcolm
Interment was Jackson, 32. of Rockland. Richsett told the trooper that he fell lison officiating.
asleep at the wheel as the car was in Seaside Cemetery, Tenants Har-i aldson brought Jackson into Knox
Hospital at 8 30 a. m. Wednesday
rounding a curve on Route 1, near bor< opcland—At Rockland. Dec. 10, whpre hp was admitted with mu!.
the Yankee Trader in Waldoboro.
Miss Margaret O. Copeland o
laC(.ration3 about the face
Thomaston, age 68 years. Funeral. 1
....
,
The average ’’tin ’ can Is over services Fridav at 2 p. m from and ““‘P- Hl3 condition Wednes98 per cent steel.
| the Davis Funeral Home in Thom- day afternoon was reported as
------------------------------------------------------ I aston with Rev. John A. Morrison “good.”
. officiating. Interment will be in, This wa3 the fourth accident in
|' Village Cemetery.
]ess than two years which dam_
aged the Hopkins garage.
CARO OF THANKS
j B
...
I wish to thank my friends for
Decatur.
Howard
Goens
the many cards and gifts sent on
my recent 97th birthday. Special Mich., paid a fine of $25 after
| thanks to my fellow Democrats, pleading guilty to speeding 69
Knox Lodge, IOOF, Canton Lafay- miles an hour in a 50 mile zone
ette.
Patriarchs
Militant
and on Route l in Thomaston Nov. 19.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
, t^tate Police were the conrplainOliver B. Lovejoy.
ants.
ltt-lt
''hen

the

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Port. land Post during the year. It is
American Legion of Rockland has hoped that many citizens will find
it possible to go over their chil
taken on the project of assembl
dren’s clothing within the coming
ing outgrown, outworn or other wook or 10 days.
wise available childrens clothing
Clothing may be left at the
up to the age of 10 for distribution Stevens IGA Store at General
during the Christmas season to Berry Square or at the Harbor
needy children of this city.
View Market at the corner of
District Commander Sidney I. James and Main streets.
Also,
Segal said this is one of the many at the Legion Home on Maverick
projects sponsored by the Rock street.

of the poorer schools to meet this
challenge, he cited examples of the
speed and
understanding with
Claims The 3-R's
which children of the early grades
absorb quite technical literature of
Not Neglected
the space age and how they hunger
for good books when better tastes
Are we neglecting the 3-R's? No.
I in reading are properly developed.
said Vernon Jordan, principal of
As for arithmetic, he said a sim
the Warren Elementary School, in ilar practice applies. Instead of
a talk to a largely attended PTA the oid rote process of abstract fig
meeting at Waldoboro.
We are uring. for which reference tables
making them more meaningful and are now available ,he showed how
more effective by adapting them concrete situations are used to de
and ways of teaching them to the velop understanding of mathemati
needs of a vastly changed and cal functions.
changing world.
Maxfield Forbes, PTA president,
Without reference to the failures presided.
School Superintendent
Earl M. Spear was sponsor and
' had not contacted Grossman to chairman of the program.
The
arrange an appearance of the two next meeting will be held January
men in Belfast Municipal Court. 8. with a program on the much de
He commented that the accused bated subject of ranking systems.
men flunked the test. He did not
elaborate further.
Read The Courier-Gazette.

Warren Principal

= PERRY’S =
BE THRIFTY—"SAVE AS YOU SPEND" WITH S. & H.
GREEN STAMPS 111
YOUR BETTER BUYS FOR THE WEEKEND-

Smoked Shoulders ll™C 37c

Sausage

lb. 29c

ONE POUND ROLLS

Chicken Legs. . i i, (lb. 49c
HEAVY FAT BACK

|

lb. 27c

SALT PORK

SMOKED

lb. 29c

| HAM HOCKS

Vn

RID HOI NEWS Fra. "ONE PIE" - V«l All Kimw Nk Braid AH «..« Hl.
Delicious Quality of Their Products —NOW
ONE PIE
QUICK FROZEN
TURKEY
CHICKEN
Each
■
BEEF
Packed By Rockland Folks Who Are Our Neighbors and Friends — BUY "ONE PIE"
Today, Tomorrow and Every Day —

15c

PIES

THRIFTY BUYS AT OUR PRODUCE DEPARTMENT-- --

FRESH, CRISP, CLEAN
From the Sunny South

SPINACH

peck 29c

MAINE "A" GRADE

POTATOES

89c

50 LB. BAG

GOLDEN YELLOW
FRUIT
INDIAN RIVER
JUICY FLORIDA

BANANAS
ORANGES

3 for 23c

CUCUMBERS

2

lbs. 25c

doz. 39c
TOMATOES

19c

HEY KIDS —
There's a Big "FREE" Christmas Show At the Strand

Monday, Dec. 22 at 1.30 p. m.
COME WITH MOM OR DAD TO PERRY'S AND GET YOUR TICKET HURRY, THEY ARE GOING FAST.

SHOP AND SAVE !
CHASE &
SANBORN'S
GOLD MEDAL
PILLSBURY'S

COFFEE

FLOUR

lb. 79c
25 LB.
BAG

31b. tin

SPRY

0LE0

*1.79

YELLOW
QUARTERS

79c

2 lbs. 35c
qt. can 29c

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT DRINK
CINNAMON—Three Crow
PILLSBURY'S CAKE MIX

15 oz. tin 14c
pkg 29c

16 oz. pkg. 10c

YELLOW SPLIT PEAS
PACKER IN DECORATED TABLEWARE GLASSES - LINCOLN

— SPECIAL —
Bl’Y WHILE THEY LAST — LIMITED SUPPLY

JELLIES

FLAVORS

20 oz. Jar 29c

Lionel and American Flyer

Electric Trains - $19.95

CARNATION INSTANT DRY MILK

8 qt. size 67c

(Regular $34.00)
Service Station and Parts For Roth Makes
OPEN WEDNESDAY EVENINGS TIL 9
PROM NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS
FOR YOVR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

R. F. BLAISDELL & CO.
CAMDEN — MAINE

SPECIAL VALUE - NABISCO

ALL AMERICAN ASSORTED COOKIES

lb. 39c

FtOM NISSEN'S TINS WEIR -

FAMILY ROUND LAYER CAKE

Each 39c

Tuesdey-Thersdoy-Setwdej
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er Credit Department, was elected manager

Depositors Trust

Advances Officers

vice president. Albert L. Moore,
loaning officer and branch su
pervisor, was advanced from as
sistant vice president to vice
president.

At a recent meeting of the board
Of directors of the Depositors
Mark S. Roberts. Jr., public re
Trust Company, six members of
lations and advertising officer,
the bank’s staff were promoted.
E. George Davis, former assist was also named a vice president.
ant vice president of the Consum James W. McCausland, former

of the Augusta Time
Sales Department, was appointed
assistant treasurer.
In the Trust Department Leslie
F. Colfer. assistant trust officer,
now becomes trust officer and
Fhilip E. Tribou was named an
assistant trust officer.
These promotions follow the
bank's policy of promoting- mem-

(Continued from Page One)

the Knox Mills, was struck and
killed by the taxi, driven by Rich
ards, at the intersection of Main
and Tannery Lane in Camden
about 8.29 p. m. Nov. 26.

Owned and Operated By:
THE RINES CO., Bangor

\ S.

Ueto) Utevuj

The Rockland Teachers’ Association will ha\e th ir annual book sale from 4 to 9 p. m. December 16
in the gymnasium at Rockland High School. Heading the event are Mrs. Martha Viik of the English Depart me nt of the high school and Mrs Lillian Keller, re medial teacher for the Rockland schools. They will
he assisted by various teachers who will help custom rs in the selection of books. Refreshments will be
served during the sale. In the picture. Beth Duff. left. iml Basil O'Connor, right, am showing a young sister,
Julia, and brother. Thomas, respect \eli the correct way of reading Wednesday morning in the library at
the North School. Betty, who is in tin tilth grade, an 1 her sister. Julia, in the first grade at the school,
are daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Duff of 37 Try verse street. Basil, a member of the seventh grade,
tf and his brother, Thomas, who attends the third grade. •are sons of Mr. and Mrs. Frank O’Connor of 3M3
Photo by Sheai
tt Broadway.

Does She Love
Beauty?

K

bers from within the organization
Some people
who have had
Few things give more satisfacto more responsible duties as op vvry little formal education make tion than being able to park on
tf portunities become available.
up for it with lots of understand- what’s left of the other fellow’s
in_
i nickel.
tt
tt

THEN GIVE HER THE
LUXURY

EAST WALDOBORO

Chief Rainfrette

City Teachers Plan Annual Book Sale

The aged Camden resident was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Camden Community Hospital
by County Medical Examiner Dr.
David Mann of Camden.
An autopsy performed the fol
lowing day by state pathologist
Dr. Irving Goodof of Waterville
revealed that death was attribut
ed to the multiple fractures and
shock sustained at the accident.
The investigating officers were
able to determine during the fol
lowing days that Young had told
several people in the Megunticook
Grange Hall on Mountain street
that he intended to walk downtown
to do some shopping and return to
his Megunticook street residence.
Richards, who told the police
that he was coming down Main
street from Monument Square
and could only’ see the umbrella
that Young was carrying before
his cab struck him.
Rainfrette further explained that
he has not discussed the accident
with Richards after the night of
the accident as to any further de
tails.
Young was a part time watch
maker from 1954 after he retired
from employment at Knox Mills.
He was a member of the Three
Quarter Century Club of Maine
and the Camden Businessmen's
Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Russell and
children, Ronald. Robert, Judy and
Susan, of Peru. Mr. and iMrs. Nor
man Stevens and daughters, Patty
and Kathy, of Phillips, Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood Butterfield and chil
dren. Stevie and Nancy, of Au
gusta were holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Odway Russell.
Miss Dorothy Orff and Miss Jean
Campbell of Warren were weekend
guests at Fred Munroe’s.
Ivan M. Scott. Sr., is in Boston
this week attending the Farm
Bureau Convention.
George Morrison of Old Orchard
Beach. Mr. and Mrs. William Sav
age of St. Francis were guests of
Mrs. Annie Mank a few days re-,
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Knight and children. Daisy, Danny
and Denise, of South Portland were
holiday’ guests.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ross and
Mr. and Mis. Arnold Achorn were
in Portland Saturday.
Mr. and iMrs. R. H. Bowers and
Mrs. C. Bowers called at S. A.
Prescott’s in Rockland Friday eve
ning.
Paul Hartwell of Merrimaeport,
Mass., visited Fred Munroe Fri
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr.,
of Tenants Harbor. Mr. and Mrs.
Nicol Pease and three children of
Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Reynolds and son Jeffrey
were weekend callers at the home
of Joseph Glaude. Jr.
The Odds and Ends Club met
with Mrs. Margaret Matson Wed
nesday
evening.
Refreshments
were served.
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STOLE

%

Thrill Her. This Christmas, with
the Gift She'll Treasure . . .
The Pure Flattery of a
Beautiful Dyed Squirrel Stole.
Finely Made from Quality Pelts.
These Lovely Stoles Come in
Several Variations.

g
tt

Give him a tricycle he’ll ride with pride, to thrill

K

in its easy-rolling speed, its red ’n white shininess

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

tt
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special
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and up

Folding Doll Buggy
with 4-bow Hood

Nylon
Bearing
Front Wheel

$

l.l > TAXES

SPECIAL

S*ro"3 Tubular F,ome
H°' nV,On beor■ tubing, odjustobte DCdo1’' rugoed
and coiorfu,°b SC0' and hOn.
white.
°r,u"Y enomcicd ,n re<J

w
FURS LABELED TO SHOW COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.

j?

Assembled $1 £xtr<J

Does She Wear

588

Smart 29-Pc. Teo Set
177

Xmas Special

Save Now! Dolly travels in
style in this blue ond white
plastic buggy, with rubber-tired
wheels, folding hood.

Modern shaped arid colored tor
real tun Includes cups, saucers,
plates, tableware, teapots, suqar
and creamer.

tf

tt
tf

A Junior
THEN GIVE HER A
tt

SMART, NEW
EMPIRE

Plastic T restle Set

tf

22-1 n. Dropside Crib

J*
tf

Assorted Trucks
Xmas Special

DRESS

I?

88‘

Group includes I ’A" wrecker
truck, 13V2' dump truck, 131."
Stoke truck, 14" load and dump
truck. All steel.

Daisy Auto. Rifle
List Price 3 98

277

Cock gun. fire mokes loud rcolf,ack sound
Smoke
out ■< barrel! Mctol bond,
, c hr J ck.

11-In. Snare Drum
Regular 98c

64e

188
Xmas Special

■

433

Regular 5.79
Ample number

of

various size

Keeps dolly sole ond cozy. Sturdy supporting trestle units so from
Hardboore con pass under it. For 0?7 * or
» 'cod »•* porode with' Wcty flat bottom mattress. 22xl2’,ix "O' aouae trains.
shell lithographed in bright colFor the rhythm-minded youngster wood with deeal trim.

°t*

l5’/<.

2 Sticks.

Shirred To Perfection

... To Do the "Most" For
A Junior Figure!

w

Soft. Supple Wool Jersey In the New
Empire Silhouette, with a Pretty New
Neckline. Three - Quarter Sleeves,
Slender Skint, Bow Detail. Holiday

tt

tf

tf

1?

Colors.

Rex Coaster Waqon
Regular 3.98

tt

$|4.98

tf

J?

333

Happi-Time Sleds
Regular 3 98

344

Truck With Rocket
XMAS SPECIAL

266

Smooth rolling action with steel
ted
Top Handsomely detailed in bright
oeonng wheels, husky
3j-in. Topercd burly
speed
Too
semi-pneumatic tires. Budy is 2jx auahty teat ti<o»rd spring
Rocket rcallv fires on
pring steel stceliawai'
spring mechanism. Plastic nose,
grooved runners. 37 inches long
/J n
arooeed
Iona
,ubbCf f,p C¥Cro|| |tngth
I 5 ’/> -in.

4-Unit Freight Train 6 Room Doll House
Xmas Special

244

377

Xmos Special
Wind it up, what fun it is td see
it whip around the 10 sections Hondsomcly styled, beautifully
of track. Locomotive, tender, dccorotcd and furnished. Sturdy
steel with lithographed color fin
gondola, caboose.
ish. Thrift priced.

g
JUNIOR SIZES 5 fo 15

OTHER JUNIOR

DRESSES

8
X

$17.98 to $29.95

NO UPS AND DOWNS WHEN YOU
CHRISTMAS SHOP AT "THE TWEED SHOP"...
Everything Here Is Conveniently All On

One Floor!

Cope Canaveral Set
Price Cut to . ..

488

A complete rocket research cen
ter sure tc thrill young space men.
Complete with rockets and people.

'Comet" Pedal Drive Auto

New Bronze and Birch Dinette

Christmas Special

10.98 Value—XMAS SPECIAL

He'll ride in pride ond smooth comfort in this big, bright 36-in.
long . . . 17-in. wide auto. B»g 8-in. wheels, boll bearing drive
action ond aluminum colored enamel Qrill. Assembled 1.00 extra.

fpaaia/iZeedotyoa/s, money foot

3-piece child's dinette . . . rugged tor plov, sizea tor comfort I
Heat, acid-resistant l7«24-in. toble top: l9V,-in. hiqh. Rigid
tubular legs. Sate plastic tip* protect floors from marring.
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ROEBUCK AND CO

New Kenmore and Silvertone ^lFerEa$yLiv

KENMORE AUTOMATIC WITH
BUILT-IN FILTER

I

• Efficient 6-vane agitator eliminates all "unwashed" spots from laundry
• Modern built-in lint filter ends lint and soap scum problems
• Completely automatic action ... takes only a minute of your time to wash

~~

e ^B

~

Delivers any item on this page up
to S2C0. Make no monthly pay
ments until February 1, 1959.

February

2-Cyde, 3-Temperature

Kenmore

Kenmore With Lint Filter

Wringer

No Monthly
Payments 'til
February 1959

Washer

J

“ "

WITH FILTER
BIG WRINGER

5 water temperatures for all fabrics

WORD

Delivers any item on this page
over $200. Make no monthly pay
ments until February 1, 1959.

No Monthly
Payments Until

_H

ONLY $5 DOWN

ONLY $10 DOWN

$5 DOWN

3 wash cycles for normal and delicate and
wash and wear

TO
THE

No Monthly
Payments 'til
February 1959

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

WISE

WE SERVICE

Over 7 000 factory-trained me
chanics in more than 1,000 loca
tions are on hand to give you
prompt and courteous service.
JUST PHONE ROCKLAND 1770

WHAT WE SELL
Start pram**, rallakla,
thrifty sarvica it natianwlda, at star at yaar
phana.

SEARS does not establish arti
ficially high "list" prices in
order to allow so-called "dis
count" selling. SEARS original
prices are LOW PRICES!

FREE

FREE normal installation in your home

*118

FREE delivery of your new Kenmore
FREE service for 1 year plus all parts

• Built-in filter is easy to clean
• Efficient 6-vane agitator
• Extra large 2-inch wringer rolls

17-lnch Metropolitan
* overall diagonal I

Portable TV
ONLY

5.00

All Channel
UHF MODEL

DOWN!

C Ofifi
. 1190°®

Good sound and picture perform
ance with this Silvertone portable.
155 sq. in. of viewinq area Attrac
tively finished in Frosty Gold or
ebony color
Convenient side con
trols, recessed hondlc and safety
gloss

On Easy Terms!

Built-in
Antenna

1ADO
|4|€5O

Sleek decorator styling! Brown or
vorv with gold color trim. Four
tubes, plus rectifier assure you
powerful reception.

$5 DOWN

No Monthly Payments

K

Til February 1959
...... .

„

<

..V,.r.wr*r/«r»ll«i<w4hw|

4-Speed Portable

Here's a wonderful new way to easy sewing, even for the beginner.
You can carry it to any room in the house.

Sew forward, reverse,

Sew right over pins,heavy seams-no more basting! Puts fun in sew

ing. Use in or out of cabinet. Machine weighs only 171 pounds.

KENMORE FLOOR POLISHER -

With 6 Records

17.88

Kidd'c special! Plov' all speeds
oil sizes. Plaid washable plo tic
cover Includes six 45 RPM chil
dren's records.

Wakes You
Gently

lJLfifi
IO®®

Yc$, anyone would love the lux
ury of waking gently to music!
And thev'll love the modern styl
ing of this radio.

Smart, New Portable

RUG SHAMPOO

Transistor Radio
A GRAND GIFT!

KIT AT THIS LOW PRICE
\\

$5 Dawn, No Payments
Until February 1959

• Repaints sailed rugs
- • Scrubs linoleum and tile
tgJK ~~ ’• Waxes, polishes nN floors
*>.—*gSeC'-- -- ~yjt~
With Krnnmrr *hr ran rtrnn hrr u all-in.

'

.

fa***7> k
3.

wall rarprtlng and rug* like a prolmlonal
. . . M-rub floor*. wax. protect and hrrp
them new bathing with occasional buffing*.

A M^k M^k

A

“■ BB

U

H|

Table Model Radio-Phono In
Mahogany Finished Cabinet

ONLY 3 00 DOWN — TERMS

Weighs on‘v 2 V2 pounds . . . yet
this remarkob'e little radio gives
performance that matches much
larger portables. Dur-Pac break resistant cose, transistors, printed
circuit.
5 Y.-ors Guarantee on Troni«*«tora

SPECIAL
Solid wood cabinet and 3 hi-fi speakers for finest sound.
4-speed Syntronic record chonger with balanced tone
arm and dual synthetic sapphire needle shuts off auto
matically after last record. Hear it!

EVERY ITEM SEARS SELLS CAN BE BOUGHT ON CREDIT
285 MAIN STREET
Munday thru Thursday. 8 to 5.38

ROCKLAND, MAINE

teocltlnnd fourrr-Gazotto, Thursday, December 11, 195®

MARSH RESIGNS FROM COUNCIL TO
THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, 65 MAIN STREET. TEL. 318

Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone and
daughter Carol spent Monday in
Portland.
Mr and Mra. Leon Fitz were
weekend guests in Newport, N. H
On their return they were accom
panied by her mother. Mrs. Ruth
Myers, who will remain here for
a short vacation.
The sum of $52 48 was realized
at the Used Book Sale sponsored
by the PTA to benefit the scholar
ship fund, which took place Fri
day and Saturday at the Knox
Hotel.
The Lions Club will meet with
Richard
Suke/orth
for
their
Christmas tree Saturday evening
Word has been received from
gym director Mis. Elizabeth Mc
Cullough that all gym classes
have been postponed for the month
of December.
,
Aaron Claik was elected presi
dent of the Wed-Co Club at the
Christmas party Monday evening
at the Baptist Church. Others
elected were Willis Kinney vice
president; and Mrs. Aaron Clark,
aecreta ry-treasurer.
Mrs. Herbert Turner has.eturnfd home from the Reddington
Memorial Hospital at Skowhegan
after being a surgical patient for
several weeks.
Girl Scout Troop 4 met Monday
afternoon with leader. Mrs. Ralph
Jackson to complete bows for
Christmas
boxes for
shut-ins
which will be distributed by Beta
Alpha.
The members of the Lions Club.
Fire Department and Firemen's
Auxiliary met Tuesday evening at
the Fire Station and plans were
made for a Children’s Christmas
tree party* Dec. 22 from 1 to 3 p
m. at the Fire Station for pre
school children to tie fourth
grade, inclusive. Santa Claus will
be present.
Lt (j.g.) -and Mrs. Leo Kelley
of Wilmington, N. C., were over
night guests Monday of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Anderson.
Mra. Ann Billings wil lbe hostess
to the MacDonald Class of the
First Baptist Church of Rockland
tonight for a Christmas party and
work meeting. Christmas displays
will be assembled for the hospital
and sick and shut-ins.
The Nurses’ Guild held their
Christmas party Wednesday eve
ning at the home of Mrs. Priscilla
Sukeforth.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the
Fire Department and Firemen
will hold their Christmas party
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. at Wey
mouth Grange Hall. The com
mittee in charge are: Mrs. Bar

bara Baines, Mrs. Phyllis Smith.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Upham, Mrs.
Maxine Mahoney and Mrs. Vinnie
Benner.
The Thomaston post office will
be open all day Saturday. Dec. 12
and 20. according to Postmastei
George who also announces that
the post office windows will open
at 7 a. m. throughout the holiday
season. The regular schedule of
office hours will be resumed on
the 26th

BITIJARI
When making out your win r.
member your church and you
boa pita 1
WILLIAM WILLIAMSON
Wiifiam Williamson. 87. of St.
George died Monday in P.angor
after a long illness.
Mr. Williamson was born in Fin
land. -March 14. 1871. and for many
years worked as a paving cutter at
Clark Island.
Survivors include four sons. Wil
liam V. Williamson of Milford.
Mass., Walter Williamson of War
ren. WT.ho Will.amson of Columbus.
Miss., and Victor Williamson of
Worcester, Mass.; four daughters.
Mrs. Hilma Maki and Mis Jennie
Johannson of Worcester, Mass.,
Mrs. Sylvia Marzetta of Milford.
Mass., and Mis. Lillian Fager of
Thomaston; three grandchildren,
eight great grandchildren,, and a
grtat great grandchild.
Funeral services wi re held Wed
nesday at 2 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home in Thomaston with
Rev. John A. Morrison of the
Thomaston Federated Church offi
ciating.
Interment was in Seaside Cemeterv in Tenants Harbor.

ABBIE M. HEARD
Mr*. Abbi< M
H.-a:d. M of
Owls Head.
widow of Henry
Heard, died at her home at In
graham Hill, Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Heard is survived by a
daughter. Mrs. Ruth M. Wiley of
Ingraham Hill; a stepdaughter.
Mrs. Kate McInnis of Providence.
R. I.; a grandson and two great
grandchildren.
She wa<? born Oct. 29. 1874 at
South Thomaston, the daughter of
Angus and Margaret Staples.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 p. m. from the Bur
pee Funeral Home with Rev. Roy
I. Bohanan officiating.
Interment will be in Ash Point
Ccmeterv.

MILTON PHILBROOK
Milton Philbrook, 83, died at
Owls Head Tuesday. He was born
at Owls Head March 4, 1875, son
of Joseph and Mary Jane Cook
Philbrook.
Mr. Philbrook was a farmer.
Surviving are his widow, Myra
Philbrook of Owls Head and one
sister. Mrs. Melvina Bickmore of
Tenants Harbor
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Davis Funeral Home in Rock
land with Rev. Charles Monteith
officiating.
Interment will be in
Hall Cemetery in Owls Head.

MISS MARGARET O. COPELAND
Miss Margaret O. Copeland, 68,
of Thomaston, died at Rockland
Wednesday.
She was born in New’ton Center.
Mass.. December- 7. 1889. the daugh
ter of Charles and Eda Mills Cope
land.
Miss Copeland is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Helen M. Creigh
ton of Hamburg. N. Y . and Mrs.
Charlotte C. Gray of Thomaston,
and one nephew and three nieces.
Funeral services wil! be held Fri
day at 2 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home in Thomaston with
Rev. John A. Morrison officiating.
Interment will be in the Village
Cemetery.

[>f The Thomaston National Bank
of Thomaston will he held at its
banking rooms on Tuesday, Jan
uary 13. IMR, at 10.60 o’clock A. M.
io fix the number of and elect a
Board of Directors for the ensuing
year and to transact such other MRS. ETHEL F. HOLLIDAY
Mrs. Ethel F. Holliday, widow of
business as may properly come
before the meeting.
Capt. Charles P. Holliday, died
Per Order,
Tuesday at her home on 150 Lime
HAROLD F. DANA.
rock street.
Cashier.
She was born in Rockland,
Thomaston. Maine.
daughter of Frank and Angie
December 8. 1958.
148-TH-154 Spofford Crockett.

I

Surviving is one

cousin, Mrs.

Tips on Touring I Six Attended Budget Hearing
Monday Which Concerned Total
Of $380,858 In Municipal Funds

ACCEPT CITY RECREATION POST;
ANOTHER CITY ELECTION TO COME
Henry S. Marsh of 78 Talbot
avenue. Rockland, submitted a
letter to City Manager Charles
Haynes Wednesday morning ten
dering his resignation from the
City Council.
March said his resignation was
to permit him to accept the posi
tion of municipal recreation di
rector. which has been left vacant
for about a month, since Robert
Morrill left the post. Citj’ Man
ager Haynes said that the appoint
ment as recreation director was
made on a temporary basis.
Marsh, who had one more year
to serve on his second three year
term on the Council, felt that his
move waa necessary in order to
prevent the “city recreation pro
gram from going downhill.”
Since
Morrill’s
resignation/
Marsh has been running the rec
reation program at the Commun
ity Building, with the assistance
of the Rockland Teen Council.
One of the first things that
Marsh plans to do at the Com
munity Building i.< to resume the
three league basketball competi
tion after Christmas, which has
been sponsored for several years
by The Courier-Gazette.
Marsh, who has served five
years on the Council, was chair
man last year.
H:<j work at the Community
Building has included director of
Flora N. Blackington. with whom
she made her home.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 2 p. m. from the Burpee
Funeral Home with Rev. William
J. Robbins officiating. Interment
will be in Achorn Cemetery.
Friends are asked to omit flow
ers.

MARY E. M ARIX)TT
Committal services will be held
for Mrs. Mary E. Scarlott of
Quincy. Mass.. Thuisday (today)
at 11 a. m. at Achorn Cemetery
with Rev. Charles R. Monteith
officiating.
Mrs. Scarlott is survived by
Mrs.
Ruth
three
daughters,
Maires of Quincy. Mass.. M rs.
Pauline Barger of Miami, Fla.,
and Dr. Ruth MacBeath of Al
tadena. Calif.; two sons. Forest
Scarlott of Miami. Fla., and Ray
Scarlott of Alabama; and several
grandchildren, among whom are
Joan Scarlott of Rockiand and Da
vid E. Scarlott of West Palm
Beach Fla . formerly of Rockland.

JOHN II. SKINNER. SR.
John H Skinner, Sr.,
of
Rockland.
died
in
Waldoboro
Wedn esday.
Mr. Skinner was born ip Rock
land July 17, 1883, the eon of
Alexander
and Sarah Whitten
Skinner.
Hi1 is survived by two sons.
John H. Skinner, Jr., of Rockland
and Wardell Skinner of Steuben:

PUBLIC

AUCTION
SELECTMEN S OFFICE

APPLETON

Friday, Dec. 19
7.30 P. M.

Products from Town Forest

Harvey Gurney, Auctioneer

A Rule of Thumb

You art as generous as the next
person, and your sympathy is
aroused by the sight of a lonely
hitchhiker. But my hardened ad
vice to you is: don't pick him up.
You may just be asking for
trouble.
The FBI reports that two out of

Henry S. Marsh

I
the recreation program, when it
was first handled by the city in
1948 and 1949. He
also on the
board of directors of the Rockland
YMCA and a member of the Com
munity Building Board of Control.
Marsh’s resignation from the
city governing board will necessit
ate another municipal election to
fill the post. The machinery for
the election will be set up by City
Clerk Gerald U. Margeson, once
the order i# given by the Council.

five daughters. Mrs. Ix>uise Musial of Rockland. Mrs. Ruth Right
of St. Petersburg, Fla., Mrs.
Maxine Creamer of Hollywood.
Fla., Mrs. Pauline Richardson of
Camden and Mrs. Priscilla Lundevall of Cushing; a brother. Roy
Skinner of Milbridge and 14
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at 10 a. m. from the Bur
pee Funeral Home with Rev. E
O. Kenyon officiating.
Interment will be in West Rock
port Cemetery.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller and
Mrs. Odway Russell were in Wa
terville Saturday.
iMr. and Mrs. Raymond Little
hale and children have moved to
Thomaston.
-Miss Evelyn Eaton was home
from Gorham last week due to ill
ness
Mrs. Joseph Glaude, Mis. J.
Giaude and daughters, Sheila, Jua
nita and Beverly, called on Mrs.
Annie Mank Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Littlehale
and daughter Janet of Wann.
Mrs. Moore (sister of Mrs. Lit’.ehale) of St. Albans, and Arthur
Crockett and son of Portland were
visitors at the home of J. .Glaude.
Sr.. Sunday evening.
Mrs. C. Bowers has been spend
ing a few days at her son’s home
in Damariscotta as Mrs. Bowers’
son Charles, Mrs. Rodney Camp
bell and daughter Sheila motored
to Boston, returning Monday night
accompanied by Mrs. L. A Win
chenbach who had been visiting
her daughter in New York and sis
ter in Massachusetts.
Millard T. Mank. who sustained
a fractured leg when hit by a car
and'has been in the Gardiner Hos
pital two weeks, returned to his
home. 11 Grant Street. Gardiner,
'Farmingdale), Tuesday

PUBLIC PARTY
K. OF C HALL

MAPLE SUGAR MIT LEASE
and
BI ILIHNG MATERIALS (uned)
On Herb Collamore Place.
The right is reserved to reject
any or all bids. For informa
tion call
M.STARK
TEL. W. APPLETON 12-4

Every

Friday Night
WATER STREET
7.30 P. M.
AVSPICES K. OF C.

146-149

118-Th-tf

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

KNOX

Thursday-Friday
6.30-7.45
Saturday
1.30-6.30-7.15
Matinee, Adults 30c; Evenings 60c; Children 25c

R*

five thumbs raised to beg a ride
have prints which are on file with
the police. True, most hitchhikers
don’t intend to do the motorist
harm, but enough criminals use
this method of finding a victim to
make picking up a stranger not
worth the risk.
Even if the hitchhiker just
wants a ride — not your money or
your car — you’re opening the door
if) trouble if you pick him up. In
many cases, Good Samaritan mo
torists have been sued heavily by
hiking passengers who have been
injured in an accident. This is
really adding insult to injury.
Twenty-two states now have
laws which forbid ' standing in the
roadway for the purpose of solicit
ing a ride.”
But these laws don’t really pro
tect the motorist. In fact, they are
traffic safety measures; in all but
two states it is legal to hitchhike
from the sidewalk or the shoulder
of the road.
However, in the state’of Wash
ington, the hitchhiker and the
driver that picks him up break
the law.
Even if it’s legal - don’t take &
chance. Don’t pick up 1 itchhikers.

Before a haK dozen people and employment of a new man who will ment of Economic Development,
the representatives of the press, be responsible for the maintenance with a five man advisory board
of the city’s parking meters.
and a director.
the City Council conducted a public
An increase of $2,984 was also
Ralph Bartlett, executive secre«
hearing Monday night on the pro pointed out by Chairman Gilbert in tary of the Rockland Chamber of
posed $380,858 budget for 1950. the Fire Department budget. This Commerce, voiced his personal
Final passage of the new budget is additional fund will be used toward disapproval of the ordinance, as
the last payment on the depart- it now reads. He said that this
scheduled for 7.30 p. m. today.
Also at the hearing, the new De ment's new 1.000 gallon pumper, move is a good idea, since it will
partment of Economic Develop which is expected to arrive before bring the city into the work which
Also, for additional has been conducted by other
ment. with a five man advisory Christmas.
board and a director, was approved equipment expense, supplies and agencies in the area.
Bartlett, however, pointed out;
at the final reading of the ordi hydrant rentals.
An increase of $2,200 was also that this department will tend to
nance.
The points of the new budget noted in the maintenance section overlap and duplicate much of the
which call for an increase of $16,357 for such things as road and street work now being handled by alover this year's budget, was out repair, and for the salary of a full ( ready established agencies,
lined by Council Chairman Osgood time attendant at the City Dump.
He felt that a clarification
The new* budget will also grant should be inserted into the new
Gilbert.
On a question submitted by State an increase of $675 to the library ordinance concerning the e^ct
Senator and former Councilman department for a $300 increase in duties of the department and that
Carl Stilphen, the increase of $78 salaries, $300 for books and period’- the department’s advisory board
under registrations and elections cals and $75 for office expense.
should have representation from
City Manager Charles Haynes ex the Rockland Chamber of Com
was explained. City Clerk Gerald
Margeson said that this increase plained that this was not the com- merce, Knox County Industrial
was attributed to the increase in plete budget, since the board of di- and Development and Knox Insalaries from $8 to $10 per elec rectors of Administrative School dustries.
tion, that the ward officials re District 5 have yet to submit thej Haynes said that he is waiting
ceive.
city’s portion of their budget.
for the council to appoint the five
Also noted was an increase of
The Council moved to pass the member board for the depart$3,370 for salaries in the Police De final reading of the ordinance' ment, before he makes known his
partment which will go toward the which will establish a Depart-, selection for economic director.

CIVIL ATTACHMENT OF TRUCK LEADS

realize the seriousness of the of
fense, which carries a fine of $300

TO COLD RIDE FOR DEPUTY AND A

or 11 months in jail. Cuccinello
said that the officers are not to

DAY IN COURT FOR LOWBERG

A 28 year old Rockport man.
Robert Lowberg was found guilty
by Court Recorder Domenic Cuc
cinello in Municipal Court Tues
day morning of obstructing a po
lice officer in the performance of
his duty in a civil process. He
was given a suspended 10 day jail
sentence and placed on probation
for 30 days.
Deputy Sheriff Robert Berry of
Camden testified that Lowberg
About 80 per cent of Russia’s
refused to relinquish the keys of
finished steel products is for State hi» truck after he was served with
use.
a writ of attachment Monday. The
matter concerned a sum of $160
Construction men estimate that plus costs, which a furniture store
500 tons of steel is used per mile in Bangor asserts that Lowberg
of roadbuilding.
still owes on furniture that he pur
chased.
Making and using iron and
When Berry went to a neigh
steel products account for 37 per bor’s house to call for a wrecker.
cent of all manufacturing jobs in Lowberg emptied hu truck of a
♦ he United States
load of wood and drove off.
| Clifford Carroll of Camden, the
i deputy sheriff who accompanied
Berry, related how he jumped on
the back of the truck just as Low
berg started to pull away from in
CUT RATS COSmCTICS front of his house.
After driving for a short dis
t ”
« "
I tance. Lowberg stopped the truck
and told Carroll that he had bet
ter get into the cab since it was
i
too cold for him to be sitting in
the open body of the vehicle.
The Rockport man told Carroll
MILITARY SET
that he was heading toward the
by Prophy-ioc-fic
Camden Police Station to give
himself up. Just a* the truck en
tered Post Office Square in Cam
den. Carroll was able to convince
Lowberg that the place he should
surrender to the authorities was
at the Knox County Courthouse
Set the grooming pure with this and not the Camden Police Sta
smartly -styled military brush and tion.
When the truck was in Glen
comb set. Easy to travel with too.
I Cove, almost to the Rockland line,

Jewelite!

i Crystal or shell.

Big money is made and lost in TWO MILITARY BRI SUES
AND COMB
the same way—by taking chances.

SELECTED HARD AND
SOFTWOOD STIMPAGE
Fred Lamont Place—AIm>
Lease on 5 Acre* Tillable Land.

PRICES:

By Carol Lane
Women's Travel Authority

Trooper Robert Hofacker stopped
| it when he saw a defective tail
S7.no light. By this time, Berry, who
wa* following the truck to Cam
den and on Route 1 to Rockland,
managed to catch up with Low
berg and place him under arrest
for obstructing an officer in the
performance of his duty.

Camden Theatre
SHOW SCHEDULE:
Friday I Show Only, 7.15 p. m.
Saturday
2.08-6.90-6.90 p. in.
Sunday,
Mat. 9.69, Eve. 7.15

FRI. - SAT. - RUN.
Dec. 12-13-14

"The Naked And The Dead"
AI.DO RAY — ROBERT RYAN
148-149

LEGAL NOTH E

Public hearing on the following
j application for a Restaurant Malt
I Liquor License will be held in the
|City Council Room, City Building,
l December 15, 1958, at 7.30 p. m.
Upham's Coffee Shop
14 Elm Street
GERALD U MARGESON.
*
City Clerk.
145-Th-148

toeaeooeeeaaeoeooeeeeeeeoaoaot
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
Thursday-Friday Eve.
Sat. Mat.

6.30-8.00

1.90 - Eve. 6.90-8.00

Lowberg explained in court that
he was not obstructing an officer
in his duty, but actually he kidnapped his friend, pointing to Carroll. He explained that he demanded to be arrested, which the. I
officers refused to do, when he was confronted with the writ of
attachment.
i
He claimed that the truck was
his only means of livelihood and
to take it away would mean he
would be unable to provide for
hi* family, which included five
children.
Cuccinello gave him a 10 day
suspended sentence and 30 days
probation, upon the recommenda
tion of Sheriff P. Willard Pease,
who thought that there was no
maliciousness on the pail of the
respondent.
The Court Recorder remarked
that he felt Lowberg did not
LEGAL NOTICE
XOTItE OF FORECLOSURE

blame since they were Just per
forming their duty in taking Lowbel'88 truck for the purpose of
putting it up for sale to settle the
respondent’s account with the
Bangor firm.
—
People who spend all they earn
can be sure that someone else Is
banking their money.

Largest Selection in Rockland
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Venetian Blinds and Shads*
Inlaid Linoleam
Felt Base Linoleam
Sundran Vinyl Linoleum
Rubber Tiles
Stainless Steel and Aluminum
Metals
Plastic Wall Tiles
MOHAWK RI GS, Art Squares
or Wall to Wall
All the Accessories for the
Above
EXPERT INSTALLATION IF
DESIRED
Tel. Rockland 939

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.

WHEREAS. Bee Line Service..
Inc., a corporation organized and j
existing under the laws of the
State of Maine and located at Rockland in the County of Knox and.
State of Maine, and Forrest H
Brazier of Rockland in said County j
of Knox and State of Maine, by
their mortgage deed dated January
3. 1958. and recorded in the Knox
County Registry of Deeds, Book!
357. Page 283. conveyed to the '
Rockiand Loan and Building Asso
ciation. a corporation organized ;
and existing under the laws of the
State of Maine and having its J
principal place of businejts at Rock
land in the County of Knox and
State of Maine, the following de- scribed real estate:
A certain lot or parcel of land!
with the buildings thereon situate !
in said Rockland, bounded and de-!
scribed as follows, to wit: —
BEGINNING on the southerly
side line of the New County Road
leading from Rockland to Thomas
ton, and at the northeasterly cor
ner of land, now or formerly of
S. R. Ulmer; thence by said road
North 77 deg. 22 min. East 70 feet
to a contemplated street running
from said New County Road to
Pleasant Street; thence about South
on the westerly side line of said
contemplated- street, 160 feet or
more to stake and stones; thence
Westerly 70 feet or more to land
of said 8 R. Ulmer, now- or form
erly; thence by said Ulmer’s land,
(now or formerly) North 1 deg. 34
min. East 160 feet to the first men
tioned bound.
AND WHEREAS the condition of
said mortgage has been broken;
NOW THEREFORE, by reason
of the breach of the condition there
of. the said Rockland Loan and
Building Association, by M. E.
Montgomery, its Secretary and
Treasurer, thereunto duly author
ized, claims a foreclosure of said

579 Main St.

Rockland, Me.
142-Th-U

JOHNS Manvilte CoT^So^i
and siding
a„ the late8t cojw
b!own rock woo, in8Uiatloni alwB.
,num windoW8 and doora. Terrna
t0 sult Phone 18os B T LONG,
-amden Sf , Rockland.

97-Th-tf

Ralph L. Richards
FLOOR SAHDMG AMD
REFINISHING
20 YEARS IN BUSINESS
IN ROCKLAND

25 FranMin St.

T«L 952
10TAUMMC

mortgage.

Dated this 28th day of November,
A. D. 1958.
ROCKLAND LOAN AND
BUILDING ASSOCIATION,

The story of atm
with a^dirtv*md!

By M. E. Montgomery.
Its Secretary and Treasurer.
145-Th-161

RESTLESS
YEARS

THE

RAMBLERS

|^K

CINI

ma

GCOPC

a
- TERESA WWGHT
WAS THIS THI MAN THEY HUNTED
OR THI KIILER WH3
HUNTED THEM’’

• MLT$t4M9.
uH9ir bsrsnd
MMTdlletals

Continue To Make A Party

EMIL RIVERS, INC

FREE KIDDIES' XMAS SHOW

Every Night At

MONDAY, DK. Bat of 1JO P> A

* THE THORNDIKE HOTEL

C ihi m«s5cop£

GET FREE TICKETS AT PERRY’S MARKET

Fssy terms
High tnuieCame in /<

0 KouonstratsM

949 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND — MAINE

ftoeklond Courfer-^ateWt, Thursday, December 11, 1958

Tuesdoy-Thurtdoj-Soturtfay

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
inexpensive - mcnvE
PM SELLING, BUYING, MUTING SttVKB
HEBE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
In thin Coloma aa* to exceed three Uses taeertod
once lor It eeato, three ttaaee, eae dollar. AddWoaal Haee 10 eeato
for each line, half price each addMtoaal Mme aoed. Fire eaaaB
word* to a line.
Special Notlee! All “Mlad ado" eo called, L e„ adveritoemeato
which require the aaewen to be eeat to The Coarier-Gasette offlee
for handllag. cost 28 eeato additional.
A name should appear oa all classified ada to secure beet reealto.
Thoee with phone or street nambers oalp are aot advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will he accepted wtthoat the eaeh aad ae book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or ladlvidaals maintaining regalar
accounts with The Coarier-Gasette. Count the Words—Fire to a

FOR SALE
•
CLARINET with case for sale,
excellent cond. TBL. 1592-W2 after
6 p m.
147*149
ORDERS taken for appie sauce
fruit cakes. 1-2-3 lbs. HELEN L
TABBUTT. 130 Main Street, Thom
aston Tel. 59-12
147*149

NATIVE TURKEYS
Fresh Dressed For Christmas
•Plump young Hen Turkeys. 9 to 13
lbs.
Broad breasted young Tom
Turkeys, L5 to 25 lbs. These* birds
are still alive and being fed a spe
cial fattening grain and will be
prepared ready for the oven as
you order.
These Turkeys are
trulv something extra good for
your families dining pleasure. For
this once a year holiday why not
have the best? We will be happy
t«) deliver at no extra charge.
DILLAN AY TURKEY FARM
Warren
Tel. ( Restwood 3-2358
147-152

FOR SALE
•

MENDOZA Beaver Coat for sale,
size 14. 232 BROADWAY Tel. 1155.
MUM
______________________

ONE Pair Boy’s C. C. M. Hockey
Skates for sale, size 4, excellent
cond. TEL 611-W.
148-lt
CHRISTMAS and All Occasion
Cards for sale.
Also, gift wrap
pings, stationery and novelties.
MRS COPELAND 87 Limerock
Street, City.
148*150
PLASTIC Laminating
“Do-ItYourself” Kit. No tooljf or heat.
12 sheets wallet size with instruc
tion.
69c.
TWTTCHELL’S.
77
Central, Bangor.
148*150
1958 4 DOOR Ford Ranch Wagon
for sale. Black, low m’lasre, good
condition. FRANK HATCH. Dark
Harbor. Tel. 95-12.
148*153
1 UPRIGHT Piano for nale at a
j give away price, need space. TEL.
523
|48 If
ONE 76 FRANK! JN open grate
stove for sale, with andirons,
screen and fireset. 97 Union St..
TEL. 1979.____________________ 148-tf
ONE Large Work Horse for sale.
Will work single or double. Sound
and clever. Also, 16 bred sheep.
ALMOND BURNS. Friendship. Tel
nCm pie 2-9211
146-148
H. C. LITTLE Flooi Furnace foi
sate. sioo tel SUMS
144-148
1 »57 DE<’f*A 3 Sp>
Port kbit
Victrola for sale, excellent cond.
priced for quick sab . TEL. CEdar
6-3191 after 6 p. m.
146-148
BEAUTIFUL
Kik.
Doii with cradle and complete
wardrobe for sale. CALL 1617-M
146’148

BOYS' Skates for sale, sizes 4
nid 5; also, baby’s car bed and
ear seat; gill's 3 piece coat set,
size 3; boy's sports coat and pants,
husky » ze 16. TEL. *96-R. 146*148
WHITE Enanivl Wood Burning
Kitchen Range for sale, good con
dition
RAYMOND DOW
Tel
L’Restwood 4-2863.
146-145
BOY’S Full Size Bicycle for sale,
in good cond ; also, professional
type ski boots, size 7. like new.
TEL. 42-J. 161 Limerock Street.
147*tf
, 28 FT. Lobster Boat for sale,
ready for use. Winter top. Red
wing Marine engine. Pot hauler.
ORRIN POLAND. New Harbor.
147*149
EARLY Cut Baled Hay for sale.
TEL. LOcust 3-3634 after 6 p. m.
147-152
YOl THS Sk. Boots :
oak;
also, women’s bowling shoes and
•children’s tap shoes.
McLAIN
SHOE STORE Tel. 374-W, City.
147-149
LIGHT Cu Ft Refrlgei itor for
♦sale.
Call at 38 THOMASTON
STRLE'I
P :: « ’ Ooi 1
147-149
SPRING Rocking Horse for saie.
Like now
Steel frame, plastic
Jjpdy TEL 1795 after 1 p m
146-148
BIRD Feeding Stations foi saie, I
nice Xmas gifts. KAYE S CRAFT ,
SHOP Prescott Street.
146151
LOOK and Feel Your Very Best
for Christmas in a new “Spencer
Outfit”. Call HELGA SWANHOLM.
Thomaston 168-23 right now
Call
all day Saturday and Sunday, after
‘5 p. m. weekdays.
146-148
~fv\O Hand-knit Fancy Sweateis
for sale, sizes 10 and 12.
Also, I
Westinghouse elec. stove.
$25.
CUMMINGS. Be .1 Hili Tel. 256-W3.
146-148
A Large < ollertinn of Handno veil rugs for sale. Made from
cloth pieces and knit sweaters, etc.
Some are beautiful. All have care
fully blended colors and pleasing
patterns. No two alike. See our
hand-loom in operation.
Also, a
large sail and some boat cushions.
Re do any canvas work and hand
weaving. JESSIE’S < ANVAS AND
•HAND-WEAVING SHOP. 16 Limefrock Street, Camden.
145*148
J~BEST Makes Forced Air Oil
H*-ating Units for sale, $650 up, inNtallqd. Also, coal and wood fur
naces.
Installations everywhere,
.‘fi rms. 26th year. Save. Write
•today. SUPERIOR HEATING CO.,
351 Sherwood Street, Portland, Tel.
SP:u«- 3-8617
____
139*153
^TWO Unit Milking Machine for
’aale, very good cond. JOHN UP
HAM U nion.
146*1411
IXtBSTEK Trap Htnck fur sale.
DOSAI.lt KESSISTOX. Warren.
Tel. ( llistuoiul 4-IKMi.
142*153
' Ol.'TBOARK Building Supplies
anil Hardware for sale. '59 Seotts
on display. 3.660 h p ROCKLAND
BOAT SHOP
136-149
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale
Contac. WM C HEMENWAY, Lin
colnville Beach.
Tel. Camden
VEdar 6-3971
145-150
GRAVEL for sale for driveways
and lor fill. NEIL RLSSELL, Tel
•J544-W________________________ 49* tf
If EABY parakeets. Cages. Stande.
■toy.; for sale. Also, complete line
'of bird foods for ’keets, canaries,
cockatiels. love birds, parrots and
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES
<S Booaer Street. Thomaston. Maine
Mrs. C A Swift, prop.. Phone 374.

8ESVI0KS

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 8 1802
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer. Sr.,
have purchased a large trailer and
it is located on their lot on Pleas-)
ant street. Mr. and Mrs. Charles!
Dyer, Jr., have also purchased a1
large trailer and have it on the
same lot.

Rockport Firemen burnt off the
skating rink on West street Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell left
Saturday for Florida, where they
will spend the winter.
Milton Dean and mother, Mrs.
Margaret Dean, moved Saturday
to their home on Pleasant street
which they recently purchased
from Mr. and Mrs. Dell Hyssong.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Langdon Crockett
and son Robert of South Portland
were guests Sunday of his parents.
Mi. and Mrs. Roland Crockett.
Ray Watts of Rockiand was a
caller Friday evening of his moth
er. Mrs. Vinie Johnson and Sharon
Watts, Camden road.
TV Six met Saturday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Howe.
Camden.
Refreshments
were served by the hostess.
Rockport Post Office will b»
opened for business all day Satur
day. Dec. 17
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear. Sr.,
left Friday for Florida, where they
will spend the winter.
Nancy Wheeler, .daughter of Mr.
and Mis. Earlyn Wheeler, enter
tained Saturday at a Theater
party in honor of her 11th birthday
Guests included Susan Arthur.
Martha Drisko, Douglass Norbeck.
Charles Berry and Paul Emery of
Camden.
Sharon Roberts, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lamont Roberts celebrat
ed her 12th birthday Friday aftei
school at hei- home on School
street. Games were played with
gifts awarded to all. Sharon i<Iceived many gifts. Refreshmentwere served which included a
decorated birthday cake mad>- by
her mother. Guests invited were:
Susan Umbergir, Rosemary Barrows. Rebecca St. Clan. Dawn
Hoche, Frances Bradford Marlene
Hall. Marjorie Hyssong.
Cub Scouts of Den Six met with
their Den Mother, Mrs. Mildred
Roberts, at their Den on Richards

GENERAL Contracting wanted,
block foundations, chimneys, fire
LOST AND FOUND
places; also, asphalt roofing and
general carpentering. P. E. WEB
BEAUTIFUL Yellow and White
BER, 248 Thomaston Street, Rock■ and, Tel 379-W.
It5 1 Shag Cat found. TEL 683. 148-150
CHIMNEYS Built and Repaired
Fireplaces All kinds cement work,
WANTED
carpentry
and
roofing
AL
NICKLES. Rockland Tel 874-M
WANTED
I pair used shoe
____________________
137-149 skates, man’s size 8. Reasonable
price.
Write “SKATES”.
The
FLOOR SANDING SERVICE
148'It
RAY RICHARDS. 120 No Mair Courier-Gazette.
St., Tel Rockland 991-W.
94-14
BOAT van'.'!
» ’.u 4"
work
Twenty-four Hour Photo Service boat or sail boat with cabin
Must
be
heavy,
sea
worthy
and
tsk for It at yoar local store or at
xeasonably priced. TEL. 874-M.
GIFFORD'S, Rockland. Maine.
148-15
1-tt
GOOD Homes wanted for 6 week
old. part bc-agie puppies.
MAY
NARD AMES
Tel. CRestwood
CHARLES SHAW 3-2096. _____________________ 146* It
USED Portable Typewrit ! want
ed
CALL CRe»ttwood 3-2568.
Plumbing and
147*149
JOIN the thousands of women
now selling Avon Cosmetics. Ameri
Heating
ca’s finest product. We will show
vou how to succeed. High commis
TEL. ROCKLAND
sions
Contact FRANCES FIDES.
Bowdoinham. Tel. MOhawk 6-2939.
1451
147-149
TEL. THOMASTON
YOl Ought to Shop at WESTERN
334
AUTO. Open every night until 9.00,
134-tf
ncluding December 24.
145-153
GENERAL Repair Work, Car. LITTLE A HOFFSES
pentering and Asphalt Roofing MaBuilding Contractors
son work, chimneys and founda
Tel. 178-11
tions.
Built new or repaired.
90 High Street, Thomaston, Maine Write V E NICKLES, Box 493.
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile A Linoleum □r Tel. 379-M
127-tf
Foundatione - Chimneye
W’ILL give good care to elderly
Remodeling and House-Bulldere
people in licenced board.ng home.
Frae EeUmatee
119-tf Private or semi-private looms.
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
Phone ROCKLAND 518-M
1*44-149
For Inside or outside painting,
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
fully guaranteed.
Tel. Rockland
1624-R
wh

— WANTED —

CLOTHING
SEW OR USED

MISCELLANEOUS
HAVE 7 Puppies to give away. 7
weeks old. MRS ROBERT HUMERSON. Pleasantville, Warren.
147*149
HAVE 7 Puppies to give away,
from Brownie and Peetee. FRANK
L. WADE. West Meadow Road.
_____________
______ 147*149

NOTICE

After this date I will pay no
bill^ other than those contracted
by myself.
Arthur Edward Skinner.
Dee. 9. 1958.
148*lt
NEW and Used Guns Bought and
Sold, all odd ammunition.
Used
furniture bought and sold. Expert
gunsmith.
Repair all makes.
Also. Used TV’s.
CHARLEYS
:________ __________________________ ™
GUN SHOP, Highland Square,
g6od used cabs
Route 1, Rockport, Maine, Tel.
We finance our own cars. No CEdar 6-3956_________________ 117-tf
finance or interest charge. MUN
SEY AUTO SALES. 131 North Main Utsseoou AND simc TANKS
Street.
16-tf Cleaned, repaired and installed.
cleaning
equipment.
9x12 LLNOLEUEMS for sale, reg Automatic
ular 610.95 f or *6 95
NORTH Free inspection and estimates.
♦EASTLAND
TRADING
POST SANI 8EPTIC SERVICE, locally
Thomaston.
1-tf owned and operated. Tel. Camden
---------------___________ -______
CEdar 6-36S7.
115-tf
PIPE FOB SALE
t Black and galvanized. All sizes.
“7^
ow price, BICKNELL MF°. CO
2°
1-tf *
LlIrne Street.
i COMB. Ga» and Oil Stove for
WELL! WELL! WELL!
•ale excellent cond.; also, over-!
If It la water you need, write
stuffed rocker_ TEL^ 332-M 123-tI
R. W. DR1NKWATER, WeU Drillt BICYCLES rebuilt like new for lag Contractor, P. O. Bos 1M,
•ale. Big stock parts. Baby car Camden.
Tel. STM. Inetnlhneot
riage tires installed.
RAYE'S plan nleo available, ao down pay
CRAFT SHOP, Prescott Street.
ment neceeeary. Member of New
•
146*161 England and Notional Aaeeetotloaa.
.ae
. LX)AM for sale for lawna, ahrube,
'and flower gardens. NEIL. RUSRELJ.. Tel. 1544-W___________ ll»»tf,
QUALITY Aluminum Window*.

*>ooro, Awnings and pore* enelo<n<—«.
Gist ex Siding.
KBKjtlgTOK BROTHERS, Tel. toefcmad M90-W er CBeetwod I MM.

ROCKPORT

kutfgiSi

FOR NEEDY CHILDREN

American Legion Post No. 1

Rockland
< lot he»» May Be Left At
Stevens’ IGA, So. Main St.,
Harbor View Market,
U«M*ner Main and James St.

MAN wanted to Help In small
business? To operate on profit
sharing basis.
Will work with
you and show you how you can
earn better than the average in
come with no Investment. Must
have car and good reference#.
WRITE Box BFR. c/o The Cour
ier-Gazette, Rockland Me. 111-tf
WANrtlb: Auto Body Tin. Your
aeareat and beat spot to sell your

scrap.

MORRIS

M-tf

DON'T Discard Your Old or
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN fbr restoring and refinishing
46 Masonic Street, Tel.
1106-M
1-tf
WE BUY Scrap Ir
Metals,
Ruga aad Batterfc*.
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Leland Street
Rockland
150-tf
BL
RA
Bil"
rr
A

M liS,Hl

Chickens

LAMB
LEGS

SP£Cf41 OFFER!

Aluminum Cookie Kit

^9

~30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
$195 a month.
A. C. McLOON COMPANY, Tel 1510. 115-tf
~ THREE rm fum. apt. to let
bath, hot water. AduKa.
TEL
1838.__________________________ 109-tf
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let.
free lights and water. 2 to 4 rooms.
heated and unheated, $7 to $10
week. V. F. STUDLEY, Broadway,
Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street, Tel
^060
108-tf

and let.

GORDON

SON. Leland Street.

of directors at Augusta, according
A3c Harold Leland of Dow Air Mrs. Marion Dyer has also been
The Pine Tree
to announcement by Mrs. William
Force Base spent the weekend with a caller at the Bartlett home.
H. Dalton, Augusta, executive di
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tolman and Society Elects
rector of the society.
Leland, West Street.
daughters, Josephine, Mary and
Also re-elected were Edward
Harold Graffam and son Jerry^of Gladys, of Rockville were guests
Bowdoin College President James
Bath were callers on relatives in Saturday evening of Mr. and Mrs. S. Coles was re-elected president Myers of Damariscotta, vice presi
dent; Oscar R. Marsh of Bath, as
Ernest
Crockett and
daughter'
town Sunday
of • the Pine Tree Society for sistant treasurer; and Attorney
Mrs. Ann Wentworth entertained i
Crippled Children and Adults. Inc., John P. Carey of Bath, clerk.
Friday evening a gr oup of friends, i Girl Scout Troop Committee met
Elected were Mrs. Jon Lund of
Games were played and refresh- Monday evening at the home of at the annual meeting of the board
Augusta, secretary, and Peter Garments served. Guests were: Mrs. Mrs. Jean Larsen. It was voted
Ruth Marshall of Camden. Mrs.‘to have a Christmasparty for the bloom; color bearer No. 1, Mrs. i land of Saco, treasurer.
Harold H. Meyer of Cape Eliza
Blanche Wentworth
Mrs. Nana! Girl
Scouts at the
Methodist Margaret Wood; No. 2 Mrs. Bertha
beth. former secretary, was elected
Cox;
No.
1
Miss
Marion
Weidman.
Wentworth Mrs. Una Ames. Mis. Church December 18 from 6 to 8
to the executive committee as was
Marjorie Wentworth, Miss
Flor-lp. m- Ali girls are to take a 25 Delegates to the Department of
State Senator-elect Rodney E. Ross.
eno Wentworth Mrs. Sandal Gray. | cent gift. All mothers are invited Convention, Mrs. Vinie Johnson,
Jr., of Bath, former treasurer of
and Mr. and Mrs Earl Smail
to attend the party with their Mrs. Stella Simonton’: alternates,
the society.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam daughters.
Refreshments were Mrs. Minnie Wall, Mrs. Elizabeth
Re-elected to the executive com
served
by
the
hostess.
Those
pres

Shyne.
Refreshment
committee.
anc sons. Maynard. Jr., and Janies,
mittee were: Converse G. Fenn of
Mrs.
GertrudTallenbloom.
chair

ent
were:
Mrs.
Una
Ames,
Mrs.
were guests Saturday of Mrs. Graf
Bath. Paul J. Jullien of Waterville.
fam’s mother. Mrs Nellie Ballard, Mildred Roberts. Mrs. Marjorie man. Mrs. Ann Young. Mrs. Betty George L. Pew of Falmouth ForeDodge,
Mrs.
Caroline
BarrowBohndell.
President
Johnson
will
of Portland.
side. William Philbrick of Skowhe
Mrs. .Mabel Grey. Mrs. Ruth Erick announce later her secret: y. press
gan, former Governor Sumner SewMr. and Mrs. Donald Pierce were
correspondent, director of junior
son and Mrs. Jun«- Merrifield.
all of Bath Mrs Kenneth Tipper
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
If
Mrs.
Fay
Daucett
and
Mrs.
E.
j n clubs and color beare: No. 3.
ol Waterville, Wi.liam Vaughan of
Mi- Philip Davis of West Rock
weatin : is good the next meeting
Daucett
entertained
at
their
home
Hallowell and Mrs. Jean Gannett
port
on Russell Avenue. Games were will be Dec. 11 at the GAR Hall. Wiiiiams of Portland
•Miss Marion Upham was week
The
annual
Christmas
tree
party
played and refreshments were
end guest of Mrs Ellie Cole of
served. Guests present wi re Mrs. will be held Dec. 18 in the down
Half of the people of the world
Northport.
Members are
Beatrice Richards. Mrs. Marjorie stair dining room
are unhappy because they don’t
The PTA will hold its annual
Dodge, Mrs. Lucille Hall. Mrs. asked to take a gift to exchange have the things that make the
Chris-lmas party for teachers at
Wi.ia Stevens, Mrs. Mildred Grant, and the;: Blue Bird gift. Installa other half miserable
the Elementary School Dec. 16 at Mrs. Anita Grant. Mrs. Ardeile tion is to be h* d in the month of
7.30 p. m.
A program will be
Snowdeal. Miss Elizabeth Daucett, January.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
given by the High School mixed Mrs. Elinor Haii. Mrs. Myrtle Rob
The following calendar has been
chorus of 60 voices directed by
announced
Beginning
Jan.
8.
inson. Mrs. Virginia Rossiter. Mrs.
Mrs. Edna Rollins.
Games will Alta Knight. Mrs. Sara Durkee. meetings will be held in the home
- AUCTION be played and Christmas carols and Mrs. Minnie Small.
of Mrs, Elizabeth Shyne; Jan. 15.
LEGION
HALI. — I NION
sung.
Mrs. Gertrude Tallenbloom; Jan.
Rockport Thimble Club met Tues
Physicals were given to the
Saturday, Dec. 13, 7 P. M.
22. Mis. Ellen and Betty Bohndel;
sophomores Friday at the high day noon at the home of Mrs. Jan. 29, Mrs. Minnie Wall. Rock
Private Sale - 1.36 P. M.
school building by
Dr. Harry Gladys Wilson for a chicken din iand: Feb. 5. iMrs. Sara Pendleton.
Divanolas. $90. 82.5. $26; Bed
ner.
Christmas
decorations
were
Tounge, Mrs. Jane Hallowell, and
Simonton Corner; Feb. 12. Miss
room Sets, $50 and $25; Easy
the school nurse, Mrs. Ada Ames, used and favors were given. The Marion Weidman; Feb. 19. Mrs.
meeting
was
held
and
cards
were
assisted by Mrs. Helen Starr. Mrs.
Sadie Grover; Feb. 26. Mrs. Vinie
Chairs, $10; Bureaus, $7 to $10;
sent
to
shut-ins.
Christmas
baskets
Elizabeth S.monton
and
Mrs.
Johnson:
March 5. Mrs. Ann
Mattresses at Assorted Prices.
wvr. finished which will be 1'i'ied
Heb-na Kenney.
Young; March 12, Mrs. Effie Salis
next
week
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams of
bury; March 26, Mrs. Evelyn
HARVEY GURNEY, AiKtionee
Rockiand were guests Sunday of Evelyn Crockett when the annual Heath; April 2. Mrs, Lillian Simon
UNION. MAINE
Christmas
tree
party
will
be
held.
Mi and Mrs John Shyne of Pleas
ton. Simonton Corner; April 9.
148’lt
Each is to take a gift and some
ant Street.
Mrs. Delia Miller.
During
Alton Bartlett of Bangoi was a thing for the program.
guest Friday of his mother, Mrs. the latter part of the afternoon re
TO LET
Bertha Bartlett of Beech Street. freshments of a checkerboard cake
and tea were served by the hostess.
FOUR Room Unfurn. Apt. with
Those present weie: Mrs. Louise
REAL ESTATE
bath to let. Cont. hot water, partly
Cavanaugh, Mrs. Blanche Carver.
heated. R» f. required. TEL. 1149.
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs. Gladys
148-150
ARE IOU IXJOKING FOR A
Maker. Mrs. Evelyn Crockett and
BRIGHT C HRISTMAS?
SIX Room House to let. ail mod■Fresh Maine, U S Govt Insp Grade A
Give your family the gift of the hostess.
:n. TEL. 271-R
148-150
A Christmas band and chorus con
gifts. Buy a home in a quiet vil
<1-ARAGE ’n '*••’. Inquir*- 23 W.i’- :
lage about 20 mile*- from Rock cert will be presented Sunday. DtStreet. TEL. 1241-W
148-150 land.
| cember 14. at 3 p. m. at the Rock“HEATED Furn. Room"to’let. 17
Several selections from $3500 tc ! port Town Hall. Admission is free.
LDfDSBT STREET Tei. 744.
$5500
The program will consist of several
148-1.50
Ail have good water suppiy and solo and ensemble numbers by the
SIX Rms. and Bath to let. 241 sewerage.
I Rockport High School Band und-ei
. REfiDYBROADWAY. TeL 296-R.
MB 16B
Six to eight rooms and bath.
• ’he diiection of Vere B. Crockett
Two
are
two
family
homes
NICE Furn. 4 Rm. Apt. with
TO-COOK
Mrs. Marilyn Barter's eighth grade
bath to let. TEL. 218-M.
148*150 when rent should take care of
wil. sing a group of three nummaintenance.
SIX Room Upstairs Apt. to let
2'/j to 3'/i LBS
LB
R.adzing this is the quiet sea ! bers including the song "Hail To
with bath and garage.
32 Knox
son. these have been priced to Maine” by Paul ShirLey.
Mrs.
Street, Thomaston. TEL. 252-5.
NOW
WHOLE... FOR ROASTING
i Edna Rollins’ girLs glee club of the
146*146
ELMER S. TIBBETTS
high school will sing “One World’’
TO LET
Real Estate and Insurance
SPLIT...FOR BROILING
"I B«Tieve’’ and George Gershwin’s
One 4 and one 5 room apartments,
Port Clyde
“The Man I Love". The high school
near center of town and overlooking
Tel. Tenants Harbor 62-21
CUT-UP... FOR FRYING
Camden Harbor. Also, one 4 room
148-160 mixed chorus of GO voices will sing
apartment with stove in Rockport.
“
A
Tribute
To
Song'
.
“
Beautiful
ALL
ONE LOW PRICE!
O.\ THE SEA 7 ; m. •. •
HASKELL A CORTHELL. Tei.
A
i -ah . guest Saviour" and “Gloria Patri"
CBdai 6-32M
146 148 horr.' with 2 baths
cottage. 3 acres land.
$13,800. seven minute arrangement from
THRtiE Room Furr Dounstaus SECURITY REAL ESTATE CO
the Fred Waring Teen Chorus series
Apt. to let. with garage.
TEL. Dorothy Dietz, across from Vi<- of Clement Morris’ “ 'Twas The
."74-M
146‘148 age
Green. Camden
CEdar Night Before Christmas" will be
TWO Room Apt. with bath to 3 2117 or 6-32-10.
148-it featured. Mrs. Edna Rollins will
let. refrig . range, space heater
direct the mixed chorus with Mis
FOR
SALE
furn. 85 North Main Street. CALL
Make An Offer!! Barter at the piano.
1542-M2
_____ 146-tf South End
The Trytohe’.p Club met Monday
Basically solid 6 rm. house in
FIVE Room Apt. to let. AW mod
ern improvements, thermostatic need of interior decorating and evening at the home of Mrs. Evelyn
some outside work
This will Crockett for fts annual Christmas
heat, at 6 Taibot Avenue. TEL
1285.
144-tf make someone an excellent home tree party with 15 present It was
having fuil cement basement. Irg.
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let. '•itchen, utility rm. dining rm. reported that the baby quilts or
2nd floor, oil heat.
45 TAJJ4OT vg. rm. w firepi, bedim and bath dered for Christmas would b« fin
WBNUE
147-t! ’.st fl. with 2 bedims, and oper. ished and that five more had to
FURN. Apt. to let, 1 sleeping hamber on 2nd
Will GI or be finished before spring. It was
also reported that the club had
room living loom, dinette, kitchen FHA.
ette, shower, heat, lights, water. i Central
4u.**t Reduced!! sold nine dozen pairs of scissors.
Diivate entrance, available Dec. 5
Substantial family horn- ideally The group voted to meet next Mon
to June 1. Camden Road. BELLA i situated foi professional man tr day evening at the Baptist Church
VISTA TOURIST COURT. Tel i embine honit and office. 1st 11. for a covered dish supper w.th ail
Super-Right, Soft-AAeated, Young Lamb
I1BB
142*: I rg. front hall, lvg rm. din rm.
taking their own dishes and to tack
FURNISHED Room to let.
In I ibiary or den with fireplace two quilts. After the meeting gifts
quire 9 Union Street. TEL. 480-R 1 family sized kitchen, utility room,
_________________________ 147 149 i lovely sunporch. and new lavatory. were exchanged and Christmas
carols were sung with Mrs. Vinie
FURN 4 rm. apt with bath to let ' 2nd floor. 4 large corner bedrooms.
thermostatically cont, hot water ! and full tile bath with shower plus Johnson at the piano. Refreshments
heat, plenty of hot water. Adults : ldditiona. lavatory. Full concrete were served in a decorated dining
only. TEL. 638
141-tf I basement, forced oil fired steam room. This was followed by Mis
FOR RENT at 14 Shaw Avenue j heat, new electric hot water unit. Crockett showing colored slides of
8 rooms, recently renovated, deep Situated on corner lot with 2 car their trips and local scenes. Those
lot, nice neighborhood, hot water garage. Owner will sacrifice fo present were: Mrs. Marion Dvur of
oil
heat.
aluminum
windows immediate sale.
Owls Head, Mrs. Ellen Bohndell,
Adults preferred.
DR
C.
F LISTINGS WANTED!
Mrs. Ahbie Sylvester. Miss Edith
CUSTOMERS
W
AITING!
FRENCH.
Can be used as two
W «. Mr*. Cora W< < h Ma H um
OONTAtT
apartments.
132-tf
Wall, Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mrs.
REGULAR
DON HENRY
Elizabeth Lowell. Mrs. Blanche
Carver. Mrs. Vinie Johnson. Mrs.
99 Park Street
TRIM
SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO.,
148-lt Hazel Lemanski. Miss Helen Small.
Mrs. Alice Marston. Mrs. Maude
FOR SALE
INC
WHOLE
LB
Central Location
Whftney and the hostess.
HAS
A home to be proud of with
New Officers Elected
OVEN-READY
LB 75’
family sizt kitchen, sink with dishFred A. Norwood Woman's Re
FOR LEASE
.vashei. planning desk, turkey size
life
Corps
met
Thursday
evening
at
dining room with built in corner
Loin Lamb Chops
1B99C
MODERN 2 BAY
cupboard, den with fireplace, large the home of Mrs. Vinie Johnson.
SERVICE STATION
Camden
road,
for
election
of
offi

tpaity size living room and a pow' der room on first floor. On the sec- cers. Officers elected were: Presi
Reasonable Rent
! and floor are foui nice bedrooms dent. Mrs. Vinie Johnson; senior
Training with Pay
| ind a fuil bath
An all masonry vice president. Mrs. Lillian Simon
Some Capital Required
TELEPHONE ROCKLANI> 115 ! cellar with newly reconditioned ton; junior vice president. Mrs.
forced hot water oil fired heating
130-tf
Dorothy Upham; treasurer. Mrs
U
( system and a handy do-it-yourself
work center make this the home Evelyn Heath; chaplain. Mis. Effie
FURNISHED and Partly Furn body’s dream. A two car garage Salisbury; conductor. Mrs. Alice
Apt.*, to let.
Adults preferred. with storage or workshop over S monton; guard. Mrs. Ellen Bohnpi**8
References. Inquire in person to head and all on a nice corner lot dell,
assistant conductoi. Mis
11 JAMES STREET.
119-tf near schools make this an ideal
Betty Bohndell; assistant guard
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt with buy at $500 down and $87.78 per Mis. Alice Marshall; patriotic in
bath to let; also, two rm. furnished month.
structor,
Mrs.
Ann
Young;
apt. with bath. TEL. 332-M after
CHARLES K. BICKNELL. II
musician Mrs. Gertrude Tallen5 30 p m_____________________ 116-tf
Realtor

Hill with all Cubs present. The boys
made Christmas decorations in pre
paration for the Pack 200 Christ
mas tree party. John Larsen and
Bruce McIntosh are preparing for
their Webelos Rank. Refreshments
were served by Bruce McIntosh.
Rockport Lion Club met Thurs
day evening at the club room for
supper. At the meeting it was re- i
ported that eight complete dinneis !
had been given at Thanksgiving
and the same would be given for
Christmas. A membership increase
was reported. Plans were made
about the skating rink on West
street. The next meeting will be
Dec. 18.
Dennis Dow. who is stationed
now at Newport. R. I., spent the
weekend with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Dow. and family of
Union Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Hogstrom of
Criehaven and Leslie Wilson of
Rockiand were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson. West
Street.
Mrs. Dana Dyer, who has been
visiting at the home of Mr. and
Mis. Vincent Davis on Commercial
Street, has returned to Bar Harbor.
Ernest Crockett and Mrs. Fay
Daucett attended Sunday at Union
the last meeting of the Leadership
Training Class for the Methodist
Church Sunday School.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hocking
are the parents of a daughter born
December 8 at the Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Miss Mildred Graffam, who has
been ill. has resumed her teaching
duties at the elementary school.
Mrs. Bertha Bartlett accompanied
Mi. and Mrs. Arthur Grover of
Rockland Sunday and visit’ d with
Mrs. Bartlett's niece, Mrs. Nellie
Simmons, of Port Clyde and with
her grandson and family. Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Gardner, of Warren.

ARE

ATTENTION

88 Summer Street
Phone 1647
Rockland, Maine
147*149
i’MALL Cape Cod with all con
veniences for sale, near town Un
d, i $7,«l0 GI approved BETTY
F
McINTOSH
Realtor. Church
Street. Rockport. Tel. CEdar 6-3969
147-149

IN TOWN!

FOR SALK
Small six room house In Rock
port. Full bath garage, garden
spot, city water, near store,
-chools and bus line. Good con
dition.
$4 500
TEL. Camden
CEdar 6-32S3_________________100»tf

CIILF SIUR HEAT

MECHANICS

AMOCO
HAS RM LEASE A
2 BAY SERVICE STATION
VERY REASONABLE RENT
Liberal Financial Pisa

0 0533(5101100
□0

i^rs^uirQpi

0(71000130

TEL. ROOKLAMD

1680
146-146ATh-8-152

5s.yi

BEST FUEL DEAL

Cousens' Realty
Bnatness Opportunities

i; Cottages, Lots aad Dwellings

176 MAVERICK STREET

...the world’*

finest

Thu oHer ■. ,0,d in ony tlatd. territory, or monicipobty whoft prohibitod.
taxed or otherwise retir <ted. Th'.t o»*or »ov bo witMr«wo without notiew.

Evap. Milk

WHITE HOUSt

THERE 'S NONE BETTER!

Fr.cns shewn ,r th,- «! quAr*ttiped thtoi Sat

hooting oil

Tel. 1538or162S

Maritime Oil Co.

Across From Golf Cearoe

(M PARK 8T.
TEL. 1S71
BOOBAMD, MAINE

♦•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦do <>••••>••»>!

All VOU DO IS THIS — Send one dollar and labels from
3 cans ol White House Milk, with your name and address
to: COOKIE KIT, P. O.4OX 375, NEW YORK 46, N. Y.

Dec 13

ej
W

.4ViOZ
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CANS

A fHcctlw )• tlili comminiU A »lcioll>.

Thl CIKAT ATLANTIC • MCiNT T|A COMFANT

uper |4arkets
»{R( U B I R I I
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Junior Rubinstein

i

Mrs.

Club Announces

Yule Program
• i
I?1

Tick.
for the New Year’s
Ch^-.v.v Bali may be obtained from
Mrs. Edward Marks of Thomaston.
Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Jr.. of Glen
Cove, and Mis. Howard Apolionio
of Rockport

The FEW Class will meet to
night at the home of Mrs. Joyce
Ross. 19 South Main Street. This
will be a Christmas party and work
meeting. Members are reminded
to bring an exchange gift.
Ty’a : School PTA will hold a
rummage s t Saturday. December
13. at St P f* r's Undercroft at 9.30
a. m to earn money to purchase
a mimeograph machine
Anyone
wishing to contribute rummage may
cal M •
Margai ' t Lord. Tel 356-J
or Mrs F-rn Spring. Tel. 425-M
The rummage will be collected.

Mrs. .A live ret.i Bla ckington. who
has been a patient at Knox Hos
pital. is now at a rest home at 45
Granite stret t and would like to
have friend* call.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Do
of
Pretty Marsh were Sunday supper
guests of Mi Doe's cousin and hus
band. Mr. and Mrs Harold Karl.
Granite Street. Mi Doe is a mem
ber of the Colby Symphonic Or
chestra which performed at the
Community Building on Sunday
afternoon.

Rev. Herman R. Winchenbaugh is
a medical patient at the New Eng
land, Baptist Hospital. 91 Parker
H.ll Avenu* Boston 20. Mass.

L.

the Knox-Waldo Chapter of the
Maiir Stat* Employees’ Associa
tion will be held at the Equity
Granu Ha., in Belfast Thursday
night
The:, will be a turkey din
ner st rved at 7. Members are re
quested to hr.ng a 25 cent gift. The
entert
•
j
George Swept r.

» •* «

JANET STEWART PILLIN AND

Emery Nurses Guild President

A-2c WILLIAM SEAVEY ARE WED
Janet Stewart Pillin, daughter of green wool with winter white ac
cessories and and an orchid cor
sage.
Mrs. Stewart also was
dressed in green wool with compli
menting accessories and a seasonal
corsage.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
land High School and is presently
employed by Sears, Roebuck Co.
Airman Seavey is a graduate of
Rockland High School and will
leave Sunday for Brooks Air Force
Base in San Antonio. Texas, where
Mrs. Seavey will join him in Feb
ruary.

*

The Christmas program and
party of the Junior Rubinstein
Club will be held Friday evening,
Dec. 19. at 7 o’clock at 96 Limerock street.
All members are
asked to bring a 25 cent gift for
tree and cookies.
The program. Christmas Fanta
sies. will be presented, and in
cludes: Toe dancers. Florence
Newcomb and Rosalyn Gay.
Carol trio: Deborah Huber. Bar
bara Small and Allison Ladd.
Christmas piano solos: Barbara
Small, Gail Wooster and Allison
Ladd.
Betty Lee Clark will dip punch.
Music teacher^ are invited to
select pupils for membership and
call co-sponsors Mrs. Rex Gar
rett Mists Dorothy La wry or Mrs.
Oram Lawrv, Jr., before Dec. 15.

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Stewart of
Owls Head, and Airman Second
Class William P. Seavey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seavey of Owls
Head, were united in marriage on
Sunday. December 7. at the Con
gregational Church parsonage on
Beech Street. Rev. Charles Monteith officiating for the double ring
service.
They were attended by Mrs. Rus
sell Stewart and Paul Seavey.
The bride wore a dress of soft

kF

1

w
'•W

Michael F. Brooks. Jr., aviation
guided missileman third class.
DSN son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
F Brooks of Beechwood Street.
Thomaston, is serving aboard the
super attack aircraft carrier USS
Forrestal. operating with the U. S.
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean.
The Forrestal relieved her sister
ship the super carrier USS Sara
toga. in mid-September.
Since
leaving Norfolk. Va., September 2.
the carrier has visited Sicily and
Italy and between future exercises,
expects to make stops in France, •
Greece and Spain.

Twenty-five people attended the annual Christ mas party ot the Xurfteft’ Guild Wednesday night at
the home of Mrs. Richard Sukeforth in Thomaston. The party was highlighted by the election of officers
for the coming year. The Guiid presents a scholarship each year to some high school graduate who
desires to enter the nursing profession. In the piet ire, the officers of the Guild discuss plans for the
year over a cup ot punch. They are from left to right: .Mrs. Anne Weymouth of Camden, secretary; .Mrs.
Georgia Emery of Rockland, president; .Miss Lorna Clark of Rockport, treasurer; and .Miss Eliza J. Steele
of Rockland, vice president.

Hulburt Chosen

UNION CHAMBER CONDUCTING

To Receive The

HOME DECORATIONS CONTEST

Millay Scholarship

Carrie Nichols left Wednesday
for Palatka. Fla , to spend the
holiday season.
Mrs. Olive Crockett is spending
the winter months with Mrs. Alice
Hoy* RFD Route 1. Washington.
Second Lieut- nant and Mrs. Ron
ald L. Emery of New City. New
York, have been guests of his
grandmother, Mrs. Clara Emery,
and
his
grandfather.
Frank
Hunter, in Rockville before leav.ng for Munich. Germany, for a
thr* «■ year tour of duty where Lieu
tenant Emery is attached to the
12th Battle Group. 23th Infantry.
U. S. Army.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

A MERRY CHRISTMAS and
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
To All Our Customers

Em-Bee Cleaners
2*-Hour Service

Dine On Sardines

At U. S. Roundup

The first and second degrees were
conferred on Mr. and Mrs. Frank J
Young at a supper meeting of
Pleasant Valley Grange Tuesday!
evening at the GAR H...
Guests
were from W* vmouth Grange and
South Hop- Grange.
It was re-1
ported that Mrs. Velma Marsh was;
a patient at Thayer Memorial Hos-j
The Rounds Group will meet Wed
pita 1 in Wat i y 11<
Following a ■
nesday at 7.30 in the Congregations I !
brief husint -s meeting a program
Church parlors for their annual,
of chorus singing, recitations and
Christmas party.
Hostesses for
solos was enjoyed A harv st supthe evening will be Mrs. Gladys
per will be served at the next I
Philbrick, Mis. Edna Look. Mrs.
meeting and the third and fourth
A.ice Spear. Mrs. Julia Keene and
degrees conferred, also a Christmas
Mrs Bernice Call. Members are
tree with exchange gifts and re-I
to take a 50 cent exchange gift. I
freshments.

The Lincoln County Branch of
the Amt rican Association of Uni
versity Women is holding its De j
cember nif * ng at the Farnsworth
Museum on F: day. December 12. I
at 2.30 p. m. This branch inc’udes ’
Knox County as well as Lincoln
County A cordial invitation is ex
tended to all women in this area,
who ai* coil ge graduates.
Mrs.
American Legion Auxiliary m.-t
Davis of Damiscotta is president
and Pi Edna E. Lamson of Rock Tuesday night to formulate plans
for a Christmas party for the De
ville is chairman of hostesses.
cember 23 meeting with Mrs. Ciaia
Miiler appointed chairman of th,1
(party and box luncheon. Pr» < d< nt
| of the group. Mrs Bern:*JackBOOK FAIR
; son. w ill act as general chairman
I for a banquet on Decembf r 17 for 1
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16
j the General M line Powa i ConiRockland Hid, School Gym ! panv. The mystery prize was I
, p. M. to 9 P. M.
awarded to Mis Thelma Gross
during the social hour.
Pre-School through High School
_____
Books On Display May Be
Rockland Junior Women's Club
nn t Tuesday evening at the Medi-1
Bought If Desired.
cal Ails Build.ng for a covend dish 1
Sponsored By the
supper and Christmas party. The
Rockland Teachers’ Association
social committee in charge of sup-,
per arrangements was Mrs Ruth
F.■
U - U : ■ 1
Mrs N- a. . D
Mrs Margaret
Wood Mrs. Marguti/ - Knowlton.'
KNOX
Mrs. Florence Hav. ner. Mrs. ShnIey Lombardo M s. G.
HoelgRESTAURANT
• - i m - !•:
I
.
v
(OPP. KNOX THEATRE)
President Mis. Florence Leo con
ducted a brief business meeting
GOOD PLAIN FOOD
during which Mrs Mildn-I Young
was accepted as a new ni'-mber
REASONABLE PRICES
and will be initiated at the January
OPEN DAILY
meeting. Dolls and mittens wer*
donated to give to Mrs Rice for
HA. M. to 10.30 P. M.
distribution. Carol singing was en
Sundays: 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. 31.
joyed followed by the exchange of
TEL. 8619
gifts with M's. Ruth Fogarty play
142-Th-tf
ing the role of Santa.

experts are now working out suit
able recipes.
Warren said that tXe Council had
a numb. r of other plans for the
event which would be announced
later.

Girl Scouts To

.V.

Service Notes
Fred Fernaid is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital

Mi and Mrs Arnold S Nelson
Fernaid of Amesbury
■
•
Knoat of Owls Head left Friday for Veto
. Beach. Fl.a for a winter vacation
Hospita
and will stop enroute in New City.
visit with
dives
Th. annual Christmas party for N. Y fdi

Fred

•V •
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The third annual Christmas Out
door Decorations Contest wiil be
conducted by the Union Chamber,
of Commerce. All home owners of
Union township ai e invited to par-j
ticipate, to make the town more at
tractive than previous years.
A committee of three will serve j
as judges, consisting of Mrs. Ray-,
mond Keating. Ralph Starrett and
John Ungvary.
Judging wiil be made as to

originality, harmony and good
taste. Three prizes will be award

ed as follows: First Prize, $7; Sec
ond. $5; and Third. $3.
Judging will be carried out the
evenings of December 20 and 21
when judges will try to cover the
entire township.
However, home
owners in secluded places may con
tact any one of the judges, in order
to make a fair and just contest.

Sardines from Maine will be fea
tured on the menu of the National
Roundup of the Girl Scouts of
America at Colorado Springs, next
July.
Maine Sardine Council Chairman
Milroy Warren of Lubec, said to
day. that the industry's product
would be served twice as the lunch
eon staple to the 10.000 girls from
eight to 18 who will attend the nine
day camp-out.
The Council is co-operating with
the National organization on the
same basis as it did with the Boy
Scouts of America when 60,000
youthful campers ate and enjoyed
sardines from Maine at the 1957
Jamboree at Valley Forge.

Some men never know whch
they are well off because they
never arc.
The man who advocates letting
well enough alone never seem* to
recognize what is well enough.

Telephone 76 for all social items,
guests, parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette,
Mrs.
Margaret
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock Street,
social reporter.
tf

Warren said that the Council
would donate 10.000 cans of sar
dines while the Scout organization
would reciprocate through surveys,
publicity, promotion and other ac
tivities.
“We are not only helping the
good cause of Scouting but are also
getting an opportunity to expose our
industry’s product to a cross sec
tion of America’s future home
makers,’’ he stated.
Present plans are to serve the
sardines for luncheon on two suc
cessive Fridays and the Scout food

PRE-CHRISTMAS

SALE

DRESSES - SKIRTS
JEWELRY
At

The Mandarin
Dress Shop
(OVER THE PARAMOUNT
RESTAURANT)

iSlip into something pretty...

most
cherished
gifts

t

Vw 1?aatte. ‘’^'lingerie <

Once you wear Van Raalte’x STRVPS, you’ll wonder

HOUBIGANT

1 i

Paul Hurlburt, Jr.

Aft. r deliberation th*- scholarship
was award- d to Paul Hu.iburt. Jr.,
a second year student at Farming
ROCKLAND
11 PARK ST.
s' • Teach - *' eg
Th*
14S-Th-151
committee expressed th* opinion
that the scholarship will b* made 1
.-ets- ss'i’e-T-s-s’ii s'i sM’S’C’ST^’C’e’S’Sf’C’se’r’SJ^i’S'iTSi’Ctr’C’PC sisssswx’SX’C’C’t’src’Wt’e’S’CS’ce’n available for covering pail of the ,
expenses for the second semester
of the 1958-59 acadt mic year
Serving on the committ- • w- re
Fred Smullen. Mrs. David Mann.
Principal Richard Goodridg* . Miss
Den >** Fortier, and Superintendent
On die Guptlll Jr , chairman.
Hurlburt is the son of Mr and
Mrs Pau' Hurlburt of High Street.
He is a sophomore at Farmington!
State Teachers’ College, and a!
member of Kappa Delta Ph; Fra
ternity. and is a 1957 graduate of
Camd- n High School wh- i* h- par
ticipated in bask-tb,id and basebad
Before attending school in Cam
den Hurlburt attended grad- school
In Amh- rst and Cantor., Mass., and
3om*rville Junior High S-hool. 1
Hurlburt is majoring in History
and Engi.'h and will t-c .v- a BS
Degree in Elementary and Junior I
High Education at the end of his
senior year.
M
Hurlburt is * mploy* d as second
cook at Whitehall Inn summers and
has b*« n working ?ts cook at Sai -'
gents Restaurant in Farmington.

done

in

so-simple-to-care-for rayon.

styles, too, as you can see.

Ever-flattering

Why not pamper your

budget and yourself — buy yours today.

Beloved Classic V-Necked Gown.

Flattering,

elasticized, gathers below the bosom.
( olors: Pink. Blue, Yellow
Sizes: 31 to It
•BECAUSE YOU

Pick-up and Delivery Service
TEL. 2098

dtetUk

A whole lingerie wardrobe

why you waited so long.

The nr mbers of the Camden PTA
scholarship committie met at the
office of the Superintendent of
Schools Thursday aft- moon for th*
purpose of awarding the Edna St.
Vincent Mil. ay Scholarship for th1958-59 school year.
Because no
m« mb. is of the class of 1958 madapplica* on. it became inc <suiy
to a war-1 th
scholarship to an
upperclassman attending a teacher
training institute for the avowed
purpos- of becoming a teach- r.

$3.00

LOVE NICE THINGS"

You'll love these lingerie treasures—
each extravagant with lace, rich with
.
overwhelm her with the perfume
that says such lovely th-r.gs about
her. In a charming new setting.
$10 00 and $5 00

embroidery and of the softest, creami
est nylon tricot. One prettier than the
other ... and all lovingly created by
Van Raolte, who've been making their

' Olher t/easu

tau de Toilette
with pompon
$4 50 and $3 00 /V

4

own fabrics and laces for years!
Nylon Myth Tricot

A

^^77
i

Eau de Toilette
with sflk net
atomizer $5 00

$

$5.95
\

Slip of Nylon Opaquelon Tricot

pr.ces plus t

With Alencon forming the lined bosom
and rounding the hemline in double
scallops. Varied lengths.

\Senter-Crane’s
STORE HOURS:

!

Il mriy
true that rxp. ri.-nce >
i i,' the best teachei but she never I ;
I
' finds an apple on her d. sk.

With Tea Rose embroidered
lined bosom, accented by
nylon net and Alencon.
Lacey hemline, too.
Colom: Blue, Pink.
Slu*»: 22 to *0

\
Liquid Skm
Sachet in a
lantern to
hang on the
tree $2 00.

Wolf* Gown

Color: White.

Sizes: 32 to 12

• to & — FRIDAYS ’TIL •

$5.95

THIS MEEK
OPEN SATI RDAY TIL 9

OTHERS, $3.95 up

Theirs Is Pure Pleasure and Sure Satisfaction When It's a PENDLETON
Gift — Undeniably Smart. Every Ounce 1C0' • Wool, Any Pendleton Keeps Its

SANTA CLAUS

Fresh Colors and Good Looks For Years.

is coming to

VAN RAALTE

Senter-Crane's

GLOVES - FOUNDATIONS

HIS

HERS

Wt JACKET.. .. .. .. .. .. . . $17,95, $19.95
SKIRTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
PULLOVER SWEATER .. .. .. .. .. ..
CARDIGAN SWEATER .. .. .. .. .. ..
LOUNGING ROBE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
REVERSIBLE SKIRT .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
TOPMASTER JACKET .. .. .. .. .. ..
PLAIOMASTER JACKET.. .. .. .. ..
FLANNEL SLACKS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$14.95
$ B.95
$10.95
$19.95
$29.95
$25.00
$27.50
$19.95

TOPSTER JACKET .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$17.50

TOYLAND

FLANNEL SUCKS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$22.95

CREW NECK SWEATER .. .. .. .. .. .

$11.95

Friday and Saturday
Afternoons

UR ROBE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$17.95

n

2 to i p. M.

i

CHRISTMAS

OPEN EVERY EVENING

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

V /

SAL!

ROrmasn

STARTING DEC. 17th

Senter-Crane's

SANTA PHOTO.
Order*

SATURDAY EVENINGS

Gifts of Quality

PHOTOS BY JOHN LOW

CHRISTMAS CARDS MADE UP EROM YOI R CHILD'S

OPEN FRIDAY AND

AND LINGERIE

HAVE YOUR CHILD’S PICTURE: TAKEN MITH SANTA

REGUUR SHIRTS.. .. .. .. $11.95, $13.9$

4#-

We Suggest:

Until Christmas

ARGYLE SOCKS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $ J.SO
SPORT SHIRTS.. .. .. .. .. .. $11.95, $1195

/>

,Muk(

Be I’lae^-d Before December 13th.

STORE HOURS: • to 3, FRIDAYS ’TIL •

SeNiet-C-uuie't
STORE HOURS: • to 3. FRIDAYS ’TIL ».
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT ’TIL • THIS MEEK

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT ’TIL • THIS MKKK

' Towdoy-Thursdoy-Soturdoy
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From Toddler To Teen-Ager To Grandma ... Everyone In the Family Goes For Our Grand Gifts In a Real Big Way I

In ROCKLAND Is Such a Pleasure ... And Our Thrifty Prices Are Sure To Please You, Too I

That's Why Christmas Shopping

Come See I
148*151

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
——

SUB-PRIMARY WINS PTA BANNER

Photo by Shear |
The sub-primary grade at the Elm Street School was the recipient
of the first Camden PTA Attendance Banner.
The recognition was
given on the basis of the number of parent* of children in the subprimary class who were present at the December meeting of the Cainden PTA. In the past, a monetary gift was presented to the winning
grade. The banner was made by Mrs. William McLellan for the group,
which represents all the schools in the town. In the picture, the teacher,
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, is hanging the banner on the wall of her classroom .
Monday afternoon.
i

■- ■ ■ -w

■

■■ ■

'

Medomak Top Spots Tied Up With Clippers Split Tuesday Games With Union *
Mustangs and Seahawks For Boys,
Wiscasset-Thomaston For Girls
The standings are:
However in the preliminary con
The Boothbav Seahawks
and
the Camden Mustar.ge are tied for test, the Waldoboro lassies could
Boys
give the home squad very tough
the top slot in the boys standings
Won Lost Pet.
competition since they defeated
0
1.000
of the Knox-Lincoln
Class
M the Boothbay girls Friday night. Camden
1.000
Boothbay Region
standings with two wins apiece.
Boothbay copped the title last sea
.500
Waldoboro
The Mustangs, who have looked son.
.500
Wiscasset
very impressive in their five wins
Also on tap in the circuit will be Thomaston
.000
so far this season, could very wel' :
a pair of Lincoln Academy- Thom Lincoln Academy
.000
go all the way this time and deaston games at Thomaston Friday
feat Boothbay for the circuit title.
Girls
night.
The outstanding win Camden has
Won Lost Pet.
The two boys teams will vie for
had outside of league play was
0
1.000
2
the fifth spot in the six team Thomaston
their 49 to 37 victory over Rock
1.000
league Friday night as neither Wiscasset
land Saturday night. Their other
.500
squad has yet won a league con i Waldoboro
wins were against Cros-by High of
! Lincoln Academy
.500
test.
Belfast and the Rockport Beavers,
.000
The Thomaston sextette are fa j Camden
who are currently riding the top
, Boothbay Region
.000
vorites in the opening match.
slot in
the
Medomak Valley .
League.
In the girls standings, Wiscasset
THOMASTON GIRLS HANG DEFEATS
and Thomaston are tied with two
wins apiece for first place. The ON UNION AND WARREN SQUADS
Thomaston lassies had very littl ■
trouble in downing Waldoboro and
IN GAMES PLAYED SUCCESSIVE DAYS
showed headsup play in edging
past Camden Friday' night.
The Thomaston lassies continued kets and four foul shots for 10
Action in the circuit Friday their winning streak Tuesday af points. Lita Choate was one point
night will see Waldoboro invade ternoon on their home court as behind on four baskets and a lone
Camden foi a boys and girls con- they
whitewashed the visiting free throw.
test.
: L’nion sextette 51 to 21.
The Thomaston girls, who have
The Camden five should have;
The L’nion team, wno were the a four won and one lost tally, are
Very little trouble with the Wal-' Medomak Valley League champs currently tied for the roof of the
doboro Bluejays. who sport a .500 last year, were no match for the Knox-Lincoln Class M standings
average. having defeated
just Thomastonites who jumped off to with Wiscasset.
Thomaston in league competition. a long 23 to 3 lead while holding Union
3
23
L’nion to 21 points for the entire Thomaston

for the
entire
family

The Thomaston Clippers, under the reins of their new coach, Nate King, are coming along the come
back trail after experiencing several winless seasons. King has high hopes that he will come up with a
winning combination before the season ends. The Thomaston (Tippers in the front row from left to right
are: Allan Young, Steve Melgard, Michael DeBolfe, Peter Stone, Arthur Ifemey and Manager (lyde
Bourne. In the hack row from left to right: John Miller, Donald Sturks. Ted Adams. Daa Weymouth. Bayne
Hall and ( oach Nate King.
Photo by Shear

The Thomaston Clippers were
Union Coach Vernon Hunter used
easily dropped for a 66 to 31 set 12 men dyring the tilt while 11 of
back Tuesday night at the Thomp the visitors saw action during the
son Memorial Gymnasium in Union four quarters.
at the hands of the home team.
Thomaston came from behind to

kU

MEN'S

DRESS SHIRTS

In just one stop you
can shop for all th©

family's Christmas

rf
rf

*

4

S

rf

2 Extraordinary stocking support*!
2
rf
2. . . and fashionable, too. Fab-rf

slippers... the gifts

^ulotis new hosiery of sheer elas-rf
5?
rf
^tic nylon (completely without rf
grubber),
so lightweight andrf

everyone appre

w
A
^comfortable, ( harm (rose-beige) rf

ciates. Hurry in!

pin proportioned sizes #’_• short rf

pto 11*2 long.

By Mojud.

$4.95

pair

BY ARROW

WASH AN' WEAR

A Bide Variety of Collar Styles
To Choose From

Warren Council

for women

time on a 13 point rally. The Union
squad took the lead again in the
next period in a 15 point outburst
(Continued on Page Fifteen)

THE MOST WANTED

Thomaston (51)
contest.
Rf. Beaudry (12), J. Smith (14).
Thomaston
substitute
Joan '
Smith was high scorer with s»x Ward (4). Starr (11); if. Abbott
baskets and two foul .-hots for 14 (8). A. Smith <2>’; cf. Sturks; rg.
points.
She replaced Lorraine Morse. Hill; lg. Feyler, Brooks;
Beaudry at the right forward slot, eg. Quinn.
who sunk six baskets.
Union (21)
Connie Knight was high scorer
Rf, Choate (9). Taylor; If, Calfor the visitors with three has- derwood (2). Watts, D. Messer; cf.
Knight (10>; rg. Hill. Bennett; lg.
L. Messer, Swett, Barker; eg.
Goff.
Thomaston also slapped Warren
Monday afternoon at Glover Hall
in Warren with a 44 to 21 setback.
High scorer for the visitors was
Lorraine Beaudry with 10 tallies.
Thomaston started from a 7 to 6
spread in the first canto, jumped
ahead to a 24 to 9 spread at half
time, and went ahead with a 38
to 19 lead at third period time.

Supp-Hose

tie the game at 32-all before half

• Cottons

$4.00

To Greet the

• Dacron and Cottons

$6.95

Christmas Season

• Solid Colors and
Fancy Patterns

$5.00

> r

A mistletoe record hop will be
sponsored by the Student Council
of Warren High School from 7 to
10 p. m. December 17 at Glover
Hall.
Members of the various commit
tees include: Nancy Norwood and
Judy Dillaway. carol sing; Diane
Lunden. records; Keith Helmer.
Howard Wiley, Louise Lord. Jean
Draper and Grace Lehto. decora
tions; and Betty Jeag Billings, Dor
cas Jones, and Sandra Leino, re
freshments. ,
Also, the Council will stage a
Christmas party December 19 with
an exchange of gifts.
In charge of the program will be
Diane Lunden, Howard Wiley and
Arthur Heathcote; Betty Jean Bill
ings and Dorcas Jones, refresh
ments; and Judy Dillaway, in
charge of securing the tree.

The 6i|t She'CI Chetbh i

... FUR... |
Give Her The Gift She Has Always Dreamed Of
The Gift She’ll Treasure Long After
The Holidays...
THE THRILLING GIFT OF FUR!

;;
3

r

FELT HATS

MEN'S BELTS

B’e Have All The Latest
Styles.

LEATHERS
Brown - Black - Grey

Stetsons
$10.95 to $15.00
Lee 50.95

STRETCHES
(Boven Elastics)

Other Fine Felt Hats

INITIAL BELTS

$5.95

$3.00

OTHER COLORED SHIRTS
$4.50

S1.50 to 53.50

z

52.50

MIN'S TIES

MEN'S SCARFS

Available In Both Pointed
and Square Ends.
Bools, Rayons and Silks
Priced From

WHITE RAYONS
WOOLS
Plaids and Solid Colors

$1.00 to $2.50

$2.50 and $2.95

$1.95

F.

MEN'S SOCKS

MEN'S GLOVES

NYLONS
Regular* and Stretches
Solids and Fancies

Capeskin and Pigskins
I nlined

$1.00

Leathers
(Lined Capeskins)
Brown and Black

COTTONS
Argyle* and Fancies

$5.00

$5.00

69c to $1 JO

Fur Lined

WOOL ABGYLES

$5.95 and $7JO

$2.95

Other Fine Gloves

$2.95

Choose Now From Our Superb Collection ...

mb

In Doubt About Stic. Color,
Style? Give a Gift Certificate
or a Felt Hat Certificate !

Also Suits

COR. WINTER AND MAIN STREETS

Perfect For The Holiday Season

AH Items

Lucien K. Green & Son

Gift

OFFIN'S

Use Oar
Lny-Away Plan

FURRIERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE
1484150

Boxed Free!

<4

16 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1484150

Poqb Ten

Tuesday-Thunday-Saturday
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Dow And

BEAVERS STAVE OFF LAST PERIOD

Orff Lead In Waldoboro Win

SURGE BY WALDOBORO TO WIN FIFTH
GAME OF SEASON BY THREE POINTS

i

j
j
'

{

The
Rockport
Beavers
just
squeezed by the Waldoboro Bluejays Tuesday night at Rockport by
a 44 to 41 margin for their fifth
win of the season, against one set
back.
The Waldoboro men almost over
took the Beavers in the last period
when they found the range for 12
points after ending the third quarter. six points behind Rockport.
Neil Lash paced the W’aldoboro
five with five shots from the floor
and five free throws for 15 points.
He was followed by Charles Drew,
with foui hoops and five shots from
the foul line for 13 points.
Dick Turner tallied for Rockport
with six baskets and a trio of free
throws for 15 points. Dick Salminen contributed 11 points to the
win on four two pointers and three
charity tosses.
Waldoboro bogan to edge closer
to Rockport after they were stunned

with a 17 to 7 spread in the first
quarter.
They chopped in eight
more before halftime and 26 more
before time ran out in the final
quarter.
Tlie Waldoboro junior varsity
took the opener 35 to 28.
Waldoboro
7 15 29 41 |
Rockport
17 19 34 41

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT. Lawry were Thanksgiving dinner dinner guests of their daughter and
The friends of Mrs. Jane Carter
Murphy are pleased to know she
has returned from the Bath hospi
tal and gaining in health every day.
Mrs. Kenneth Winchenpaw was
holiday dinner guest of her parents.
Mr. and tMrs. Willie Pottle.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Wotton of
Lynn. Mass.. Mrs. Mary Wotton.
Mis. Olive Noyes and Mrs. Stephen

guests of Mrs. Blanche Wallace
•Mr. and Mrs. Bert Linscott were
Thanksgiving dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Richards.
Mrs. Ruth Yattaw was holiday
dinner guest of her daughter and
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Brazier at Back Cove in South W’al
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Wallace of
South W’aldoboro were holiday

son-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Sidney
Carter.
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland has
gone to Atlanta. Ga.. to visit with
her son and daughter-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Elbridge MacFarland
and family for a month.

A great many people who don’t
know where they are going never
take time out to inquire.

Rockport (44)

BITLER Gives You A
Real Christmas Special

Rf. Thorndike (7); If. Turner (15);
c. Salminen (11). K. Crockett (4);
rg. C. Crockett (6). May; Ig. Mer
rill (1).
Waldoboro (41)

Rf. R. Spear (5); If. Lash (15);
c. P. Spear (4); rg. Cohen (4); lg.
Drew (131

The area of the flight deck on 5?
the Navy’s newest aircraft car: Ip
rier is equivalent to about four Sf
acres. The SS United States and
SS American could be placed on
it with loom to spare.

What convenience!

POT ALL FOOD Af
ffmifcRTI 5.

General Electric

.at Be back cwne rijfet
i fro»l! Em to adaat in er
wmbo owooy .ewwwM.oie
Nate a« ettsr shelves eld f«l»-

Revolving Shelves

.■.Are.

MB Ml THIS, TOO!

[=

G-E TV Values

Photo hv Shear
The Waldoboro lassie* are now riding the crent ol a three and one record, alter they crushed Rockport
Tuesday afternoon 54 to 36. Their other two victories were against Boothbay Region, the Knox-Lincoln (lass
M circuit champs last year, and Rockland. The Waldoboro team in the trout row from left to right are:
Sharon Sylvester. Janet Kugley. Donna Reed. Carolyn Studley. Ann Weston. Donalene Dow. Margo Wooster
ar.d Brenda Brown, assistant manager. In the second row: from left ti right: Rose Marie Abbotoni. Treena
Crabtree. Judy Ortf. Alice Calderwood. Sandra Stewart. Madelyn Cunningham. Yvette Heald. and .Mary
Starrett. In the back row from left to right: Manager Jean Robinson. Louise Hannah. Martha Weeks, Mari
lyn Damon. Karen Connelly. Patricia Donnell, Janet Blanchard and Jane Havener.

The

combination

of

Donalene with a 17 point surge in the last

Dow and Judv Oi‘.f provided the Peil° •
Carolyn Studley moved Yiom
big guns which W’aldoboro used her right guard slot in the last
to down the Rockport lassies Tues- quarter to relieve Judy at the left
day afternoon at W’aldoboro 54 to forward position.
Substitute left forward Judy
36.
Donalene sunk nine baskets and Young was the high scorer foi
three foul shots for 21 points and Rockport with seven baskets and
Judy found the range for 11 bas a foul shot for 15 points. Gad
kets and a pair of free throws foi May was two points behind Judy
with five baskets and three free
24 points.
The W’aldoboro team jumped off throws.
The win gave Waldoboro a thr<
to a 19 to 9 bad and was riding
on a comfortable margin until the and one tally for the season, hav
Rockport girls dropped in 11 ing stumped Boothbay Region and
points after th» halftime to come Rockland earlier in the season.
within seven point# of them. The They dropped a league contest to
home squad clinched the contest Thomaston for their lone loss

Thi^ was the second loss by the
Rockport lassies, who also have
four victories under their belts.
Bristol
Union
Thomaston and
Warren
9 19 30 36
19 30 37 54

Rockport
W’aldoboro

Waldoboro (54)
Rf. Dow (21); If. Orff (24), Stud
ley (2>; tf. Weston (2), Crabtree
(5>; rg. Studley. Starrett. Reed:
lg. Eugley. Wooster ; eg. Sylvester,
A bboton i
Rockport (36)
Rf. Ulmer (8). Hannah. If. Barrows. Young (15). cf. May (13);
i g.
Frye
Smith. Morton; lg.
Heath; eg. Erickson Pound

Freshmen Lead

STUDENTS TO CONSTRUCT MODEL

Vinalhaven Honor

OF "ROCKLAND OF THE FUTURE"

Roll In Numbers

A five foot square model of
' Rockland of the Future” will be
built in the Rockland schools in
the near future to display to the
general public and to people who
visit the city to study its industrial
possibilities.
The idea came from the report
of the Dec. 3 meeting of the Rock
land Planning Board which was
read Monday night at the City
Council session.
The Planning Board plans to
have a topographical map drawn
of the city, showing in detail the
sewerage system. fire protection.

Top position on the Vinalhaven
Honor Roll with an A average,
was earned by senior Georgianna
Hansen.
junior Kirk
Hansen,
jtophomore Sharon Healey and
Freshmen. Karen Lloyd. Janice
Barton. Bette Burge- and Roxanna Calderwood.
General Honors which require t
B average and nothing below C
went to: Seniors Minnie White,
Charles Dyer and Kenneth Con
way: juniors. Leda York, Albert
Osgood. Ladd York. Sophomores.
Marita Hansen
Alfred Os-good
Kenneth Hatch. J:
Freshmen
John Budeau. Lillian Phiibrook
Lauretta
Corber
and
Cheryl
Headley.

residential areas, industrial sites,
and the schools and cultural faci
lities.
A contest will then be held in
the Rockland schools, using this
map. to have a five foot square
model of the
Rockland of The
Futur* •” constructed. When com
plet'd. the model will be placed
under glass for viewing

FOR OHH <2

40
I

wnk

fflB-BESKE FKSK

STYLING:
Graceful, Slim Silhouette
styling . . . choice of ma
hogany or blonde.

AUTOMATIC

DEFROSTING

CONVENIENCE:

• Convenient up-frent con
trols.
• Set-and-Forget volume
control
• Glarejector — tilted dark
safety glass

REFRIGERATOR SECTION
Wi

PERFORMANCE:

Model

• New Hy-Power Chassis
with full power trans
former.
• New, wide angle 110*
aluminised picture tube.

F hit-cut mahogany grained finish
262 sq in. viewable picture.

SOUND:

11 CU-FT. REFRIGERATOR

SPECIAL

•
•
•
•

$238.88
WITH TRADE

Front sound projection. Rich,
dear, unmuPRed sound.

Too many people spend all their
time telling what they would do
if they’ had time.

2440

MO PATMOm

FREEZER COMBINATION
WIIIJ
Magnetic safety door
Only
Two roomy vegetable drawers
Butter compartment holds 1 lb.
In White or General Electric
WITH TRAI>?:

*298“

Mix or Match colors

I NTII. MAIM II, l#5H

jW
IWEMCVA8UE

ABiBSTA&f.
DOOR SHELVES

No Payment*
I ntil March, 1959

"........• ...

„„

Buy now for EXTRA VALUES a*

BITLER’S CAR & HOME SUPPLY

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY

SALESROOM: CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
SALESROOM: CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

-

MAINE

- MAINE

14S4150

14Mtl5O

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Latin Club Holds
Christmas Party

yijife

The Rockland Latin C'.ub held
their Christmas party Tuesday
noon. A box luncheon w-js enjoyed
and this was f-.':ow. d bv - meeting
•with President Arnold McConcb.*
presiding
A program was presented by
Margaret Boothby and
Penny
Kaler who did a radio skit, the 1
Greeks versus the Romans, com
plete with commercials.

’***•*.

.X
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MAKE

South Hope
JOSIE ROBBINS
Con espondent
Tel. STate 5-2395
Mrs Geneva Luc and son Waiter
of North Union called on Mrs
Arlene W. lis Wt d.n< sday
Mr. and Mi- Thomas Dickens
and children of R< .d State Park
were weekend gues’- of Mrs Hazel
Hart. Th< y obs« rvd the birthdays
of Tommy Dickens and Mrs. Jen
nie Tibbf its Saturday. Guests and
callers at M •< Hart's home Sun I
day numbered 33
Among them
were M’ and Ml- Hosea Tibbetts
daughter and grandson of Lincoln
ville; Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gould and
three children of Walfloboro; and
Mr. and Mrs Ned Mills
Miss Carole* Larnei has returned
to her duties at th* Massachusetts
Soldi’ rs' Hospital at Ch< sea MasMr. and Mis Frank Willis, ac
companied by Mis Geneva Luce
of North Union w» i« n Brunswick
Saturday
Mrs Marion Hart <nd her isters.
Mrs Margaret Sprowl and Mrs
Margaret Wright of Hope went to
Augusta Monday
Elmer Hart underwent >urgery
at Knox Hospital Monday
Mrs Hazel Watt* gave a birth
day party November 2Hth for her
daughter, Mrs. Florence Leonard,
of Camden.
The guests played
cards and enjoyed ice cream and
cake. Mts. Leonard received many
nice gifts. Present jpere. Bienda
Leonard. Gilbert Leonard and Lena
Erskine of Camden. Minnie Jones.
Pauline Jones, and Ralph Jones.
Jr., of East Union. Margaret Car
ver, Saxon Hillgrove. Woodbury
Lermond. Leland Martz, Mr. and
Mrs. Marcellus Taylor, Grace
Watts aad Hartley Watts

.

- •

A •*
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WHETHER YOU CHOOSE A WORK-SAVING WASHER. A FINE FOOD FREEZER.

r.'';
REFRIGERATOR. RANGE WASHER OR CLOTHES DRYER, YOU'LL GIVE YEARS
OF CONVENIENCE. LEISURE. HEALTH AND COMFORT.
SO MAKE IT A WHITE CHRISTMAS AT YOUR HOME. YEAR-ROUND ECONOMICAL

OPERATION IS JUST ONE OF LASTING BENEFITS YOU'LL GIVE WHEN
YOU CHOOSE A GLEAMING WHITE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE FOR HER CHRISTMAS!

SEE THE

MANY FINE MODERN APPLIANCES AT YOUR DEALERS TOOAY.

•* •
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Tuesdoy-Thursday-Saturday

CITY MANAGER HAYNES REPORTS

| November election.

ON ACTIVITIES OF MUNICIPAL

lEIVICEOHOEOTORE
397 MAIN ST.

TEL, 1090

ROCKLAND. ME.

Pre-Xmas SALE!
Shoes-Slippers-Boots
| Pacs and Overshoes
AT UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

DEPARTMENTS FOR NOVEMBER
City Manager Charles A. Haynes i
submitted the following report of
activities of the several city de
partments to the City Council Mon
day evening at what was the last
regular session of that body for
the year.
The City’s fiscal year and the
calendar year now coincide, this
being the first full year in which
the new pattern has been in oper
ation. Previously, the fiscal year
of the municipality was from July
1 to June 30.
As the year drew to a close, Mr.
Haynes called attention of taxpay
ers to the regulation which requires
payment of the current years
taxes by Dec. 20. Those paying
beyond that date will be charged
six per cent interest from Sept. 1. j
The reports of the departments j
for the month of November follow: j

cleaning catch basins, rubbish re
moval. sweeping of streets, work
on culverts and brooks, patching
of parking lot on Lindsey Street,
mixing of tar patch and tar patch
ing of streets. Winter salt and sand
was mixed in preparation of win
ter weather, ditches were cleaned,
leaves gathered and general high
way maintenance done.

Tax Collection Department

PROFESSIONAL

Figure Skates
For Women ond Girls

$8*95

Value

SI 0.50

High professional pattern, selected smooth white elk top
grained leather upper. Flared swagger top, closed toe.
Flannel lined. Sizes 4 to 10. Winslow zinc finish figure
skote.
MEN'S

Hockey

SKATES
$8L95
VALUE $10.50. SIZES 5 to 11.
Hard toe type designed in black top grain leather .
Brown trim.

GIFT SPECIAL
Sheepskin Lined!
MEN'S LEATHER

SLIPPERS
GIFT-PRICED AT .. .. .. .

The report from the Tax Collec-.
tion Department Shows that during
the month of November $56,683.46
was collected on the current year’s I
taxes, $192.73 on prior years’ taxes j
and there was $291.72 in abate-;
ments and write-offs. Discounts
allowed on 1958 taxes amounted to
$4.50. Supplemental Taxes collect
ed amounted to $18 and the balance
of uncollected taxes at the end of
the month was $386,053.89. Also,
$735.55 was collected in excise tax
and $66.57 in interest, fees, costs,
etc.
The report from the city treasur
er shows a cash balance at the be
ginning of November of $83,676.45.
Receipts during November were as
follows: $57,678.31 from the tax col
lector; $2,146.51 on tax liens;
$648.91 in parking meter receipts;
$147 in parking fines, etc.; $1,084.55
from the Community Building;
$1,453.90 in licenses, permits, fees,
etc.; and $72,484.98 in other re
ceipts. Warrants paid during the
month amounted to $81,317.89 and
the cash balance at the end of No; vember was $138,002.72.

VALUE $5.00
MANY OTHER STYLES AT $1.99 and $2.99
Fine quality leather uppers in the popular "Opera” style with
leather soles and rubber heels. Sizes 6 to 12 in Brown. It’s
the enmfort slipper with the rozy sheepskin lining that men
everywhere prefer.

FUR CUFF

Leather Boots
SALE

PRICE

$6.45
BLACK, RED, GRAY
Reg. $7.95

Th»- report from the Records De
partment shows that during No
vember one regular and four
special City Council meetings were I
held: one held following a hearing]
on a committment case. The usual!
agenda and meeting notices were
prepared and delivered to the Coun
cil members and minutes of all
meetings were taken and recorded.
There were eight publications
during the month consisting of
three legal notices, four election
notices and one ordinance notice.
There were 18 city licenses and
permits issued during November
for $66.50.
Two hundred-eighty
state licenses were issued for
$887.50 to the state and $96.25 to the
, city.
There were 71 recordings of vital
statistics consisting of 36 births. 15
marriages, 19 deaths and one still
birth. There were 151 miscellan
eous recordings amounting to $156.
Forty seven copies of vital statis
tical records were issued for $46.
The department also conducted
the special city election held on
i Nov. 12 and processed the regular
city election of Dec. 1.
The department deposited fees
with the city treasurer amounting
to $1,251.
The report from the Police De
partment shows a total of 49 ar
rests made during the month of No
vember of w'hich 43 convictions
were obtained.
The 49 arrests
were made up of five for burglary,
two for auto theft, one for other
assault, one for sex offense, nine
for drunkenness. 11 for violation
of liquor * laws four for driving
while intoxicated. 15 for motor ve
hicle* violations and there was one
other offense.
There were 10 motor vehicle acci
dents during Nov< mber with one j
case of bodily injury. Property:
damage was estimated at $1,2*15
bringing the total of estimated
property damage this year to!
$48,608.
One hundred twenty-seven investi-,
gations were made by the depart-’
ment during the month and 29
doors were found unlocked.
There were 129 parking violations
during the month of November, 91
being meter and 38 being other i
types of violations.
Building ln*pcrt<»r

Sizes 5 to 9
WEAR PIPES VP Olt DOWS

See Our New Zipper Style Boots
ALSO SMART ONE SNAP NARROW TOE BOOTS

$7.45

WITH RIPPLE CREPE SOLES
RED OR BLACK

S8.95 VALUE

Time was spent on general re
pair and maintenance of the de
partment’s equipment and getting
snow equipment ready. Man hours
were expanded at the airport re
pairing armory roof and repairing
the door on the Northeast Airlines
building.

Electric wiring was done at the
Community Building, a counter
built for the city clerk's office,
furnace repaired at the Public Li
brary and voting booths set up and
taken down in connection with the

Welfare Department

The report for the Welfare De
partment for November shows a
case load at the beginning of Novembi r of 16 families with 55 per
sons increasing to 23 families and
95 persons at the end of the month.
Eighty-nine persons were receiv
ing full relief. There were six in
mates at the City Farm and 61
families (194 children) receiving
aid to dependent children.
Public Library

The report from the building in
spector shows that 14 permits were i
ssued during November consisting ,
of four for one family dwellings, i
one to place a trailer, three for!
additions to dwellings, one for a
private garage, one for a poultry
house, two for signs and two for
cofnnit rcial garages.
The total
estimated value of these peimits
.ssued was $106,755.

and the general public. He also
met with the city Planning Board
and attended the annual public
works meeting in Portland. He es
tablished grades and surveyed lo
cation of proposed intercepter sew
er leading fiom the east side of the
brook on Talbot avenue near Broad
way and following along the brook
to Center street and started con
struction of same
This will eli
minate the pollution that now exists
in this area. The engineer also
worked on a layout of right-of-way
over Upham property from Winter
street to Tillson avenue, and spent
considerable time on maps to be
used by the planning board.

The report from the Public Li
brary for November shows a total
circulation of 4870 during the
month. The total of borrowers at
Recreation Department
the end of November amounted to
The report from the Recreation
2483 adults and 858 children. The Department for the month of No
total book stock at the end of the vember shows that the indoor rec
month was 25.463 volumes.
reation program at the Community
Building has been in operation for
City Engineer
Pool and ping
The report from the City Engin the past month.
eer’s department shows that he pong tables are in operation in the
rendered the usual engineering ser game room and teen-agers are en
vices to the building inspector, the joying juke box records in the west
Public Works Department, the Po lower room. Free play period is
lice Department, the city manager available at night in the gym up

until the start of the basketball sea
son and a formal program
The
average nightly attendance in
these three areas in 150.
The Teen Council meetings have
been held in the west wing, and
two Saturday night record hops
have been held with about 200 pre
sent.

Friendship
HELEN L BAIRD
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-9954

OUTER PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

Open FRI.’til 9p.m.

Check Our Store—SAMPSON'S Gives You More!

LOIN
END

RIB ENDl

ROAST,
LB

ROOSTERS

Fancy Chine

Cut of Pork

RUBBER
PACS
HEAVY WEIGHT
CUSHION INNERSOLE
YOUTHS'
11 to 1
ROTS’
I to «
MEN’S

The re-port from the Fire De
partment shows that a total of 38
alarms were received during the
month of November
These 38
alarms consisted of the following
nine fires in buildings, one brush
or grass fire, one fire at the dump,
on»* miscellaneous outdoor fire, two
fires in vehicles in the street. 17
•escue or emergency calls, five
needless calls and two drills.
The total estimated fire loss for
the month of November was $120
in comparison with $1,138 the same
month last year. The yearly total
in estimated fire loss is now $93 899
in comparison with $72982 for the
same n*,»'od 1r««» v...

c 1ham
MINCED 35c

Fresh

lb.

Native

Young
Tender

Breast

A $7.95 Value

SHOULDERS 39c Legs

CAPONS 29:1 HAMBURG

Chicken
LEG
BACK
THIGH
Portion*

LB.

BEEF
FRESH
GROUND

HOT!DOGS lb.39c CRABMEAT
39c
29c
SHRIIMP w"5tCK35 c PEACHES
TUNA FISH
23c TOMATOES £ 12c
, GREEN
O,
PEAR! ' 29c!
17c BEANS
fcwL
pr PINTS
ML FRO JOY
iREAM

or wax

Size 303 fc,or

French Fried

OLEO 0=5 6® 1.00 POTATOES
CHICKEN
ONE PIE

TURKEY OR

FROZEN

BEEF PIES

LBS.

SO LB. BAG

PECK 39c
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT
I

BIRDS
EYE
FROZEN

BANANAS
FOR

The
v
............... . oiks
Department for the month of No
vember shows man hours expend
ed Vodtiing and repairing sewers,

With Wine
Attached

'IB.

Public Works Departmeal

1 to II

Best
Center
Cuts of
Pig Loin

CHOPS

Fire Department

FIRST QUALITY

honor of Mrs. Nellie Thompson’s
93rd birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Philbrook
and daughter Frances were Sun
day callers at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
Mrs. Vernon Cushman. Mrs
Ralph L. Simmons, Mrs. Ralph A.
Simmons and Mrs. Myron Wotton
were in Waterville on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Conary,
Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Stillman
P. Havener were in Portland on
Monday evening.

It seems that all people ask is
liberty for themselves, and the
Mrs. Claude Patch and Eldred power to regulate the liberty of
K. Patch of Stoneham, Ma^s., are others.
visiting with Mrs. Carl L. Fales.
Mrs. Ivan J. Morse is a patient
Since 1900. Minnesota has yield
at the Thayer Hospital in Water ed about three-fifth# of the na
ville.
tion’s iron ore.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Hall. Mis.
The powerful hydraulic arrest
Lelia Armstrong. Mr. and Mrs.
True Hall and children Gerald, ors aboard the Navy’s newest air
Glenn.
Sandra,
Ronald
and craft carrier USS Independence,
Dianne all of St. George, were will stop 70 000 pound jet planes
Thursday night supper guests of within 150 feet after they hit the
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson deck at better than 100 miles per
and Mrs. Nellie Thompson, in hour.

SAMPSON’S

Records Department

Police Department

$3.99

WOMEN'S
WARM LINED
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A1RFIAHE LUGGAGE
GIVE A POLAROID PRINT COPIER

WARREN
Choice

MISS DORIS HYLER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwocd 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwocd 4-2038 home

io KEEP

f°rever

com
Above, place print
Copier.
Below, extra print
in 60 seconds

378 MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND

/

BINOCULARS

DIAMOND
CHOICE

LADIES'

>r MAN'S
Fuller of
weekend
Sir. and
Earl Sheldon was on a business
trip to Boston over the weekend.
Mr. and Mis. Raymond Borneman had as guests over the
weekend. his cousin with family
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Borneman
and daughters Susan and I.inda ol
Low. 11, Mass.
The Warren Lions Club will
yew ho
i New Yew Eve dance at the Town Hall, IV.
31 from 8 o'clock with The
Hawaiianaiies fot music.
Raymon Pmkham is chairman. Th.
I.ions followed through Sunday
morning with their plans for con
struction of a skating pond at the
Grade School.
Lions furnished
labor, trucks and equipment and
fill for this work.
Mis. Ellen
Waisanen
served
refreshments
furnished by the club at the school
cafeteria. The club plans a flood
light to be erected to light the
pond for evening skating. Their
next project will be Operation
Santa Claus under the chairman
ship of Charles Varnam.
The
Honor Society Members of the
High School plan to furnish the
fn,- this Diuiect as well as

7x35 POWER
CENTER FOCUS
Inrludes
Leather
Case

GUARANTEED

50c

A WEEK

America’s Most Brilliant Watch
Finished Pictures

Enlargement

In 60 Seconds

FOR YOUR OLD WATCH

5x7 Certificates

ttyfle'.: of age Tuhe or conoit-BR

When You Buy

TRACf-IN ANO SAVf

Your Polaroid

GET ONE Of THESE

Camera at
Cuckoos and

' DUMDND YRlfRlT

A WEEK

BRANS NEW

IMPORTED
CLACK FOREST

CUCKOO CLOCKS

LESS TRADE-IN-ALLOWANCE

rsij *49'°
»i'-kwgnw «

SMITH CORONA ,
10 DAY
TOUCH TYPING
CT."RSE I

*°* i29St

WEEK
the Baptist Mission Circle, ass.that gift* to be sent to the Pin^ J
land School, be brought into the ,
church Sunday. Dec. 14.
Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows
will be guests of Mvsitc Rebekah
Lodge for supper Saturday eve
ning. Dec. 13 and for a Christmas
party aftei.
Committee. Mrs.
Marion Manner, Miss Avis Ma
loney. Mrs Edna Moore, Mrs.
Athleen Damon.
Mrs. Frances
Gist and Mrs. Lillian Simmons.
Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows
will hold their annual Children's
Christmas party. Saturday eve
ning. Dec. 20. Warren lodge com
mittee. Albert Harjula. Thomas
Hancock and Earl Gammon. Com
mittee of Mystic Rebekah Lodge
assisting. Mrs. Marion Manner,
•Mrs Helen Hancock and Misa

Santa's Headquarters
SMITH-CORONA

Hoirell

-.

SUN

-J

WITH THE PURCHASE CF YOUR

SKYWRITER
Includes
Portable
Compact
Cate

DIAL

SMITH-CORONA TYPEWRITER AT

DAY’S
PRICE

Easiest To

Use

Gives Superior
Pictures

Indoors and

Out
Priced To
Fit Tour Budget

and Mrs. Rena Stevens.
me)
will hold their Christmas party
following the Dec. 22 meeting.
Members are asked to take gifts
for an evchange tree. Refresh
ment committee, Mrs. Mildred
Starrett. Miss Hilda Aspey and
Mi*. Corinne Perkins. Entertain
ment
committee,
Mrs.
Edna
Moore and Mrs. Marion Manner.
Thire will be a Mistletoe Hop at
the Town Hall Wednesday evening.
Dec. IT from 7 to 10 p m. This
is lor high school pupils and
graduates.
Committee for this:
Refreshment,
Misses
Sandra
Leino Dorcas Jones. Betty Jean
Billings:
decorations,
Misses
Grace Lehto. Jean Draper. Louise
Lord, Howard Wiley and Keith
Helmer; record committee. Diane
Lunden; carol singing, Misses
ludv Dillawav and Nancy Nor-

iSr

DAY'S PRICE

■£

S5j.fiI ig« I S:

11

1 S
L *a*»

/f/

If
it
V-5

WEEK

T
DAY'S PRICE

L

^f«CIB al(U(ly WdtM <*«>•«•• «»M J • •K.llMlJp III Y.
Ooen 9 to 9 Every Evening Starting Dec. 17

1 MY WEEKLY
I MY MONTHLY

Model !53A

LOWEST-PRICED

Play up to
500 hours
. Leatherette
\
Cue

PERPETUA
ELECTRIC EYE 8mm
MOVIE CAMERA

E. T. Nelson, Inc
D006E -nTMOVTR
COMPUTE REPAIR SERVICE

Regular
$24.95

Fully automatic —
budget priced. Pow
ered by light itself.
Fast
10mm
f/2.3
lens puts 56% more
pictures on film.

378 MAIN STREET - ROCKLAND

Bell & Howell
mm

<

PROJECTOR

YOU MKT NEED CASH...

■ Tuitday-Thureday-Saturddy
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Rockland Stores
In Holiday Dress
The stores of the City ore trimmed ond stocked
for the holiday season. A wide range of choice is
available in the many excellent establishments which
cater to the needs of the people of the Coastal Area.

A few of the fine window displays are pictured
on this page. Others will be shown in following edi
tions as Christmas shopping reaches its peak in the
trading center.
Displays pictured, in the top row, from the left,
are: Coffin's men's clothing store and Senter-Crane's
Department Store.
In the second row, from the left, Meredith Furni
ture Store, J. F. Gregory Sons Co., men's clothing store
and Savitt's women's shop.
The bottom row, from the left, pictures the show
windows of Sulka Jewelers, the Economy Clothes Shop
and Day's Jewelers.

*

7; ■
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1

3
r'
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CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

chairman, and plans were made for
i the coming year.
A Christmas
tree was (Rijoyed with an exchange
of g.fts. The next meeting will be
held on January 12th at the home
of Mis. Patricia Sullivan
The Annual Greens Sale of the
Camden Community Hospital Auxi
liary will be held today from 10
a. m to 7.30 p. m. at the Congre
gational Church Parish House.
(There will be a wide assortment
[of wreaths, gifts and decorations.
Luncheon will he served from 11
a. m. to 1 p. in. A roast turkey
supper will be served at 5.30 and
■6 30 p. m.

There will be a special meeting
of the Auxiliary Canton at the Odd
Fellows Hall on Friday at 7.30 p. m.
There will he a Christmas tree and
refreshments.
The Firemen's Auxiliary will
meet at the home of Mia. Jean
nette Robbins on Thursday eve
ning at 7.30 p. m. This w.H be a
Christmas party and homemade
candy will be packaged for widows
ol firemen. -Mrs. David Hart and
Mrs. Rodney Boynton w ill serve as
assisting hostesses.
'The Auxiliary of the Sons of
I Won Veterans will meet at the
fjfange Hall on Friday evening with
I
.sapper at 6'clock.
!
The weekly public whist party
will be held at Meguntieook Grange
Hull on Thursday evening at 8
o'clock. This change is due to
the Pomona Grange meeting on Sat
urday evening.
Winners at last
Saturday's
party
were:
Mrs. |
Almyra Young, high score; Mrs.
Margaret McNamara, second high
score; and Mrs. Katherine Hcald.
consolation.
The Camden Extension group
met at the home of Mrs. Marjorie
Hoffses on Monday evening, at
which time a delicious supper was
setfhed buffet style from an attrac
tive table The meeting was opened
by
m Marie Connvil, the new

M .

WASHINGTON

Cards have been received an
nouncing the birth of a daughter,
Georgia Kathryn. Nov. 14, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Johnston of Win
ston-Salem. N. C. This is their
second daughter.
Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig was a
guest of her aunt. Mrs. Blanche
Sheffield in Augusta, while her
daughter Joanne was in the hos
pital for a tonsillectomy.
The largest family dinner party
reported so far. was at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Grinnell,
where the children and grandchil
dren numbered 15.
I Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham
were guests Thanksgiving Day of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Corthell and
Mrs. Arabel Leonard in Camden.
Mrs. Ruth Boynton went to Au
gusta
where
she enjoyed
a
Thanksgiving feaat with Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Wheeler and family

I year.
Thirty plants were in operation,
this year with the bulk of the pack
being made in th(> Western and
Central areas of the coast. Sizable
fish runs failed to materialize in
Washington County and Bay of
Fu-ndy waters for the fifth year in
a row.

of the three communities that recently voted down the formation
of an administrative school disOutlook Favorable
rtict.
The employees of the Depositors
Preliminary
figures
on the
Trust
Company of
Rockland.
Maine sardine canning season
Camden and Waldoboro will at
tend a banquet at
Meenahga
which closed Dec. 1. indicate that
Grange Hall on Dec. 12 where they
the pack fell just short of 2.000.000
will have a Christmas party and
cases.
dancing.
The industry’s Executive Secre
The three car accident which
tary Richard E. Reed said that the
happened Saturday morning at
WALDOBORO
total was about 120,000 casts less
Route 220 and 1 is still being in
MRS. RENA CROWELL
than the 1957 output and well be
vestigated according to Officer
Correspondent
lew the average for the past 10
Lee. The cars were badly damag
Main Street. W’aldoboro
years.
ed and were driven by Ella i d
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
He said that the comparatively
Mank of Waldoboro, Mae Black of
light pack combined with a good
Rockland and Joan Trioux of Au
sales and inventory position had
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield gusta.
resulted in a favorable outlook and Mrs. Viola Kuhn were in
for the canners to profitably move Portland Monday.
all stocks to market before the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wood
start of 1959 operations in late
bury have returned from a visit
May.
i “In fact shortage.4 are very in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell
1 likely to occur in some areas of
the country by early spring.'' were in Bath on business Monday. ,
, Reed predicted.
Mrs. Eva McLain. Mis. Cora J
Reed said that industry sales Johnston. Mrs. Ruby Eugley, Mrs. j
for the first 11 months of this Dorothy Goff. Miss Isabel Geourix
Courtesy is a coin that will pass year were up 200.000 cases over were in Portland Saturday.
at par under any circumstances, j the same period in 1957 while
The Garden Club which was to
------------------------------------------------------ I
with a
packers’ inventories on Dec. 1. meet Friday evening
were 200.000 cases less than la*t Christmas party at the home of
Christmas Seals carry your
Christmas wishes for good
Mrs. Rena Crowell, has been post
year.
MALE CLERK WANTED
health and happiness to all.
“Any shortage^ will most likely poned until Monday evening.
They tell the world you've
Afternoon* and Weekend*.
A joint meeting of the Waldo- .
occur in standard keyless types
joined the fight against TB.
No Selling. Write age and
as there is less than five months' boro and Friendship School Boards ,
Vse Christmas Seals to deca
previou* experience.
supply available under ordinaly will be held at 8 p. m. Dec. 15 in'
rate your gift packages i'se
Superintendent
Earl
Spear's
office
.
selling conditions.” he stated.
them on all your holiday mail.
new.
Futhermore,
Reed
reported, at fEo Municipal Building to pre-j
... ivr and use
consumer sales of all Maine sar sent to the Friendship committee
e/e The Courier-Gazette
CHRISTMAS SEALS
dines have shown a constant the school housing situation in
147-tf
monthly gain for more than a i Waldoboro. Friendship wu onej

and another at night with Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Garside and family,
returning home Friday.
Mrs. Veda Ludwig went to
Damariscotta to enjoy Thanksgiv
ing with her son and daughter-inlaw. Mi and Mrs. Malcolm Johns
ton and family.
Miss Rebecca
Upham of Union accompanied her.
Mrs. Alfred Nash, Merle Vanner, Nancy Vanner, Alonzo New
ton and Mrs. Lotta Jones have
been reported ill.
Also. Elden
Bartlett of West Washington and
.Mr. and Mrs. William Hewett.
Miss Joyce Hills and Donald
Hills of Union visited their grand
parents. Mr. and Mr.*. Merle Rob
bins over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Foster,
Jr., of Coopers Mills were Sunday
dinner guests of her mother. Mrs.
Alien Ripley in East Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Demutn
and four children of Appleton
were callers Sunday evening of
Mrs. Carolyn Stickney, who has
returned home from Damariscotta.

Sardine Market

christmas
wishes*

FIRST ATOMIC THEORIST,
2500 TEARS, AGO
C= TK ATOM MAS SXPOUN0ED
THE
GffEA” <3-EE* F- uOSOPw©? CEMOCP/WS
W
ASTOUNDIN6 ACCUAACV ' «E

0*S‘.ATE2 ~UE
ATOAt “SOME
thing that cannot 9E cut.' "

GREAT FALLI
a

z.'

3.000 peer

h

4 Parachute FAi^EO

70 0PS\ -E .Ar.DCO’M
A TREE- S4AFANP.
SOUNOf

AMd jO’N TmE CAMPA'GN TO VA«E AM&ttCA
INVEST RESOLARC* IN U S. SAVINGS BONDS

ING PuAN

Where VOu

STRONG IN REACE POGBB'
P^
SAW

Th«0^3m
MJRK, OR 7r-S0u3H TO-R bank.

STA/ZT NOW?

Proper Visibility Is

Last Showing “Fog Island” at RHS Tonight

Port Clyde

Essential To Safe

ALMA S. HEAL

Correspondent

Winter Driving

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Morrill
were guests of Mrs Morrill's par
ents, Rev. and Mrs. Guy Vannah,
over the weekend. Kenneth Davis
made the trip home from Boston
with them and is with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest L. Davis, un
til Monday.
The Port Clyde Baptist Circle
held a very successful Christmas
s<ale and auction at the Poll Clyde
Library Building Saturday after
noon.
Maynard Thompson
was
in
town this week to attend the fun
eral services of his uncle. Clarence
Thompson.
Alfred Morris. Jr., has moved
his family here from Thomaston.
They are residing at the former
Bertie Simmons property.
Mrs. Amy Bracy will be hostess
Tuesday for the Do If Yourself
Club.
Sewing machines, fingers
and goods will fly at the club as the
girls swap work to get things done
for Christmas.
Mrs. Lucy Fuller (Lucy Breen)
of Baytown. Texas, wrote home she ,
was greatly surprised and thrilled
last week to see her former class
mate. Mrs. Dora Harford on the,
TV program “Mother’s Day". Mrs
Hanford is a resident of Bayside.
Long Island.
The program ori
ginated in New York. No wonder
the Texan lady could hardly be
lieve her eyes.
Deer season is over but moose
are still visiting the neighborhood.
Mrs. George Robbins phoned to say
that a big cow moose and her calf I
meandered across her lawn this'
noon, as casually as if they were
invited guests.
Evidently
our
summer - like
weather couldn’t depart without a
last fling. Friday evening we had
a short but vivid display of "Sum
mer Fireworks’ —lightning, thun
der, torrents of rain and tempera
ture rose to 50 degrees. Saturday
we awoke to our seemingly ever
present gale wind and a drop in
temperature to 20 degrees above.
So ends summer!
Advertis-

Tuesday-Thurtday-Saturday
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According

to

leading

safety

authorities the two hazards that
add most to the danger of driv

ing in winter are reduced visibility
and inadequate traction.
In a
check of vision obstructions on ve
hicles involved in traffic accidents
duiing 1957. the National Safety
Council reported that 50 per cent
of all such accidents involved
visibility obscurements such as
‘rain. snow, etc., on the windshield.
The same deadly combination ac
counted for 39 per cent of the
deaths in such accidents.
To guard against dangerously
i educed visibility, the Highwav
Visibility
Bureau
recommends
i simple precautions:
ill Any
wiper blade
that
streaks or smears the windshield
should be replaced, tanless the
wiper arm can be adjusted to
supply sufficient pressure for a
, clean, clear wipe.
(2) Wiper
arms
should
be
checked regularly for adequate
pressure of blade against the
The cast of the Rockland High School senior diss production, “Fog Island"
In the front row from glass. If they exert pressure on
left to right are: William Beale. Gail Ladd. Todd McIntosh. Faye Billings. Patricia Wade and David Greg the glass of less than an ounceory. In the back row from left to right: Harriet Ladd. Mary Soule, Timothy Corey. Eleanore Batty and to-the-inch of blade length, the."
Donna Poulin.
Photo by Shear
Coughlin.
publicity;
Stephen
Elackntan;
light.-. Gusta- Dorinda
Doolittle,
played
by
Todd
Mc

The second performance of the
Mrs. Ivy M. Hart, house and pro
Carlson and George Grover.
Rockland High School senior clas. Intosh.
gram; Mrs. Martha I. Viik, busi
Business manager is Earlene
The names of the girls are:
play "Fog Island" will be shown
ness and tickets; and Charles
Sayward
and
head
of
publicity
is
Margv
O
’
Laughlin,
played
by
Har

tonight at the high school audi
Grant, stage set.
Hoiman
Davis
riet
Ladd:
Hazel
Sommers,
by
Pa

torium. The production, which is
On the ticket sales committee
Ushers an: William Brown are: Earlene Sayward. seniors:
under the direction of Miss Ca’h- tricia Wade: Ann Wickliffe. Faye
Maurine Gardner, by Cynthia Colomy, Caroline Chatto.
erinc Duncan, a member of the Billings:
Donna Rush, juniors; Sheila Vinal.
fueuky, opened Wednesday night Donna Poulin; Johannah Green. Harriet Epstein Carol Escorsio. sophomores; and Jeanne Estes,
Gail Ladd; and Priscilla Ralston, Jeanne Estes, Christina Ferrara.
freshmen.
The entire plot of the play oc
played by Mary Soule.
Mary
Ann
Flanagan.
Joan
Home room chairmen for the
curs one September night immedi
Gherardi.
Martha
Grossman.
Deb

On the student production staff
sale of tickets included:: Eleanore
ately after dinner in the living
Hary.
Rebecca
Iivonen Batty. Carolyn Bird. Mary Lou
rcom of an oid house on Fog are: Stage Manager David Bar orah
stow, assisted by William Eaton. Linda Mountfort. Harriet Richard Cole and Thomas Eagen, seniors;
Island.
William Leavitt, Arthur Marriner. son. Judy Segal. Corinne Sim Ruth Ann Jackson, Frances Lor
Six girls, who stumbled upon
Kendall Merriam. Woodbury Post inons ar.d Marilyn Wilbur.
ing. Harriet Epstein. Margaret
the island during the day and ate
Peter Talaschke. Charles Wade
The sponsors committee
in Arey and William Beale, juniors.
stranded there for the night, dis
and Charles Wasgatt.
cludes:
Wilijam
Brown, Anna
Carole Bishop. Ruth Rowling.
covered that a scientist, named
Prompters are Carolyn Bird and Coughlin. Carol Escorsio. Jeanne Patricia Stevens. Penelope Kaler.
Jerry Martin, played by Timothy
Corey, is being held by three Earlene Sayward. In charge ol Estes, Martha Grossman. Robo t Judith Segal and Christina Fer
spies. Mrs. Williams, played by make up are: Mary Lou Cole, Hunt. Keela McLaughlin. Pris rara. sophomore#: and Rebecca
Eleanore Batty; Mr. Williams, Joseph Emery, Anna Counghlin cilia Newbert Harriet Richardson Iivonen, Catherine Gray, Linda
Net. Smith and Mary Soule.
Kales,
Karen Thompson. Gail
played by Wiliiam Beale; and and Priscilla Newbert.
Faculty
advisors
are
Miss Rowling and Martha Libby, freshResponsible for properties is
Brock, played by David Gregory.
coach; Mrn The Courier-Gazette Alrro held on the island is Sheriff Margaret Arey; sound effects. Cathciine Duncan

are probably inadequate fJ»r clean sun. wind and road film, even
wiping.
(Car manufacturers in though it may still look good.)
(5) If your car has a wind
recent years have specified arm
pressures equal to or more than shield washer make sure the wa
one ounce to the inch; for ex ter contains a solvent with an
ample. a 12 inch blade should alcohol base, especially during the
have at least 12 ounces of arm winter months.
<«) For night driving be sure
pleasure against the windshield.)1
(3) The wiper blade rubber that all front and rear lights are
should
be- occasionally
wiped operating, and clean.
Replace
clean when the windshield is j any burned out bulbs imemdiatecleaned. It takes only a few sec Iy.
If driving in rain, sleet or
onds longer.
snow—or when there is consider
(4) Wiper blades that have) able dirty road spray from other
been in use for a year or more cars—stop
at service
stations
should be replaced with new ; from time to time to wipe off
blades of "live” rubber to make lights.
(Stopping at service sta
sure of clean wiping.
(Rubber tions is recommended because
deteriorates from exposure to hot i of the danger of stopping on a

street or highway when It is hard
to see.)
(7) Make sure directional sig
nals are working properly.
(8) Make sure the defroster
blow's enough warm air to keep
the inside of the windshield clear.

Each of the two rudders on the
Navy’s newest aircraft carrier
tT88 Independence, weighs 45 tons
and equals the floor area of a
two bedroom house.

Polyethylene, mesh, and window
potatoes to see the tubers before
purchase. Washed Maine potatoes
are also available for easier prep
aration for cooking.

WIG-WARM - Park-Union Sts., Rockland
OPEN DAILY

SPECI All

UNTIL 6 p. m.

MEN'S RUBBERS

$2-oo

REG. 68.05

SNO
BOOTS
Mouton collar,
sheep lined,
waterproof
glove leather

uf

*550

la

FROM FACTORY

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
MabSES -

FIRST Ql’AUTY GVARANTEED

(HII.D’S

F IRST Ql’AUTY

RUBBERS ForFamily
En“re

/j

PULL-OVER

Children's
and Boys' 52
Ladies' $2.25
Men's 52.25

BOOTS
Keep their feet
warm and dry

MEN’S
HEAVY

WORK

»3.»
MISSES' - CHILD'S

NEW SIDE
SNAP
MISSES' CHILD’S

ZIPPER
OVER
SHOES

Wool Fleece

AU fleece lined. As
pictured. Sizes to
big 8.

GALOSHES

HASKELL & CORTHELL AAD WOMAN’S SHOP

$350

THE

GIFT SUGGESTIONS for the HER on your list

SPORT COATS

GALORE

SWEATERS

By CURLEE

TO CHOOSE FROM

SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION
OF IVY STRIPE MODELS.
HARRIS AND FANCY TWEEDS

FIRST QUALITY - GUARANTEED

k

Garland's Shelti-Mist Pullovers and Cardigans
All Sizes - Large Assortment of Colors

Priced $26.50 to $39.95

ZIPPERS

$6.95 and $7.95

CHILDREN'S - MISSES' and-LADIES'

SLACKS

MISSES AND ( HILDKEN >

IN FLANNELS, GABARDINES
AND WORSTEDS

SKIRTS

i *

Sizes 3 to 6x. 7 to 11 and 22 Io 32

$4.95 - $7.95

$8.95 - $17.95

SPORT SHIRTS

INDIES’ < HII’PEM A

See Our Finest Selection Ever!

JACKETS

Chippewa, Maine Guide and TruVal.
Woolen Flannels, Cotton Flannels.
Ravnn and Fancy Cottons

Assortment of Plaids, Stripes and
Plain Colors. Sizes 10 to 20.

$2.98 to $14.95

$15.95 to $17.95

JERSEY AND SWEATER TYPE SHIRTS
$3.95 to $7.95

MISSES' “SLALOM" SKI WEAR.
NYLON PARKAS.
DOWN HILL SKI PANTS.
RED DUOFOLD LONG UNDERWEAR.

JACKETS

SWEATERS

Maine Guide, Buekskein. Niagara
In Both Suburban and Car Goat
Lengths — Stylish. Yet Practical

In Vee and Crew* Neck, Bulky Knit
Pullovers and Cardigans

$19.95 to $39.95

$5.95 to $16.95

By Jantzen and Revere.

IDEAS FROM OUR

summ-hr Hk tirtk. Family

GIR SUGGESTION COUNTER

Warm Fleece Lined. Fancy
Corduroy, or Dressy Leather

Interwoven Hose .... 65c to $2.95
Paris Belts.. .. .. .. $1.50 to $5.00
Anson Jewelry .... $1.00 to $7.50
Boxed Handkerchiefs 51.00-52.50
Wembly Ties.. .. .. $1.00 to $2.50
Stote-O-Maine
Robes .. .. .. .. .. . 57.9$ to $19.95
Pleetwoy Pajamas 54.00 to $5.95
Samsonite Luggage 515.00-535.00
Boss Weejuns.. .. . 59.50 to $13.95
Arrow Dress
Shirts.. .. .. .. .. 54.00 and 55.00

Warmly fleece lined. Choire ot Black - Brown - RedWhite. Positively the lowrat price ever quoted for
first quality. Every pair gnaranteed.

Wool Plaids - Tweed* and Flannels

$9.95 to $17.95
GIFTS
THAT MEN
GO FOR

With Mouton Collars

SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT

44SO

MISSES'
AND CHILDREN'S

»4oof

Misses' Slocks

SLACKS

Indies’

NYLON HOSIERY
By Berkshire and Kayper
Sheers, Service Height. Usle,
Wool and Rayon and Silks

$1.00 to $1.85
LINGERIE GIR

LADIES'

Classic and Tapered Styles in
< orduroys. Wools and Veltonas.
Sizes X to 20.

MEN'S FIRST Ql’AUTY

$5.95 to $10.95

FIRST Ql’AUTY — FLEECE LINED

OVERSHOES

GVARANTEED

Children's Sub-Teen Slacks

BOYS'

ZIPPERS

In Corduroy and Flannel.

Some with
Cotton Flannel Lining..
Size* 3 to 14 and 8 to 16.

All Fleece Lined.

$2.95 to $7.95

Guaranteed Zippers.

ANKLE SOCKS • KNEE SOCKS
TIGKTLETS • GLOVES - MITTENS
SCARFS - HANDKERCHIEFS

WHY PAY MORE?

SUGGESTIONS

Fleece lined
heavy rolled
edge

MEN'S
Sizes 6 to II. First Quality
FAMOI K MAKE

V

FOR HER

Children's Skates $5.00 to $8.95
Men's and Women's
Figure Skates $9.95 to $17.95
Hockey Skates .. 510.50 to $16.95
Children's Skis.. .. .. .. .. .. $3.50 up
Northland Adult
Skis .... .. .. .. .. . $19.95 to $50.00
^Tdtoggans.. .. . $4.95 and $6.95

Luxite Nylon Slips, Sizes 32 to 46
53.95 to $8.95
Luxite Nylon Petticoats, S-M-L.......... 52.95 ond $3.95
Nylon Panties All Sizes...................... $1.1$ to $1.95
luxite Nylon Pajamas, Sizes 12 to 20............... $8.95
Flannel Pajamas, in Shortie and Classic
Styles, Sizes 34 to 40.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . v.. .. .. .. $3.95

Flannel Nite Gowns and Nite Shirts
All Sizes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 53.95 to $5.9$

Adult Toboggans $25.00-527.50
Ski Boots .. .. .. .. . $10.95 to $39.9$

INSULATED

Misses' Lounging Coats, Quilled Nylon, Brushed
Nylon and Cotton Flannel, Sizes 10-20 $8.95-512.95

mors

SUBZERO

$6.50

FREE — Over 100 Prizes Worth Over $1,000.
Free Ticket To Eack Customer. Additional Tickets Given With Each
Purchase. 1st Prize: Maa's $100 Wardrobe. 2nd Prize: Woman's
$100 Wardrobe. 3rd Prize: Schwinn Corvette Bicycle. Prizes Will Bo
Given Away at I P. M. Christmas Evo.

COSTUME

JEWELRY

lAtfi

53.50

FIRST Ql AUTY INSt LATED

It" AIX RIBBER

PACKS

ON

BOYS'

5<J00

IAUIES

Sec Our Large Choice for

Handbags - Billfolds

$1.80

from $3.00 to $8.00

Plus Tax

25 BELOW ZERO
SAVE

PACKS
Nationally advertised at
*13.36. You're getting the
very best at the nnheard
of price of

Regularly sold
from >8.50

„ zWjj

-i*1’ - t
’SSL,/

MEN'S ir FELT

BOOTS

Tax

DOUBLE STITCHED
NEOLITE SOLES

WE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS FROM FRIDAY, DEC. 12 UNTIL CHRISTMAS EVE

• w,J1

Union Seniors To
Hold Paper Drive
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ROCKPORT SQUADS IN DRIVER'S
SEAT OF MEDOMAK LEAGUE WITH

Union High School seniors are THREE STRAIGHT WINS EACH
sponsoring a paper and a bottle
On top of the boys and girls contest Friday night to take th<
drive Saturday. Dec. 13, and Sat
urday, Dec. 20. All proceeds go standings in the Medomak Valley game and climb up one step ahead
for the senior class trip in the League are the Rockport squads, of Union in tlie competition.
The lone circuit event Friday
who have a perfect tally of three
spring.
night will be when Union faces in
wins.
Rockport has just lost one game vading Bristol for a girls and boys
Clippers Split
this year, against Camden, but contest.
has run up an impressive score
The standing* are:
(Continued from Page Nine*
against Union, the MVL champs
4oya
and wrapped up the contest with 29 last year. Thomaaton, Bristol and
Won Lost Pet.
more points in the final period of Warren.
Rockport
3
0
1.000
play.
In second place in the boys Union
2
1
.066
Steve Knight was high man foi standings, with one loss is Union, Bristol
1
1
.500
-he home squad with a dozen two who could climb back into the top Warren
0
2
000
pointers and one free shot for 25 slot with a win over Rockport Appleton
0
2
0
points.
Craig Walker contributed later on in the season
17 points to the victory on six ■
The Union girls, who copped
baskets and five shots from the : the girls’ title last season, cur Rockport
foul line.
rently have a .333 average in the Bristol
Steve Melgard paced the Clippers standings, with a lone win over Appleton
with a trio of shots from the floor Warren. Appleton surprised them Union
and five foul throws for 11 points. with a last minute surge in their Wa rren
In the junior varsity tilt earliei |
in the evening. Thomaston outpoint
ed Union 42 to 24.
CAMDEN GIRLS SMOTHER ROCKLAND
Thomaston
9 22 27 31 j
Union
11 22 37 66
A 19 point surge by the Camden
Right forward Francis Cain of
Union (66)
i lassies in the third period of their Camden was the high scorer for
nl- 1
Rf, Walker (17). Webb (1). Tol
contest Tuesday afternoon ciinch- the game with 11 baskets for 22
man; If, Powell <6». Pushaw. Ben
points.
Her teammate. Patricia
nett (2); c. Hanley (9); rg. Knight ed the victor>’ 0Vf‘1' the visiting Clabtree dropped in nix bask’U
Rockland sextette. 52 to 36.
(25), Goff; lg. Kirkpatrick
and four free throws for 16 points.
Both squads opened the tilt with
Jacobs. Grinnell (2).
•
I* a Uvontn tallied for seven
10 points each, but Camden forged ! baskets and a lone free toss to
Thomaston (31)
ahead
to
a
four
point
lead
at
half

Rf. Ifemey (4); If, Meigard (11).
lead the visitors with 15 points
Miller. Sturks; c, DeWolfe (8>. time and dropped in 19 points at Joan Grispi followed with 12 more
to points on six baskets.
Adams, Weymouth; rg. Young (6). the start of the second half
win.
Burge; lg. Stone (2). Hall.
Both teams freely substituted
duiing the contest as the visitors
AT ALL DAY'S JEWELRY STORES
used three players on the forward
aids and 11 girls in the guard po
sition.?. Camden used a total of
20 players in the six positions.
Most Brilliant Christmas Gift
The win dropped the season
total for Rockland to a .500 aver
you can give ...
age.
They downed Union and
Crosby but went down under the
sharpshooting of the Waldoboro
six.
Camden no% has a three and
two tally, with victories over
Crosby High of Belfast and RockINTMLOCKING OIAMOND RINGS
„ port.
Their losses were against
two Knox-Lincoln Class M rival
Wiscasset and Thomaston.
10 19 27 .16
Rockland
10 23 42 52
Camdi n
(amden

kJ

IUEEN LISA
Exquisite bridal en
semble with 6 gorgeous
diamonds set m an un
usual design

(52)

Rf. Cain (22). Roper, Thomas;
If. Nash (ID. F. Crabtree (1).
Wadsworth (2); cf. P. Crabtree
(16). Rollins. Whittier; rg. Woos
ter, Curit, Johnson; lg. Mitchell
Weare, B. Young. Cilley; eg. Wey
mouth. Hopping. A. Young.

>150.

Koekland (36)

Az.

Other Diamonds ° -.-ww*'
^0
$39.50 up Convenient Hudget Terms EXTRA COST

PAY WEEKLY — PAY MONTHLY

Rf, Hooper (9); If, Ilvonen (15);
jef, Grispi (12); rg, Peterson. Sayward. Richards. Knowlton; lg.
Ferrara, Cross. Vinal; eg. Strat
ton, Sylvester, Staples. Barton.

SOUTH WARREN

OPTICIANS

4 JEWELERS

SUBJECT TO ANTI-MONOPOLY LAWS
SAME AS MANAGEMENT IN FUTURE

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ l

Tin* Kockland Teen (ouncil have once again
tending the season’s greetings of the Council to the
Building, facing oncoming traffic. The sign, which
put up Saturday afternoon by Teen (ouncil President
A spotlight will illuminate the sign at night. In the
touching up the sign with paint.

Owls Head

placed a four by seven foot, multi-colored sign, ex
public on the Union Street side of the Community
was painted last year by artist Edgar Crockett, was
Todd McIntosh and several of the Council members.
picture, McIntosh, right, and Robert Hunt. left, are
Photo by Shear

ton shopped in Portland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Genthrer
and family were dinner guests
Sunday of her parents. Mr. and
Mis. Lavander Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Harding
of South Union were callers Sat
urday afternoon of Mr. and Mrs.
Lavander Newbert.

NORTH WALDOBORO

Mrs. Maude Mank and Nelson
Shuman were dinner guests on
Sunday of Mrs. Ann Nye and
daughtei Harriet in Hallowell.
Mr*. Laura Mank. Mrs. Arthur
( hristnias Party Held
Bacon. Mrs. Merlin Eugley and
The annual Christmas party of Mrs. Carleton Weaver of Washing
the local Extension group was held
Thursday at the Grange Hall with
31 in attendance. Serving on the
dinner committee were: Mrs. Nina
Perry, chairman. Mrs. Mildred Ed
wards, Mrs. Eleanoi Glover. Mrs.
Fiances Montgomery, Mis. Helen
Coffey, Mrs. Mildred Wi>y. Mrs.
Louise Ingraham. Mrs.
Myrtle
Strong. Mis. Edna Heath provided
the decorated Christmas tree from
which an exchange of gifts was
held.
During the brief business
session conduct' d by 'Mrs. Lenora
Beals. Mrs. Margaret Knowlton
was elected to serve as home man
agement i adei with Mrs. Joyce
Willet as assistant horn- manage
ment ieader leader and .Mis. Made
lyn B< nner was elected to vice
chairman.
A Christmas prayer
was read by Mrs. Beals and carols
were sung by the members, ac
companied
by
Mrs.
Margaret
Knowlton at th<- piano It was an
CHOICE YOUNG CORN
nounced the next meeting would be
held Jan. 15. 1959. at which time
FED STEER BEEF
th« meetings would be planned for
the year.
The Tender Broilinq Kind
Guests pit-sent were: Mrs. Helen
Brewer. Mis. Joyce Ross. Mrs.
Arlene Montgomery. Mis. Leona
Flint.
Other members present
were: Mrs. Madelyn Benner. Mrs.
Mary Brown. Mis. Effie Dyt*i\
Mis
Mary Dyer and daughter
Lucy. (Mrs. Emily Faber, Mrs
Vera Mathieson. Mrs. Florence
McConchie. Mr- Mabel McMahon.
Mrs. Christine MdMahon and son
Mike, Mrs. Joyce Willet. Mrs Helen
Montgomery, Mrs Constance Paint
er. Mrs. Emily Richardson. Mrs.
Hilda O’Brien and Mrs. Norma
Philbrook
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3

The next decade will see labor
unions brought under our antimonopoly laws. said Dr. Charles
F. Phillips, President of Bates
College. Monday.
Speaking be
fore the Augusta Rotary Club he
added that this step will aid in
the fight against inflation and
make unions more conscious of
their obligations to society.
“Labor union leaders are cur
rently as opposed to the extension
of our anti-trust laws to labor.’’
said Dr. Phillips, “as manage
ment was against the application
of these laws to business back in
1890. However, busineissmen have
gradually discovered that Con
gress was right in adopting the
Sherman Act and in attacking
monopoly. The result has been
to strengthen the competitive sys
tem and to give a higher stand
ard of living to the American
people.
“Today it is organized labor
which has the power- to destroy
our competitive system. By or
ganizing an entire industry, it can
strike first one company and then
another to achieve its demands,
thus dictating to the whole indus
try. It is this monopoly power
which has enabled labor to force
up wages and spread inflation
even during the recent recession."
The
Bate# College President
suggested that as the relation of

labor's monopoly power to infla
tion becomes better understood,
the American people will seek a
method of limiting this power.
“It seems mest likely.” he con
tinued "that the remedy will be
to make the anti-trust laws ap
plicable to labor. This step will
not be disastrou-s for labor, ais is
claimed by some labor leaders,
just as it was not disastrous for
business back in 1890.
•‘Instead it will result in a
gi eater equality of bargaining
power between labor and business.
In turn, this will enable our com
petitive system to function more
effectively and without the evil
of cost-pu*h inflation from which
all our citizens foave suffered in
recent years.’’

LOUDVILLE
Mrs. Mary Davis, who has been
a patient at Miles Memorial Hos
pital returned home Saturday.
Patricia Gifford, who has been
a student at South Bristol High
School, is now at home with hetparents. the Kenneth Giffords.
Sherman Gifford has employ
ment at Damariscotta and hopes
to move hi# family there soon.
John Prior was at home with
his parents, the Cecil Priors, for
the weekend.
Read The Courier-Gazette.

Tab!e R'te

Harry Lermond ha# returned
from a vieit of several W’eeks at
the home of his brother, Charles,
in Westfield, N. J.
Mrs. Edna Barrett and Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Smith were in Au
burn Saturday to attend commit
tal services for the former’s aunt.
Mrs. Josephine Porter, who had
recently died in Santa Monica.
Calif..
and
whose
body was
Every day is pay day for the
man who enjoys his chosen work.
H 54148 brought there for burial.

V

22 s

PHILLIPS OF BATES SEES UNONSI

Teen Council Extends Seasons Greetings

T-BONE

CLUB
N. Y. SIRLOIN

LB.
CALIF. SUNKIST NAVEL

TOP TV-The Dinah Shore Chevy Show-$unday-N5C-TV and the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom-weekly on ABC-TV.

ORANGES
TOMATOES

19c

CELL!
PKG

■ i.k ■,

FIRM. CRISP

YELLOW COOKING

ONIONS

RED
RIPE

3 & 25c

CARROTS 2

Like all ’59 Chevies, this Impulu Sport Coupe is new right down to the tougher Tyrcx cord tires it rolls

MARGARINE

I \

MARLENE

1 lb.

YELLOW
QUARTERS

pkgs.

PICTSWEET — FRESH FROZEN

MIXED VEGETABLES
Walk around the car that's all-round netc

i .

. then Ire our guest for a pleasure lest—

DRIVE A ’59 CHEVY TODAY!
One look at this '69 Chevy tells you
here’s a car with a whole new slant
on driving. You see the transforma
tion in its low-set headlights, the
overhead curve of its windshield,
the sheen of its Magic-Mirror finish
—a new acrylic lacquer that does
away with waxing and polishing
for up to three years.
But to discover all that’s fresh
and fine you must relax in Chevro
let’s roomier Body by Fisher (up

to 4.2 inches more room in front.
3.3 inches in back >. feel the loungelike comfort of Chevy's new inte
rior. experience the hushed tran
quillity of its ride (choice of
improved Full Coil or gentler-thanever Level Air suspension*). Once
you’re on the road you’ll discover
such basic benefits as bigger, better
cooled brakes that give over 50%
longer life, new easy-ratio steering
and a Hi-Thrift 0 that gets up to

10 per cent more miles per gallon.
And. of course, you find Safety

PKG.

NISSEN'S DELICATESSEN

COMPLETE YOUR CENTURY QUEEN

RYE BREAD

SILVERWARE SET

21c

AT IGA s OUTSTANDING SILVERWARE PRICES

7A

Table
Spoons ea

I $u9ar

I UC | Spoons

oi i i ti t:\rtRi - t w

Plate Glass all around in every
Chevrolet, Stop by your dealer's
and pleasure test th>’ car tha'’s
shajied to the new American taste!

it. MMfo...

★Optional <:t extra rod.

whatAmerica vasts,Amcrita yits inaChcri/.'

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
Main Street,

10 oz.

Rockland, Maine

Ibft

PAKK...

7

SHOP...
SAVE)

3

ip
ea.436

Foge Sixteen

Twsday-Thursdoy-Sflturday
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“Around The World" Kippy Kamival Theme North Appleton

MRS. GRACE JOHNSON
Correspondent

At the annual greens sale which
will be held in Camden Thursday.
Dec. 11. sponsored by the Camden
Community Hospital Auxiliary, Ap
pleton and some surrounding towns
will have a table for the first time. '
Appleton’s chairman. Mrs. Hilda
Paxman. R N . will feature cand.es
and Christmas cookies at the Ap
pleton table
It is hoped that the
townspeople will make a special ef
fort to make this table a success.
Ie will be held at the Congrega
tional Parish House.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Mank of
Pennsylvania were recent guests of'
his parents. Mr and Mrs. Elw.n
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaques (Sally
Kempton* of Idaho were Thanks-;
giving guests of Mi . and Mrs. Earle ,
Paxman at the Towle House.
Floyd Pease and Crosby Johnson
are working trucks on a road job
in Lincolnville.
A chimney fire at Arthur An
gell’s Sunday’ necessitated the call
ing of the Appleton Fire Depart
IIOl«
. IHdl
ment.
The Rockland High School Student Council has decid' d upon the theme of “Around The World” for
Mis. F.orice Fenwick of Brewer
the school’s annual Kipp> Karnival, which will be held in February. The gala event is highlighted with
the coronation of the Kippy Karnival Kween at the Community Building.
In the picture, the officers of was a recent visitor of her mother.
Mrs. Grace Johnson.
the Council are formulating plans for the Karnival T lesda.v afternoon. They arc from left to right: Presi
dent Todd McIntosh. Secretary Mary Bird, Treasurer RolandGroder and Vice President Gary Stover.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach was
in Newcastle Thursday.
Mrs Hudson Vannah called on
Mrs. Lester Burns at the Cove
Sunday.
Sandra and Shirley Thompson
of Fiiendship were guests Satur-

1 day of their sister. Mis. Ronnie
Bovvers.
Mrs. Amy Bliven goes to ChiI cago Saturday
where she will
spend the winter with her sisterin-law, Mrs. Alice Coopei.
j
Mr. and Mrs. R Monahan ol
the village were supper guests 01
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Genthner Sat

aston Saturday evening,
on Mrs1. Ida Miller.

in day.

calling

Mrs. Emma Jones is a patient
Time is money but don’t spend
at Miles Memorial Hospital in
a dollai's worth of time trying to
Damariscotta.
Mrs. Stella Delano is on the save a penny
sick list.

A«

our reputation for wonderful
meats...didn’t “just happen”!
Now—just os over the yeors—First Notionol buyers

and inspectors are exacting experts . . . meats have to be

That's why every value-

the best to pass their scrutiny.

priced pound can be, and is sold on a straightforward
'■X

money-back guarantee!

PRICES DOWN!

PORK

YA/U^I
E Use ns Roast or ir
YY HLzLC Center as Chops LB 53'
RIB END

Featuring a Jorge sebetion f choice cut of the finest
young tender pork loins money con buy. Whether it
is o ro i for o small or large family, you'll get your
best buy at FIRST N/TIONAL STORES this weekend.
Buy the size roost tho. serves your family best from
th fine selection ot these low low prices.

CHINE END

LB

49'

7 RIB CUT
PORK COMBINATION (Rib End and Chops)
Up to 6 Lbs

lb

NO.

IMPORTED DANISH

HAFNIA HAMS

Living costs are getting higher
Mr and Mis. Clemer Burns.
Mrs. Ronnie Bowers, Sandra and and higher, but somehow’ life
Shirley Thompson were in Thom- seems worth all it costs.

>39

3 LB
CAN

Special SutfA

59'

35'
49'

LB

LB

1—SWEET EATING

SMELTS

39'

LB

fyieih P>iaduce SpectaU!

Week!

Mellow & Sweet—Always a Favorite Fruit

‘

ARROL

Mayonnaise

39c 0““ ***

DESERT FLOWER HAND LOTICN
Now Only $1.00

"CHANEL"

DESERT FLOWER SETS

$2.50 up

DESERT FLOWER SPRAY COLOGNE S2.50

$5.ini

Value

2 REVLON REFILLS
1 LIPSTICK CASE
All For S2.G0
I NFITTED anil
FITTED

Child’s - Adults’

MANICURE SETS

S3.C0 to S24.00
COLOGNE
S3.75 to S9.50
DUSTING POWDER_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $5.00

Evyan

3
QUELQUES
FLEURS
HAND LOTIONS
All SI.00

SPRAY
COLOGNES

"WHITE SHOULDERS"
PERFUME
S2.75 to 510.00
COLOGNE
S2.7S and 55.00

Beautiful!

CHANEL ND. 5
BI.AXT HARD
COTY
YARDLEY
MAX FACTOR
Many Others

SI. .7 Valur

3 BOXES
45 Packets

BUBBLE BATH

INTOXICATION COLOGNE
SHALIMAR COLOGNE

S3.2S
SS.00

IMPORTED
SHAVE
BRUSHES

HAIR BRUSHES
Ny Ion or Natural

Bristle

Full Line of Soaps

Hughes-Prophylactic

SI.00 to S5.00

Beautiful Cases

“WESTCLOX”

Fitted or I nfitted

WRIST or POCKET
WATCHES
S2.98 to $15.00

CASES

Initial)* in (.old FREE While I

M OO Valan

$5.00
•GOLD"
COLORED

ATOMIZER
BOTTLE
Complete

97c
Others to S4.95

"HYPNOTIQUE"
Perfume
$1.75
Cologne
S2.00
Dusting Powd. $2.
Sets
S5.00 up

"TIMEX"

CHILDRENS

WRIST WATCHES
Donald Dar k

Snow White
C inderella
Others

$6.95

WEALS!SCARRY
Coty * Yardley« Tweed - Revlon
CheetiUy * DuB orry * Old Spice
Corday • Many OK lers Toe Numerous
To M •ntien
COME IN AND LOOK AROl'ND

Complete Line
ot

CHILDREN'S
COSMETICS

WRIST WATCHES
(NEED we: SAY MOKE?)

ss.w
EAU DE FLEUR
COLOGNE
$140

COMPUTE LINE OF CANDY
Candy Cupboard, Scbrofft's,
Laval A Caval, Etc.
$1**RF

— THEY'RE TERRIFIC —
> Waterproof
JESS?

$9.95-$16.95

SHAVING
MIRRORS
Hang ’Em Vp
Stand ’Em Ip

49c to $6.95

shockproof
nr
* OC
• Self W nd nS
I4.7J
MANY TO CHOOSE: FROM

//■
'Dana1

SHAVE LOTION

Sets
$1. to 55.
Shove Lotion $1.

"Lanvin"
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE

Arpege, My Sin, Scandal, Etc.
COLOGNES
$3.00 to 510.00
PERFUMES
$3.00 to $12.50
TALCUM
$2.00
MY SIN SPRAY COLOGNE
$5JO

"Helena Rubinstein"
S2.50
$05
$05
$2.75

Swiss Creme &

Orea Creme
Sandwiches

Fi-st Notional gives you luxury coffee ot economical prices. For coffep
sotisfac/ion you just can t beat First Notionol Brand

$1.00 and $1.75

$1.00
from $1.00 to $7.00

T<hi

I P TO SS.aO VALl E

IMPORTED BRIAR PIPES
90c and $1.49

Others Priced to $6X0

ROGERS’

PIPE LIGHTER
$4-9£

BAG

59'

LB
BAG

71'

LB
CAN

75'

Try This
Delicious New
Cake!
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Angel

REC

Food Cake

ROLL

Cracked Wheat Bread

dA
JR

Special Pack—
Luxury Quality in
Handy Package

49(
21c
23c

loaf

Cheese Bread

loaf

Plain Pound Cake

EACH

33‘

6’/<OZ

CELLOS

See our exciting selection*
of Christmas toys — at
BIG, BIG SAVINGS!

Protex
29

SEAFORTH
SETS
$1.00 to $3.50

TOBACCO POUCHES

3)<huh!

Copiey

BATHROOM TISSUE

All For $1.00
Other Sets
To 53.50

latdicH lx>»c It

Tabu, Platine, Ambush (Etc.)
SPRAY COLOGNES
$3.00
PERFUMES
$3.00 to 510.00
SETS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $2.50 up

(fy^ee P>uceA

Extra Rich — Re-ulor or Drip G.ind

Cookies

FOR MEN

TALCUM

30 STYLE SETS

99c

Kybo

NABISCO

SPORTSMAN

"Old Spice"

a

23'

Rich, Full-Bodied

"Sweet Janie"
DOLL

4 ROLL

PKG

OI TSELLS ALL OTHERS

• 1 Year Written Guarantee
• Lum. nous Dial
• Leather or Metal Strap

COLOGNE - TALC SETS
PERFUME
SOLID PERFUME
SPRAY COLOGNE

Helps Io Keep
Fact’s Fresher
in Reft gerator

Wait

"MEM"

All New
MAX FACTOR'S

FRWIT

gelatines
4 & 33c

OVER ECO TO < HOUSE: FROM

$1.60 up
$1.35

BCH

A new taste suggestion!
Chocolate
Bits baked into a delicate textured each
cake.

Lotion, Deodorant,
Cologne

- SET Cologne
Perfume

royal

SI.98 to 515.C0

Sets
Bowls

29'

50

kc'c'xmond

111. LEATHER - CI ARANTEED

YARDLEY

Many Others

Potatoes

Saran Wrap

FOR MEN

Tabu - Mem • Wrisley - Plus

i lb
PKC

All Feputor
Flavors

"KING'S MEN"
SETS
SI.00 to S5.95
Shove Lotion SI.

LB
PKG

Mild £, Mellow—Tries Rcd-.:ed ’ i From 4 Yeors Ago
~
_
“
LB

SI.50 to 515.95

EVERY OXE BOXED

"MY SIN"

Wide or Medium

Leather or Canvas

Faberge ■ Chanel • Old Spice * Yardley

My Sin - Arpege * Revlon • Coty

59'

U. S. No. 1 Grade A—For Hearty Eating

BILLFOLDS

Now 98c

Oranges

Crisp Pascal—Low in Colo, ies

Egg Hoodies
24c
S:*e

SI.00 to S7.50

Pure Bristle
Badger Bristle

Faberge
Woodhue, Tigress, Flambeau, Etc.
SET OF COL, TALC, SOAP $3.75
SET OF 3 COLOGNES
$2.75
PERFUME
$2.50 to $10.50

5

California Navel—Juicy, Good Size

Spinach

FINAST 5‘ OFF SALE

PERFUME

$1.29 to 512.95

They’re

a

Nylon Bristles

S4.95 to $18.00

REVLON - CVTEX

Jeweled
COMPACTS
MIRRORS
PILL BOXES
SI.98

8

"Christian Dior"

COSMETIC BAGS
SI.00 to 58.95

Many Other Kinds

s

COMB • BRUSH
MIRROR SETS

S5.00 to S20.00
S3.50 to SI 5.00
TALCUM
S2.50
NO. 5 SPRAY COLOGNE
S5.00
PERFUMES
COLOGNES

29c

Celery

‘•EVERY ITEM SOLD BY CARROLL’S" — "GUARANTEED BY CARROLL’S”
We Are Agents For the Finest
French Imported Perfumes

2

Crisp, Tender, Nutritious, Washed

Perfume

52.00

Bananas

riitAST

Carnation Instant Dry Milk
Sweetheart Soap
5< OFF"
Sweetheart Soap
Dash Dog Food
3c OFF" SALE
Jeardsley's Codfish Cakes
DIO
SOLID
Chicken of the Sea Tuna
Nine Lives Cat Food
Guaranteed
Putt,
Uncle Ben's Rice
S O.S. Scouring Pads

■:w

25 inches tall — Sett miracle vinyl — Wesheble rooted heir — Mevehlt heed — Jointed
orms end legs — Floral embroidered white
nylon dress end het.

8 31 AOC
size

REG
CAKES
EATH
CAKES
s I LB
» CANS

oy
25c

30c
2 l0c’^z 39c
LABtL 7 02 07C

PACK

CAN

2

c6a°s

14 02
PKG

29c
23c

GIANT
n«C
13 PAD PKG

1

9A99

Only™®

6-Pc. Marine Combat Outfit

$4*99

1 L-Pc. Cowboy Outfit

$5.99

U. S. Army Mobile Unit

$7.99

Zest

DEODORANT SOAP

REG
CAKES

29'

Kosco 005 miau Bo* 32°

Zest

DEODORANT SOAP

BATH
CAKES

49'

Liberty

1 LB 6 OZ

73'

Rival Dog Food

so1* 63c

50c ta $3.05
SOAP ON A ROPE:

SHOWER SOAPS

Old Spice

$1.00

Joy

LIQUID
DETERGENT

12 OZ
CAN

41

CAN

•

4a°219c - 33c

25c

2

ROGERS’

PIPE STANDS
$1.99 ta $5.95

CIGARS
BOXES OF
I3'» and 5O'«

LOWEST PRICES
Many Brands

Lactopiae
lam

AQUA VELVA

D
■ k.1 a.
Beech-Nut

BAB* FOODS
All Venetres

/I 4’i OZ
4 jars 43'

Cereals—H> Piotein Corn, Oatmeal

e oz
2
x fk
PKGGS

qyc

Kretschmer's
Wheat Germ

SETS
By WILLIAMS

$3X0 up
145*148*151*153

eJ

FIRST

NATIONAL

Potato Chips
33c

Wise

5’ 4 OZ
EAG

33‘

F
STORES k

TiMsdoy-Thuredoy-Saturdoy
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French Carols To Be Sung At Club Party

One Act Play Contest At

Page Seventeen

Warren

Friday

TIGER COURTMEN JOURNEYING TO
BANGOR FRIDAY TO TACKLE BAPST

CRUSADERS IN SEASON'S SECOND
The Rockland Tigers take to the slaughter the Tigers in their open
road Friday night for a contest ing encounter last year 68 to 43.
The Rockland squad which inwith the John Bapst Crusaders at
, eludes Joe Terrio, Bob Huntley,
Bangor.
Bruce Rubenstein. Avard Walker,
With the experience of the Cam Pete Stratton. Gary Stover and
den game under their belts, the Ronald Keizer, showed a great
Rockiand men hope to give the potential Saturday night when they
Crusaders a rough time.
John battled the w’ell experienced Cam
Bapst. who is rated one of the top den squad at the Community Build
school boy teams in the State. ing.

The French Club at Rockland High School will have a Chriatmaa party at the school Tuesday . Dis
cussing plans for the affair are the officers of the club. From left to right scaled around a picture of
St. Nicholas they are: Pate Wade, vice president; Elsa Ilvoni-n, treasurer; Sandra Peterson, secretary;
and Gail Ladd, president. The meeting will be conducted in French and French (hristmas carols will
be sung and gifts exchanged by members.
Photo by Shear

GIFTS FOR EVERYONE...
MOM, DAD OR THE

CK

A,.

CHILDREN
FOR SPECIAL GIFTS TO

PLEASE THE YOUNGSTERS,

>

The officer* of the junior class at Warren High School glance over the shoulder of the Class Presi
dent Sandra Leino for a look at the program for the play contest Friday night at Glover Hall. The junior
class production “The Book*' will be competing again4 the plays of the other three classes for top honors.
The other officers from left to right are: Secretary Judy DUiaway, Vice President Sonja Waisanm and
Treasurer Janet Kinney.
Photo by Shear

The Student Council at Warren
Kigh School, which is sponsoring
the four one act plays to be pre
sented Friday night at Glover
Hall in Warren, has established
cash awards for the event.
The plays are: “Late Holiday”,
which will be presented by the
seniors; “The Book”, bythe third
year students; “The Bookworm
Turns”, by the class of 1961; and
“Along Comes Harriet”, by the
freshmen.
The awards will be given as

follow’s; $10 for the class present
ing the best play; $6 for the sec
ond best production; $4 for third
place; and $2 for the consolation
prize.
Acting as judges will be Warr n Grade School Principal. Ver
non Jordan; Muss Doris Hyler,
town clerk; and Fred L. Perkins.
Jr., former high school principal.
Student committees for the play
contest are: Terry Overlock. Paul
Wood, Dana Smith, 3rd and James
Perry, ushers; Sandra Leino, pro

THOMASTON POLITICAL PARTIES
IN FINAL WEEK OF CAMPAIGNING

BE SURE TO VISIT OUR

FOR FOUR OFFICES FOR A DAY

Gifts for Dad

With only, a week left before the two parties.
the student body at Thomaston
At these conventions, candidates
High
School
elects
principal, were selected, party chairmen
teacher, coach and janitor for-a- named and heads of various com
day. the campaign is in high gear mittees appointed, who will tend
Ito such things a«s the posters, or
at the school.
The political campaign started ganizing the campaign and writ
several weeks ago when the two ing the platforms.
freshmen civic classes decided to I The candidates will rpeak at a
.see how an election i# run. com special school assembly Dec. IS
plete with parties, platforms and and the student body will elect
; for the four positions the follow
candidates.
Two parties were selected, the ing day.
Candidates
from the
senior
Loyalists and the Constructors,
with delegates from each class to class for the position of principalattend each of the conventions of for-a-day is Theodore E. Adams

* Fishing Gear

and Robert Williams.
Adams, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest C. Adams of North Haven
is a candidate on the Loyalist
ticket.
He is president of the
class of 1959 and vice president
of the Student Council His extra
curricular activities include bas
ketball and baseball.
Robert Williams, son of Mr. and
Mis. Percy Williams of 14 Knox
street, Thomaston.
is running
with the sanction of the Con
structors.
His activities at the high school
have included audio-visual, base
ball. Radio Club and Safety Coun
cil.
The
Loyalists
selection
for
teacher-for-a-day from the junior
class is Ellsworth B. Mills, com
monly referred to as Nick around

■Ms
Kt:;?

Loans in 1 day. . . Repay Later
For cash to complete your shopping, or for other
desires, come to Public Finance. You can depend
on us for loan service at its best!
IIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

1C FINANCE
CORPORATION
IN DOCKIAND

359 Main St., 2nd floor

Phone: 1720

IB?*

Famous Makes of Labor Saving

Women’s shearling-linedbootee,
leather sole. Blue, red, canyon
sand, willow, sizes 4 to 9. $3.99

Electrical Appliances
FRY

On Sensible Plans

2S*»i

Gifts for Mom
ELECTRIC

’50-*100-*200 up to *1500

• TO WARM THEIR HEARTS and SOLES!

SEE US FOR THE BEST!

* AUTOMATIC

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

... here’s a Christmas thought

■y).

* Hunting Equipment
* Power Tools

gram; Sharon Kimball and Dorcas
Jones, tickets at the door.
Nancy
Howard and
Joanne
Cousins, publicity; and
Louise
Lord and Nancy Norwood, refresnments.
Coaching the plays were; Prin
cipal Edgar Lemke and two mem
bers of the faculty. Richard Stod
dard and Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
Howard Wiley, members of the
junior class, is assisting w’ith the
direction of the sophomore presen
tation.

the school, resides- at 35 Gleason
street. Thomaston, with his par Brooklin Five
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Mills,
At Vinalhaven
Ji
He has participated in the Ra
Friday Night
dio Club. Athletic Association and
baseball, is a member of the Stu
A Friday night basketball game
dent Council and vice president of
i will see the Brooklin five battle the
his class.
Vinalhaven Wildcats at Vinalhaven.
A candidate for teacher-for-aThe Wildcats opened their season
day w’ith the sanction of the Con
last Friday with an easy win over
structors is Jane Gillis, daughter
then inter-island rivals, North Haof Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Gillis of
i ven. and hope to continue their win62 Main street. Thomaston.
i rung performance this week.
Jane is treasurer of the Student — ----- ■
----- - -■...... —
Council and has worked in the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Athletic
Association
and
the
Whitehill, Sr., of 20 Hyler street,
Safety Council. She also sings in
Thomaston.
the Mixed Chorus and the Glee
i Norman intends to try out for
Club.
• the baseball team in the spring.
Donna Ward, a member of the He is also head of the ballot
class of 1961 is the Loyalist choice j committee for the party,
for coach-for-a-day.
i Opposing Norman on the Con
Donna, daughter of Mr. and structors ticket for the position is
Mrs. Donald Ward of 11 Wads Sharon Holmes, daughter of Mr.
worth
street. Thomaston.
has and Mrs. Forrest Holmes of Thom
participated in basketball, played aston.
in the band and is a member of
Her activities include the Radio
the Athletic Association.
1 and the Glee Clubs.
The choice of the Constructors
for the post of coach-for-a-day is
If all of the 2.000.000 pounds of
Curtis L. Young, son of Mr. and weld metal used on the Navy’a
Mrs. Carl G. Young of Thomaston. newest aircraft carrier USS In
He has played on the baseball dependence, was 1/4 inch size, it
squad and in the high school band. would extend from New York to
From the class of 1962 comes San Francisco.
the Loyalist selection for janitorfor-a-day, Norman Whitehill, Jr .
Read The Courier-Gazette.

Women’s leather beaded moccasin, fur cuffed. Blue, pink,
white, 4 to 9.
$2.99

Women’s corduroy moccasin;
turquoise and rose; crepe sol**
4 to 9................................$1.99

Men's brown kid romeo, elastic
insert, composition sole. 6 to 12

Men s shearling lined opera.
leather sole Burgundy, 6 to 12.

$3 99

$399

Children, plash "highlander,"
red or blue, 5 Io 10. "Scottie
squeaks!".............................. $1.99

Children •, natural suede tie, furry
cuff, worm lining Sizes 8 to 3.
$1.99

Pre-teens’ 8 to 3, red, blue
$2 99

Women's fur- and glitter-trimmed
slip-on, crepe sole. Block, pink, blue,
white, sizes 4 to 9.... t

PANS

*2"

* ELECTRIC FOOD MIXER
* ELECTRIC POP-UP TOASTER

BEFORE YOU BUY

Men’s and boys’ leather-laced
camp moccasin. Men’s 6 to 12,
Boys 1 to 6......................$2.99

SEE US FIRST

t V
/
\

Discount Prices

A GIFT
| CERTIFICATE
is sure to be
a fitting gift!

H. H. CRIE CO.

Men I leather moccasin, sheerling lined and cuffed. Brown,
6 Io 12................................. $3.99

HARDWARE - HEATING - PUIMBMG - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

328 Main Street

Men’s brown or burgundy leather,
crepe sole, sizes 6 to 122$g99
(

GIFT-BOXED
HOSIERY

Rockland

Nylon, for Mom, smart
sock, for Ood, lad, last...
a welcome gift, low priced!

FREE DELIVERY
liB-Th-131

346 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tuesdoy-Thursday-Saturday
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Sub-Primary—Mrs. Haskell

November has been a busy,
happy month We have all learn
ed to write our names.
We made paper hats to wear
when we play our toy band.
Heidi Hodgkins and Sally Bak« r
from the thud grad* entertained
us with a puppet show.
Dora Scott and Patricia McL .Ian celebrated *hcii sixth birth
dayclass.
No.,..
da y ■. hi .
Scot
trici a V .'.

Thomaston Schedules Chrisfmas Assembly

Rockport

TYLER SCHOOL REPORTS
Sikorski. Debra Rackliffe. Kathine
Bowden. Frank Bridges. Charles
Philbrook Gary Hussey. Linda
Achorn.
Stephen
Hooper
and
Elwyn Chad-bourne all brought
things for our exhibit.
As a finish to the Indian unit,
we stud i d the relationship of the
Indians to our early settlers and
especially to the Pilgrims. Linda
Achorn
and
Kathine
Bowden
brought in Thanksgiving objects
to show the class.
During the month treats have
been brought in by Elwyn Chadbourne, Donna Gardner
Gary
Hussey Lynn- Stevens and Kath
ine Bowden
Books for the class have been
brought
by
Kathine
Bowden.
Lvnnc
Stevens.
Elwyn
Chadbourne, Gary Huscv\ Edna Reed.
Linda Reed Stephen Hooper and
Tommy Sikorski
Donna Gardner and
Kathine
Bowden have been very faithful
in tending our plants this month.
Thomas Sikorski, Donna Gard
ner Milton Dean and Arnold Allen
have been the room helpers.

School News

Grades ft and ft—Mrs. Kelley

Grade ft—Mr. Brooks

The sixth grade is now busy pre
Donald Turner brought a very
large lobster claw for us to see. paring for a Christmas program to
Our room got a new’ set of World be held on December 19th. Each
class will sing two songs and the
Books this week.

Sub-primary—Mrs. Bickmore

For our November birthday party whole school will sing one together.
The morning sub-primary class
W’e are doing a mural w’hich we
the only birthday was Charles
is enjoying the weekly visits of Mr.
Dodge’s.
Una Winslow, Donald have named "Silent Night”. Those
Sullivan, the art supervisor. Color
Turner, Elizabeth Giant. Charles on the planning committee are Coful turkeys made under his direc
Dodge, 'Michael Lofman, Joyce chairmen Carol Lammi and An
tion brightened our room just prior
Dennison, Helen Andrews, Carl drew Pendleton, also Steven Mer
to the Thanksgiving holiday. Debra
Small. Charles Thurston. Sheila rill, Florence Rytky. Robert Young,
Spear brought an interesting collec
Dennison, Gerald Annis and Rob and Rosemary Barrows.
tion of old-fashioned Thanksgiving
ert Lane all brought things for the
Those
having
birthdays this
greetings cards for our bulletin
party.
month are Sharon Roberts, Breck
board.
Una brought a beautiful Christ Goodman, and Susan Umberger.
All of the children enjoyed the
mas wreath for our door.
Thanksgiving vacation, particular
One member of our class, Nich
We like the plant Robert Coffin olas Apoilonio, has opened what he
ly David Phillips whose birthday
brought
called
"Christmas
Cheer
”
came on that day
Several of the
calls his '-Sandpiper Shop” for the
bh<
and a plaster print of his dog’s paw sale of woodcarvings.
children visited relatives in other
George Vina ind Dc ig as P t< ns
for
a
decoration
for
our
room.
states. Billy Anderson went to
Robert Young enjoyed a trip to
Book^s and ) cords to share
Carl Small showed us some New Hampshire during the Thanks
Rhode Is.and; Michael Spear had
with the clas- h: ve been brought
foreign money. There were coins giving holiday.
i trip to Boston; Benny MacCorby Janies Pete
1 • 1 : • ft
and bills from Mexico and the Far
mick to Connecticut; Gretchen
usan Hanscom,
Debra Blake
Grade 7—Mies Graffam
East.
Allen to Vermont. John Umberger
Cindy Winchen
Karen W *
The seventh grade is having a
Our Christmas project in art is
visited the TV show "Fun House”
bach,
M. hele Harin.j don, Paa Christmas mural called Christ sale December 5.
Miss Graffam
in Portland and also appealed on
tricia McLellan
Mary Newhall,
mas Eve.. Robert Lane is chair sent a thank you note to our class
the show.
Nancy
Robert
Pietrosk.
and
man. The committee members are and told us that she would be back
Richard Freeman. Ellen An
Clark.
Sheila Dennison. Donald Turner, shortly.
drews. Joyce Eaton and Laureen
Grade 1—Mis*. Webster
We are making Christmas deco
Wayne Twitchell, Gerald Annis,
Carrier have recently celebrated
We have had three new pupiL?
Elizabeth Grant, and Michael Lot- rations. a part of which is a mural
their sixth birthdays.
Photo by Shear man.
recently. Phyllis Colpritt came to
based on the theme, "The Star of
Sub-primary parents won the
Featured at the special Christmas Assembly December ID at Thomaston High School will be several
us from South Thomaston: Rich Grade 3—Mrs. Boardman
Wo are preparing Christmas Bethlehem'
We ate also taking
PTA Attendance Banner for our numbers by the band, the glee club and solos by students. Rendering the solos will be Joan Jameson and
ard Baker from Fairfield and
Two girls have joined our grade. room for the third time at the last
songs to sing at our assembly on part in the community sing proJack llarjula on the trumpet and Donna Ward and Jean Melgard, a saxophone-clarinet duet. In the pic
Douglas Collins from Warren.
Sally Baker- from Fairfield and
Our parents ate gram in the gym on December
ture- are* the- officers and class representatives of the* Thomaston High School Band. In the front row are: December l!«h.
\\
Brenda Collins from Warren. This
invited to come Merry Christmas 19th.
and everyone illustrated his fa Vice- President Joan Monroe, left, and President Me linda Mills. In the* background from left to right are:
Au
makes our number 30. 21 girls
Irene- Saari and Jean Melgard. senior class representatives; Jacqueline* llarjula, representing the fresh
vorite animal.
Rockport
man class; Allan Voting, secretary-treasurer; Neil Buzynski and Donna Ward, sophomore* class repre
' and nine boys.
We have received the Honor
sentatives. Joan Gratton, from the class c»f 1961; and Judy HUI. representing the* sophomores.
Ge .
Recess treats were brought by
Award twice this month.
The
WIN YOUR SHARE OF *160,000
birthday at school
H« treated Linda
DiRenzo
and
Timothy
children who bought stamps re
with ice cream and cup cakes.
Some stood with drawn
The class is making a Christmas
• Carey.
W<- are pleased to con horses.
Pick up your Free Entry Blanks at
ceived a card showing that they meeting
Catherine Stafford and Cindy
Our Weekly Readers arrived
mural for the bulletin board. San
bows.
belong to the U. S. Savings Bond tinue to disply it in our room.
Murgita
lght <3
with covers for each child. We
Children celebrating their birth dra McIntosh. Donna Eaton. Fred
The sub-primary classes will each
Peace Patrol.
treats for recess.
have enjoyed finding the name of
days in November were: Jeffrey Erickson, and Stephen Allen are
Sue Reichel, Julie McConchie, have a Christmas party on Friday.
Richard Dos e made a fine the state s flower and bird, the
Santa Claus is ex Barrows. Gloria Cavanaugh. Jack on the committee for this project
Joan Gordon and Donald Harden December 19
Hiawatha mu:;-, which he brought state’s nickname, its largest cities,
Fish. Marvin Peasley, Robert Stait. Grade 4—Mrs. Guirnond
pected.
brought record^ this month.
for us to enjoy
its lakes and rivers.
We have
L*nda Waterman, and Susan Wyke
Everyone returned to school
Joseph Peters, Darlene Fogg. Grade 1 — Mrs. Andrews
Debra Molino and Edward Eaton discussed the population of Rock
Barbara Ladd, Diana Rochester, eager to be busy again after the
Timothy Carey, Joyce Peabody.
Clifford
Richards.
Richard
Jones,
made our Christina picture
iand. its famous landmarks. its
William Spear, and Robert Start Thanksgiving holiday.
We had
Joan Gordon. Brenda Collins and Suzan Ludwick. and Douglas Lane
We had 11 parents visit oui churches and library, airport and
had perfect attendance for the fall three people out the Monday we
Donald Harden brought storioa to had perfect attendance records foi
room durir.. Amer: an Education industries
We have found out
term.
returned. We suspect they ate too
be lead to the class.
the first term of 13 weeks.
Week. Sixteen < im t PTA and who oui City Manager and our
Mrs. Rollins surprised us by giv much turkey
Sally Baker had a birthday this
Dana Staid and Timothy Pinkham ing our room a pretty pink bean
Open HousGovernor is.
Jennifer Van Fleet is the only
month.
are celebrating December birth bag to use on days when we must
Susa n LaGass
I Si
The rockets and jet
plane
one celebrating a birthday this
days.
Timothy
’
s
birthday
will
come
Grade
4
—
Mrs.
Hill
Mend i
articles were very interesting and
play inside.
month.
Dwight Watts had a December during vacation.
table neat this week.
a committee reported on the kind
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Those who have had perfect at-4
Grade 3—Mrs. Achorn
Ivy
Small
has
joined
our
class
birthday.
We liked Elaine Ward's story of fuel used by jet planes.
tendance for the first 13 weeks of
During
Thanksgiving
weekend
book about "Happy Jack The
The wall map of a Navaho vil- Ivy came to us from Tyler School
HEADQUARTERS FOR REMINGTON'S
We did an experiment to show
school are L< e Andrews, Tobey
Stephen Allen went to Vermont;
Little Squirrc.
Now we are en that floating objects displace their , lage wag made by Margaret in Rockland.
Crane, Karl Lammi. Diane Me
Children taking part in opening Billy Drisko visited in Addison.
SHARE OF AMERICA CONTEST
Lindsey.
Douglas Hall, Donald
joying the "Little Brown KoKo" own weight.
servey. Billy Morang, Warren Rob
story’ which Linda Teel brought.
Puppet shows were put on by Peters. Pamela Randall. Alvin exercises this week are Craig An Maine; and Kimball Larsen in Mar- erts, Kathy Thurston, and Jenni
Just state in 25 words why thtst
Heidi Hodgkins, Janet Johnston. Dennison. Anne Stratton, Janice drews Margaret Aston. Nicholas blehead, Massachusetts.
Grade 2—Mrs. Wotton
fer Van Fleet.
sliavers make ideal gifts.
A gift of a yellow chrysanthe
Our class has just completed a Maryjane Vanorsi- Sue Reichel, Thomas Rebecca Dorr, Julianne Boetsch, Dary! Bragg, and Debra
We have been busy getting our
mum plant was enjoyed by the room decorated for Christmas. We
social studies unit on Indians. The Beverly Thomas. Cheryl Vinal. Boothby, Gail Nicholas, Dianne Brown.
REMINGTON ROLLECTRWO
Jacqueline Rochester brought the class during the month of Novem
Janice Leino, Stephen
children were very cooperative in Janet Hussey and Sandra Black. Penny,
also are rehearsing for a short
Only shaver with Roller
Beverly Thomas brought her pet Lombardo. John Graf. Helen Col book “Let’s Go To School”, and ber.
collecting Indian relics, pictures
Combs. Shaves Hidden
Christmas program the day of our
read
it
very
well
for
her
class

son.
Brenda
Robinson
and
Stephen
Fred
Erickson.
Billy
Drisko.
Beard and heavy bear,d in
and novelties made by the Indians rabbit to show the class. A film
Christmas party.
There will be '
mates.
during
the
story
hour.
absolute comfort Largest
Jackson.
Camellia
Gray,
Donna
Eaton.
Dontoday.
Lynne Stevens
Tommy strip Forest Animals' was used
various carols sung by the different
live shaving area of all!
Willie, The Weatherman, is en ild Frye. Robert Ladd. Karla Well
The fourth and fifth grades fur
children in the room plus a poem '
Three man-sized
Debra Brown man, and Susan Salminen have not
nished a short Christmas program tertaining us daily
ftTS'f
and piano solo.
double shaving
I been absent for the past 13 weeks.
for the Tyler PTA. Gail Nicholas has the care of Willie this week.
Everyone in the room made a
heads.
Craig Andrews Suzan Ludwick | Richard
was one of the narrators and John
Bradford
and
Lee Christmas card.
We did spatter
and Clifford Thomas a
Graf.
Rebecca
Dorr. Stephen Jeanette Ranqu.s’
celebrating December painting as a design foi the cover
Jackson,
Anne
Stratton
and Richards went to Bangor for i birthdays.
of the cards.
Please your wives in '59 and for years to come.
Julianne Boothby f*ang in the Thanksgiving; Samuel May went to . During oui work with experiMr Sullivan, our art instructor.
Brockton
Mass.;
Richard
Duke,
to
,
on
sound
in
science
class,
chorus.
has everyone working on a mural. !
Have a beautiful Rug or Wall-to-Wall Carpet made
REMINGTON PRINCESS
string, and tin can teleThe easel Christmas picture was Me.rose. Mass ; and Dana Start to:
We chose as the theme, "The Christ
for Women
■■■ j phones, were brought by Wayne Child’s Birth” and it will be done !
by Lees or Guiistan, installed by Epps.
painted by Julianne Boothby and
Four times more shaving
Gail Nicholas.
’•v
1' • Ry,.>
John with a three dimensional effect.
area and exclusive Guard
Give your order now and we will install by Christmas.
fo: Christmas
\\ < are making ; Schiamm. and Fred Erickson.
Grade 5—Mr. Seymour
Mis. Vera Miller has consented
Comb protection. So safe,
W» are learning two new songs to accompany our Christmas pro
We have a new pupil from Fair- decorations foi our room, and for
Permanently moth proof, all wool. As low as $7.95
can’t chafe.
our little tree that changes its deco as our contribution to the Christ
field. His name is William Baker.
gram
on
the
piano.
Deodorant may
per sq. yard. Also, all wool from S7.95 to 519.95 per
rations foi the various holidays and mas musical to be held on the last
be used immedi
This makes our class enrollment
Grade
5
—
Mrs.
Peabody
seasons.
sq. yard.
day of school.
32
Martha Drisko has a box of sea'
Linda Richards has brought a
December birthdays are Timo Grade •>—Mrs. Blodgett
shells on display.
let us help you choose the carpet for your need and
Santa
Claus,
Christmas
books,
and
thy Thompson and Anne Stevens.
For part of our November deco
Sharon Freeman’s father has]
install it for a wonderful Christmas present.
Gloria Lord brought in some rations w- had a miniature early a record player with Christmas made a diagram showing points of
window decoration^ made from A::. •
Then
o ' records for our enjoyment.
the* compass. We have it on the
There is no greater gift for the home!
REMINGTON AUTO-HOME
cabins. >om
trees, and stumps
0U1 door is a beautiful Christ- bulletin board.
evergreen.
ROLLECTRIC*
The Christmas Chorus group and some Pilgrims and Indians. mas wreath brought by Paul IlaCheryl Merrifield has a West-1
Goes where you go! Every
which sang for the PTA meeting Some of the Indians were riding herty
ward Growth map upon the wall.
feature of the Rollectric
< Wottons
had as members from this room
We are working upon a Christ-,
plus dual-volt ad
Linda Philbrook. Barbara Wilcox.
vantages. Works in
mas mural.
Steven Hodgkins, Gloria Lord
cars, boats, planes
unoleum draperies
-----Nancy Wheeler has distributed
and at home.
Barbara Hanscom. Angela Doak
pictures of Lincoln to the class. I
broadudom
rugs
L Z '
j AMPLE 1
Cheryl Ellis. Sharon Howlett. Da
VENETIAN BUNDS & SNAPE?
LPARt<|NG |
Martha Drisko gav«- a turkey J
vid Sulin, Anne Stevens, Beth
sticker to each pupil.
230 Park st at noutt / entering, Rockland
Dow, Jeff Newman and Debra
Carol Simonton brought blotters j
Nothing to buy to win, but... YOUR PRIZE DOUBLES
Kaler
Mrs. Hill organized the
for the whole room.
141-T&Th-14fc 4
IP YOU BUY A REMINGTON DURING CONTEST AT
chorus.
Joyce Crockett brought an in- .
Jn Social Studies we have reteresting book about Christmas for'
Cl II IZA/C
Coma in and get your
; cently studied World War I and II
□ ULI\A □
free entry blonk today I
us to enjoy.
Several students are writing re
IO-DA}
' •
a
.
ports on famous men of those
wars and a mural project is un
C#±”
0
derway.
On this project Linda
Philbrook.
Barbara
Hanscom.
&
John Woodman, Anne Stevens and
ACTUAL ‘23.95
Linwood Holmes. This will depict
RECORD ALBUM
important World War II events.
FEFE with purchase of any
War
souvenirs
have
been
V. ' .;•
I'
brought
in by Jeff Newman
Howard
Edwards,
T.mothy
Thompson, Gloria Lord, Angela
la jurt ,0 dap jou can
Doak Joe Hughes and Linda Phil
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
turn touch typing' This is
brook.
Stardust
the
quick
,
sun.
easy
way
to
Science experiences have been
Teaspoon
Chantilly
Chantilly
learn
to
type
RIGHT
!
done by Howard Edwards and Da
Ne- sea rose
Chantilly
Pio or Cake
M7J
Gravy Ladle
vid Sulin.
They showed many
"HRcianey" place-setting
Sugar Spoon
Get A $mirti-Coro»«!
Serving Knife
»137J
examples of leaves.
Jeff New
$700
$20°°
Get Hit Afbeini Ft[f!
»12»
R
JR WILIRB 1
man gave a demonstration of the
393 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
inclined plane.

Christmas Suggestion

EPPf

Christmas Special!
EDUCATOR APPROVED!

Smith-Corona

SULKA

Reflected in the shimmering light of thi
v

Kri

Christmas candles ... her very own

I

Foremost in a
V
young bride's dream... .

The rich gleam of a Gorham Sterling Silver gift

will bring stars to her eyes and establish you as

kj

I

a talented gift-giver.

Whether you are adding to the treasured col
lection of a lifetime, or starting her off on the

with

great adventure of owning Gorham Sterling,
your gift will be out of the ordinary ... and

cherished for years to come.

T E R L I N G
. •

Ail prices include Federal Tas,

z
Most likely she has registered
her favorite pattern in our
Bridal Registry If not, we will
help you find a Towle Sterling
gift that you and she will be
proud of
4 Pc Piace Settings, from $23.00

/

‘
\
£
>

trloom^krting -

4-fC. PLACE SETTING

Teaspoons, from $4 50
Seeing P.eces, Iron, $5.00

/

(Itnlfa. Pork,

Solod Perk)

6-PC

*18 OO'

PLACE SETTING
£
QO 1

(Ceife, Perk. Teeipeen, Soled Perk,

SULKA
►

JEWELRRS 1

393 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

V.'ITITK
MAIN ST.

ROCKLANB

PLACE SETTINGS
Qvisb
IMGS JlVWg!

A wonderful opportunity . . . own or
give a future of lifetime ubp and enjoy
ment. The maker, of world-famous heir
stzkUKC have reduced only the
prices, without changing one bit the fine

loom

lasting quality of ita solid silver. A small
deposit hold, your wlectic n 'til Christmas.
• Tnde mjrki of Ootids Ltd.

tPlul 10’S Fedtrtl Ta

Starting la for Chrlatmao...
and for bar

SULK A
m MAIN STREET
ROCKIAND, MAINE

Tuesday-Thursday-Soturdoy

Deer Kill Down
Somewhat From

Recent Years
Nov. 29 marked the close of an
other successful Maine deer hunt
ing season, with the unofficial kill
as estimated by game wardens
set at 39.364.
Official totals,
which W’ill probably run some
what higher, y'ill not be available
until an actual count of deer reg
istrations turned in by all tagging
stations Is made.
Based on the estimated totals
for this year, it looks like the
fourth highest figure in Maine
deer hunting history.
Previous
idghs were 41.730 in 1951 <the
record year), 40,290 in 1956, and
40,142 in 1957. Maine deer regis
trations have exceeded the 30,009
mark each year since 1946.
Wardens reported an increase in
deer registrations in central and
western Maine, while totals for
some northern and southern sec
tions were somewhat below last
Jear.
Several warden supervis
ors have said that their men
checked fewer hunters in the
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1 poorer sport on these birds than ;
north country than in previous
years, which may account for the they did in 1957.
change
in
deer
registration
Pheasants from the game farm,
figures.
augmented by birds raised by

All indications point toward a g-portsmen under the Fish and
healthy deer herd at the close of Game Department’s cooperative
hunting, and game experts esti rearing program, again provided
mate the post-season herd in the early action for shotgunners in
vicinity of 180.000 animals.
central and southern Maine. Some
The 1968 deer season ran true 25,000 pheasants were stocked in
to pre-season predications.
The Maine covers this year.
bird hunting fraternity, however, I Waterfowlers found some of the
found conditions somewhat dif t best opening day shooting in
ferent from those of last year. ! years in coastal areas such as
Woodcock
were plentiful,
and Merrymeeting Bay. As the duck
hunters found them in their usual season progressed, bluebird weathhaunts in the alder runs and birch er and a scarcity of flight birds
thickets. This was in contrast to in some areas where they usually
last year when the timberdoodles show in good numbers brought
failed to show well in covers dried mixed reactions from some vet
eran gunners.
out from lack of rain.

Partridge trailed grouse) did a
disappearing act during the early
part of the 1958 season in many
favorite covers, and in some cases
hunters were completely befuddled
by the appearance of these birds
later on in these same areas. ;
Late season hunting reports in
dicated that the wily partridge
was .still very much in evidence
on the Maine hunting scene al
though hunters in general found

Although the black bear ia not
classed as a game animal in
Maine, these animals piovided
many hunting thrills for both resi
dent and non-resident hunters in
1958.
Bruin didn't den up as
early this fall as he usually does,
and hunters found him roaming
the open ridges on fresh snows
late in the deer season. The bear
kill,
particularly
in
western
mountainous sections, was one of

these cookies blend the flavor of
grated lemon rind, caraway seeds
and oven toasted rice cereal into a
delightful “get-tother” treat.

Lemon Caraway
Cookies a Treat

■

"Pleasantest of all ties," some
one once said, "is the tie between
host and guest." And, what could
strengthen this bond more than a
tempting snack served in the in
viting atmosphere of a good friend’s
home?
i The next time you're expecting
company, you may want to try
this unusual recipe for Lemon
Caraway Cookies. Easily prepared.
[

' Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
Life Lines
By Colossi Ralph I. Miller of
The Salvatton Army

LEMON CARAWAY COOKIES

2 cups oven-toasted rice cereal
2 cups sifted flour
*4 teaspoon baking soda
'i teaspoon salt
44 cup soft butter or margarine
1 cup sugar
1 teaspoon caraway seed
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1 egg
2 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Crush cereal into fine crumbs.
the heaviest in year*.
Sift together flour, baking soda and
Now that the deer season is
sait. Blend butter, sugar, caraway
over, rabbit hunters are biossmseed and lemon rind.
Add egg;
ir.g forth throughout the state with
beat well. Stir in water and lemon
an ample supply of Maine's fam
juice.
Add sifted dry ingredients
ous snowshoe hare as the prime
and
cereal
crumbs.
mixing
target. The Maine rabbit season
thoroughly. Shape dough into rolls
runs from Oct. 1 through March
about two inches in diameter. Wrap
31 in northern counties, and ends
in waxed paper and chill until
on Feb. 28 in southern counties.
firm. Cut in thin slices; place on
It all adds up to a highly sue- i
ungreased baking sheets. Bake in
cessful 1958 hunting season, a
moderate oven (375CF j about 10
season which wil! actually never
minutes.
end, because there will be hunt
Yield: about four dozen cookies,
ing activity right straight through
2'v inches in diameter.
until open water fishing takes
over once more.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

stoinA

BEAVTIFUI, FOR
SPACIOUS SKIES
Sorely, it is no indication of lack
of patriotism to suggest that our
’ national anthem is not perfect.
The old English drinking song from
which the music is taken is all but
impossible to sing. The words, in
spiring as they are, leave unsaid
many things about our land.
In
any case, it is a song of war and
not of peace.
My own soul is thrilled whenever
I hear that other great song, by
Katherine Lee Bates;
“O beautiful tor spacious skies.
For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain.’’

This land of ours has certainly
been favored by God with its huge
productive farms, and its fruited
1 plains. Even as we are thankful
for the fruit of the soil which pro
vides us with material sustenance,
I even so we should be grateful for

awitm <

HORIZONTAL
1-Flaw
8-Raiment
15-Charmed
17- A bird
18- An augury
19- Time period
21- Ancient
22- A coin
23- Stains
25- De nomina tion
26- An insect
27- A letter
29-American poet
31- Musical note
32- Delirium tremens
(abbr.)
33- Digit
34- Chanted
35- Wire measure

36- Brutish

PRE

38-Smiles broadly
40- Preserve fruit
41- Out of order
43- Division or Great
Britain (abbr.)
44- Separates
46-Satisfied
49- Unit
50- Greek god of love
82-Bow the head
SS-Act
54— Kings (abbr.)
55- Existed

Just In Time To SAVE On Your GIR BUYING!

| HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
56- Annex
57-The (Fr.)
58- lsland (poet.)
61-Repair
63- Hiss
64- Soldier’a daily
allowance (Fr.)
66-Shortly
68- Man's name (Fr.)
69- Bristles (Surg.)
71-Believers
73- Locks of hair
74- Enrolls

VERTICAL
1- A silken fabric
2- Mourn
3-Occasion
4- Place for coining
money
5- Exists
6- Timorous
7- Attends to
9-ltalian river
10- ln favor of
11- Troubles
12- Treversed in a car
13-Choosing
14- Edible seed plant

(pi)
16-Time period
20-Reject

VERTICAL (Cont.)
24-Male descendant
27-Greek goddess of
the dawn
:28-Bristle (Bot.)
30-lncite
33-Canvas shelter
,34-Navigates
35- Brain
36- Barren
37- Abuses
39- Long grass stem
40- Spice container
42-Fine rock particles
44- Slowest
45- Use needle and
thread
47-Turf
48- Own
Si-Butt
53-Forsake
56- Worship
57- Rows
59- Tardy
60- Series of heroic
events
62- Used in negation
63- Combining form.
Bristle
65-Half ems
67-Religious woman
70-Prefix. Apart

72-South latitude
(abbr.)

the fruit of the mind and the soul,
which brings us spiritual susten-I
Matinicus
ance.
ERVENA C. AMES
Few poems so symbolize what
Correspondent
America stands for so beautifully, j
We could do worse than to sing it j
more often. It is encouraging toj Mrs. Dorothy Bunker was a re
find that, even in this day of "cold cent business caller in Rockland.
war" that the people of our land j Mrs. Bertha Gehrmann and chil
are coming to feel a little embar dren have returned from Rocks
rassed by songs of war, and that land.
their hearts go out so unreservedly I A little snow came in the early
to the sentiment of a great song morning Tuesday, just a sample
of peace, and of thanksgiving to, of what they got in New York
State.
God.
Mrs. Frank Ames has gone to
The Navy’s newest aircraft car Reading, Mass., for the winter,
rier USS Independence, has seven at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
air conditioning plants ( sufficient Kenneth Ives.
to completely air condition two I Mrs. Clayton Young went to
Empire State Buildings).
Rockland Sunday by plane.

FV jiwnm 9
STERLING SILVER
CANDLESTICKS
REG.
87.95 Pair

Now $4.49

17 JEWU WATCHES
Water and Shock Protected

WITH EXPANSION BAND
$39.50 Value
$19.95

CHOICE OF SILVER

Gravy Boats • Sugar and Creamers
Vegetable Dishes • Water Pitchers

““

Now $4.49

SAVE 20 % OFF ON GOLD RINGS!
STERLING SILVER
SUGAR AND CREAMERS

s

Now $8.50

50 PC WM. ROGERS

SILVER SIT - Serves I

i

Now $29.95

SYRACUSE CHINA

20% OFF

SILVER COFFEE
SERVICE
REG. $29.50

Now $19.95

OVERSIZE LOCKETS
AND CHAINS

Now $2.95

AC/DC

7 x 50
NOW

REG. 842.50
NOW

Give him
the New

Genuine Cultured Pearl Necklace
REG. $29.50
NOW

$19.50

REG.
>OW

$24.95

All Knotted Strung - 14k Gold Clasp

Save 25% off on Diamonds!
MORE and MORE VALUES In OUR STORE

fVoiv the largest-selling
electric shaver In the world!
Strokes off whiskers with famous Rotary Blades.
Razor-blade close, yet easiest on the face.
No pinch, no pull, no razor-burn, no irritation.
New high-speed motor is quietest, coolest-running
ever.
• New push-button “flip-top” head makes cleaning easy.
• In jet-gray and white, complete with two-tone travel
case.
Ask about the battery-powered Norelco Sportsman!
Shaves anywhr •!
s
•
•
•
•

$24»

Bet His New Norelco Speedshaver Now! Today! While

m

MAIN Sf.

BOCBLAKB

They Lastl

-J
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AAAKES HISTORY LIVE

AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
B> F. L. S. Morse

Knox Street East
Th*' first house and lot below
Gleason Street on the eastern side
of Knox Street at the middle of the
last century was owned by Capt.
Simon Robinson, a brother of Capt.
James, who lived a few houses
above.
Probably the house was
built for Capt. Simon, who was
twice married, his first wife. Jane
Jameson Robinson, being the moth
er of his daughter, Melinda, wife
of Howard Morton a native of
Friendship.
The Mortons probably lived here
but later had a home near the
prison. Their daughter. Orilla. marric^J George B. McCallum, son of

After building the house next to
Fluker street, which we know* as
the Amos Walker house. Capt.
Counce died in 1854. Four years

It may have been 20 years ago
that Mrs. Abbie Lermond Stetson
of Warren with her daughter. Mil

THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

Alexander, who lived further dowr.
the street.
Both father and son
were shipbuilders.
George Mc
Callum and his wife lived in this
Simon Robinson house and here
then daughter Abbie, continued to
live with her husband after she
married Robert Walsh.
George B. McCallum was born in
1840 and died in 1902.
His wife.
Orilla. was born in 1847 and died
in 1921 and Abbie McCallum Walsh
was born in 1871 and died in 1935.
The last named will be remembered
as a small woman with charming
manners.
She had a brother.
Fiank whom so many of us may
have known.

dred. bought the house. Mrs. Stet
son died some years ago. but Mil
dred Stetson’s death occurred not
too long ago. This woman when
young received very serious in
juries. the bones of one of her legs
being crushed so that thereafter she
was an invalid. As I understand,
her estate is being settled by a
cousin. Mrs. Maxey.

The next lot, part of a larger
parcel, was sold by Ambrose Snow
to Edward W. Robinson, a tailor
from Monson Maine who had mar
ried Harriet, daughter of Capt. Wil
liam and Elizabeth Trussell Watts
of St. George.
Edward Robinson
owned a part of the Telegraph
Block and carried on a tailoring
business there. He was also post
master and had the post office in
th. same block.
The Robert Mayo house, originally the ( apt. George Wallace place.
John Egerton is shown on the walk with his mother.

^Arnerica's most demanded

iC

'

most Comfortable

3ini Chair
COVERED WITH DURABLE

DURAN
PLASTIC UPHOLSTERY

J

roil
> ■< - -T
**

Tuesdoy-Thursday-Saturday
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H» married M.-s Helen Moulaison
of Rockiand and they have three
sons. Lieutenant Arthur J of th'
United States Navy, now at Long
Beach: John, employ' d by Dunn ,
and Elliot and George, a student <
at Gould Academy at Bethel. John
married Miss Jacqueline Chapm .n
of South Thomaston. They live
j
the Hattie O'Brien hous • on Hyler
Street and have two beautiful chil-.
dren, Linda Jar.e and Paul Gr--g >ry. I
Ambrose Snow sold the next lot to '
Capt. John Brown, son of John '
Brown, a saddler of Waldoboro. I
Capt. Brown was born in 1818. He
married Eliza Hyler in 1841 and
Priscilla Hyler in 1859. Eliza, who
died in 1856. had three daughters
who lived to maturity, Mary wife
of William J. Lermond; Miss Cath
erine Biown; and Helen, wife of
Capt. John A. Barstow, who sailed
with her husband and 16 year old
daughter for Barcelona. Spain, in
the ill fated Norris in 1894.
Capt. John Dizer was the next
owner of the house and died here
in 1896.
Franc..- Washburn was the next
owner of the house. Washburn was
one of the Washburn Brothers,
' fam* d as shipbuilders. H> marrivd
Maria Shaw of Waterville.
The
Washburns had a son. Warren, who
, married Minnie Clark, my class
mate. who was a native of St.
I George and after the death of her
' parents, made her home with Mr.
and iMrs. Edward Brown
Both
Warren and Minnie died in their
2O’s% She was for some years a
' clerk’in the Thomaston Post Office.
In recent years. John Blodgett
bought the piace which is now the
property of Miss Anna Dillingham.
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AT A NEW LOW, LOW PRICE

ROCKS
s

RECLINES

Wide Selection
Of Beautiful

Colors!
CHOOSE YOUR CHAIR
NOW-- -- -- -- - THE
IDEAL XMAS GIFT!

BERK-LINER
Recliner
AT A

The place was sold to Atwood
Levensaler. II January 3 1889 who
lived here the rest of his life. At
wood was the son of Atwood. 1st.
who had the store at the Corner.
Hv married Henrietta, daughter o!
J O. Cushing, and for many years
was a partner in the store and lim
manufacturing concern of J. Cush
ing and Company. Hv held various
public offices, was a fine orator and
a brilliant man.
He had two sons, James, who
married Ann:. Lash and who repr.
sented the town in the legislatu:»
as had his father, and Alfred, a
graduate of Bowdoin College and a
lawyer who achieved some emin-.
ence in Washington. D. C.. and a!
daughter, Eliza, wife of Edward
Carleton
Alfred left a son. At
wood. who now is in business in
Laconia. N. H. and a son, Whit
man. who resides in or near Con- j
cord. N. H.
On December 28. 1938. the heiisj
of Atwood Levensaler sold the prop- .
erty to Albert Elliot, who has r<— I
sided there with his family since 1
that date.
Albert is the son of
Capt. Arthur J. and Lila Burbank
Elliot. He is a member of the firm
of Dunn and Elliot and senior mem
her of th» insurance firm of Elliot
and Strout. He has been a select
man. member of the legislatui*
member of the school commit!*
and his held other positions.

LOW,
LOW PRICE!

who lives there.
The house now owned and occu
pied by Robert IMayo was built in
1836 for William Flint, who lived
here but later sold it to Capt.
George YV. Wallace, father of the
late Mis. Fanny Egerton. and the
grandfather of John Egerton.
Wallace came from Washington
County to Warren and later to
Thomaston, married Mary Cobb of
Portland, aunt of Governor William
md died in 1897 being 97
y-.-ars old.
His daughter. Fanny,
married George W. Egerton or Ed
gerton as most of the folks here
abouts insisted on spelling it. Eger
ton. was a marble worker and car
et i but became a merchant tailor,
i fine affable gentleman. The Egertons had five children, Sadie, who
married George Patterson and lives
at Fairfield; Wallace and Charles,
both of whom grew to manhood but
died several years ago; Mary, who
married Edward Ahern, formerly
Ch ef of Police in Thomaston and
who died in Rockland. The voung• st son of the Egertons. John Rugg\ s Egerton. lives in the Ruggles
house on Main Street, being a ret.red insurance man who returned
take active part in the life of
his home town after a business
career in New York and New Ha
ven.
Mary left a daughter, Margaret,
who is long since deceased, but a
son. Edward Lakeman. an instruc
tor in a guided missile school in
Viiginia. married Phyllis Hall of
Wadsworth Street and has three
children.
The Wallace house was sold years
to Rob, rt. son of Alexander and
Nellie Thurston of Beechwoods.
Robert has been a newspaper
man. a radio announcer and assists
h«s father in his poultry business.
H married Marjorie, daughter of
E.’eay and Ailie Reed Burgess
f* in Southwest Harbor. Mr. Bur
gas. by the way, is a native of
Nova Scotia who with his family
have kept in touch with that beau
tiful maritime province.
The Mavos have four children,
Margaret Eva. wife of Leon Donald
Stone. The Stones have been liv
ing in North Haven but are mov
ing into the A. W. Winchenbach
house across the street and nearer
the river. They have three lovely
children. Leon Robert. Gregory
Allen, and Deborah Michelle. The
second daughter is Roberta Mae,
wjfe of James Frederic Whitney,
formerly of Rockport. The Whit
neys live in Hopkinton. Mass., and
have three children. James Fred
eric. Jr.. Jeffrey Michael and Jon
Barclay
The Mavos have two
sons. Michael, with the United
States Army now in Germany, and
Richard Warren, named for a May
flower ancestor.
About 1850 Capt.
Edwin S.
Counce of South Warren, son of
Capt. John H. and Kezia Jordan
Counce married Sarah Alice Scrib
ner (Eaton spells it Scrivener) of
Topsham, and bought the piece of
land on which the next two houses
below the Wallace house stand.

CASH

to “wrap up” your

HOLIDAY EXPENSES...
SAVE
$20.00
§
|

PRICED!
SPECIALLY

§
4

NOW
ONLY

later his widow married Lewis T.
Merrow of Bowdoinham and moved
away. David Scribner of Topsham,
a relative, became guardian of the
two Counce boys, Frederic C. and
Edwin S.. and in 1867 sold the land
between the Wallace house and the
Walker house to Procter Nicholls,
a ship joiner who came from
Georgetown, and he worked with
Ben Dunbar. He built cabins on
many of the beautiful vessels that
made our old town famous. He
had a son who is remembered here
as having worked in the store of
Hollis Overlock. This may have
been Grant Nichols who sold part
of the house to Capt. Ichabod
Willey.
Nicholls built the house
and lived in it for some 10 years
and then the family moved to
Bath.
Capt. Willey was one of the St.
George family, an uncle to Capt.
Walter Willey whom I have men
tioned heretofore. He married Almeda Gilchrest and they had five
children.
Minnie died while a
child, Freda in 1904, aged 25; and
Earl while a young man after mov
ing away.
Bertha was married
and died only recently. Ethel, my
classmate, has been twice mar
ried and is now a widow, Mrs.
Ethel Locke of Portsmouth. N. H.
Her first hubsand was Charles
York. Mrs. Willey died in Thom
aston possibly 50 years ago. Capt.
Willey was lost many years ago
and in all probability perished by
drowning.
At one time the late Charles C.
MacDonald lived here but whether
this was while the Willeys owned
it. or later, is not certain.
Elbridge K. Winchenbach bought
this place later and it was not long
ago that his daughter, Mrs. Leila
Smalley, sold it to Lawrence Hili,
who lives here with his wife and
two daughters. Judy and Barbara.
Elbridge Winchenbach came here
from Waldoboro. He clerked for
Mrs. Cook and bought the dry
goods store of C. C. Morton and
prospered as the years passed and
with the aid of his wife, Ada
Frances, daughter of Rufus B. and
Rachel
Burton Copeland.
who
worked as a milliner or rather
managed the millinery department
of the business. Before her mar
riage she had learned the business
with Mrs. Love Keller in the Tele
graph Block and later had worked
with Miss Elizabeth McIntyre on
Main street. Miss Ella Copeland
worked with the Winchenbachs
and lived with them. All of our
older citizens will remember this
excellent woman with respect,
i Elbridge was a fine looking
man, a good singer who belonged
to a number of the male quartets
formerly so popular, but now sel
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MEREDITH FURNITURE CO
PHONE 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE

J

for your holiday shopping!
2. CASH to clean up back bills . . .
to put your winter budget in shape 1
3. CASH-CREDIT wherever you go
during the holiday season . . . with
Beneficial’s exclusive International
Cash-Credit Card!
t. CASH

*

Leant $20 to $2500—plus life insurance at ne aitre cm

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. . Phene: USS
OPEN SATVBDAYS V NTIL NOON
UWB MOM M IBSidMls tf MTHOBglBg l»MI • Uftf Mm tf«fr If tfMl
mo. OCNmCfAL FINANCE CO

The Bicknell family of Rockland
acquired this property and have
lented it through some years un
til in 1943 they sold it to Eliza
beth Vinal Pease, wife of Arthur
Pease, who is the owner at pre
sent. and rents it.
With the exception of the Win
chenbach house these homes have
stood for over 100 years and you
must agree that the occupants
form a group of worthy persons
of the past and present, an honor
and an asset of which any place
where they live could be proud.
F. L. S. Morse.

Films Developed
EXLARGFI)
EX-JIMBO PRINTS QUffT
IN ALBUMS
12 EXP. .75 — IS EXP. i.ne
2(1 EXP. 1.25 — 36 EXP. 2.00
KOOACOLOK DEVELOPING
ALL ROLLS 9Oc EACH
OVERSIZE PRINTS 32c EACH
SEND FOR PRICE LIST FOR
■KTACHROME — ANHCOCHROMZ
KODACHROME
REMIT WITH COIN OR CHECK

8

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BOX Me

BAR HARBOR. MB.
130-tf
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"Well, it’s one way to keep warm...!”
w

Did this happen to you last winter?
Then call us for new Flying A, the hotter-burning, clean
est-burning heating oil! lt burns completely...gives more
heat...saves you money!

Expert Burner Service-Call us for
expert burner-service work...de
pendable fuel delivery.
Budget Payments-Pay your heating
bill in equal monthly payments.

Call L's Now!

FROST & WILKINS, INC.
TELEPHONE 786-W
139-Th-154

Sunday

Dec. 21

COSMETICS

Dec. 21

OPP. SEARS

$3.00 Value

Wrist Watches
$6-95 to $16.95

con
Perfume
Stick Cologne
Dusting Powder
Talc

$2.00
$1.75
$1.00

INCE MAI
PERFUME SETS
$5.00 • $10.00 - $15.00
Other Itemi - $1.00 up
TWEED SETS
Ever Popular
$1.00 to $7.50
Cologne • $1.50

DOROTHY GRAY
Cologne
$1.2$
Dusting Powder
$2.50
After Bath Lotion
$1.75
Concentrates $1.75-52.75

BOX CANDY
91c to $6.00

TOBACCO POUCHES
SOc to $3.95

PIPES
Kaywoodie
S. S. Pierce
Rogers
$1 JO to $10.00

TOBACCO
Largest Variety Of
Cgors-Cigorettes-Tobocco
Io Town
LOWEST PRICES

Open

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TIMEX

2 REVLON Refills
1 Lipstick Case
ONLY $2.00

AMITY WALLETS
$5.00 to $10.00
Others - $1.50 up

You get:

have two

several children.

CHARLES RATE
CUT

"SCRIPTO"
Pan and Pencil Sots
$1.00 to $3.9$
*1

They

ward, a newspaper man, and Mrs.
Emma Lou Morrison, who has

Sunday

Open

-

N

dom heard. He had a fine per
sonality and was very popular. He
died in 1937 and his widow in 1951.
During the more recent years, the
daughter, Mrs.
Leila Smalley,
lived here and with her, Mrs.
Estelle Newbert, her mother’s
sister. The two ladies now live
in the Dr. Heald house near the
Mall. As was stated above Law
rence Hill and family live here at
present.
As has already been stated,
Capt. Edwin Counce built the
house on the corner and it was
sold to Amos Walker, a native of
Union and son of a man of the
same name. Walker bought the
property from Lewis and Sarah
Anne Merrow of Topsham. Walk
er built vessels for years and was
a man of integrity. He died in
1898.
Dr. Edward Peaslee came here
in the 1920’s, I believe, and lived
here while he practiced dentistry
here and in Rockland. Dr. Peaslee
came from Gardiner. He mar
ried Evelyn, daughter of Edward
O'B and Ethel Freeman Gonia.
The Peaslees now live in Augusta.
Mrs. Peaslee is a lady of unusual
artistic ability, who can do won
ders with finger paints.

Waterproof, Shockproof, Dust
proof, Luminous Dials. White
or Black Face. Self Winding,
leather or Metal Strap.

Men's - Ladies' • Children's
Guaranteed One Year
Hundreds To Choose From

'SPRAY COLOGNES"
Tweed
$2.25
Revlon
$2.75-53.00
Old Spice
$2.50
Tussy
$2.50-53.00
Dorethy Gray
$2.75
Coty
$3.50
Gra
$3.50
Chantilly
$3.25
"OLD SPICE" SETS
$1.00 to $7.00
Shave Lotion
$1.00

"KINGS MEN"
Shave Lotion - Cologne
Both $1.00
Other Sets $1.00 to $5.95
WE CARRY
Polaroid rdm
Kodak • Ansco
Flashbulbs - Batteries
Thermos Bottles
lunch Boxes - Blades
Cigarette ond Cigar Holders
Jackknives • Razors
Watch Bands - Lighter Fluid
Key Chains • Pocket Combs
Geeks - Electric ond Wind
Com Parses
Cigarette Rollers
*

Open Sunday

December 21

SHALIMAR
Perfumes
$6.00 up
Cologne
$5.00
CARON PERFUMES
$12.00 up
TUSSY
Perfume
Cologne
Stick Cologne
Dusting Powder

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

EVE'N PARIS SETS
Always Popular
25 Styles To Choose From
$1.00 to $25.00
BRUSH SETS
$1.00 to $4.50
H. H. AYER
2 Piece Sets
3 Piece Sets

$1.00
$1.50

CHANTILLY
Toilet Water
Body Powder
Dusting Powder

$3.00
85c
$2.00

SHAVING BRUSHES
$2.00

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
97c
Others to $9.50
CIGARETTES
Lowest Prices
Package or Carton

"WESTCLOX"
Pocket Watches
$2.91
Yes, Wo Hava
A Variety Of
CORN COB PIPES
15c op

______________ ______________________________

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
«Mue

